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You are going to find that you have
allowed the "fixed" election of one who is
ultimately going to be found to have
actually been connected to the KGB and
literally protested against your nation,
not just the war in Vietnam. I s "he"
innocent? What difference does it make.
He knew long before election day that it
was already "set" for his winning-while
the payoffs and "take the fall" prices
were fixed with the current administration. You will have the same advisers
and dictators a t work-I TOLD YOU
CLINTON WAS THE CHOSEN PUPPET
FACE FOR THE ULTIMATE WORLD ORDER TAKEOVER OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.
J u s t a "little trip to Moscow as a
student"? Oh my, he was put-up in THE
National Hotel which is THE "safehouse"
k

in the Soviet Capital and has been so
stated many times right in the Elite Establishment newspaper, the Washington
Times. "A lonely student on New Year's
Eve?" Oh? This hotel is the most expensive one available anywhere and the most
simple dinner meal ran more than $60
back then. This information is and has
been known by your Intelligence officer
for years.
I can offer you a n article right out of
the Washington Times documenting
Clinton's involvement with the Extreme
Left of the Vietnam War and where he
was a KEY organizer of terribly violent
demonstrations in Washington and London that sought to overthrow the government of the United States by revolution.
He is now your "Presidentm-he wields
not the power but IS now your 'President" and the power is direct from the
Elite One World Controllers!
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Y ELTSIN

Mr. Yeltsin is in London this day finalizing the facade in preparation of take-over
of the free world through the massive funds
owed Russia. You see, you ones played
dead and they didn't even have to go the
route of "forgiving your debts" of some
many trillions of dollars--which they were
fully prepared to do. Now they get to keep
that and still have your nation of which
they have already now established the
order and administration! You already
have the 'troops" on board and established in America.
WHERE IS BO GRITZ IN ALL THIS?

Funny that you should ask. What
difference does it make? You will note
please, that some of the 'Special Forces"
present at the Weaver murder and takeout scene were operatives right out of Col.
~ e r 0~t c t u a l l 9~ r i t ~ ~ oFeO nI - aC ~ .Gritz was called in by
FBI and wired for recordings at all
WON "Fixed" the
meetings (except no one was supposed to
know) with the Weavers. A s a matter of
Election
fact, Gritz was quoted in the Spokane
Spokesman-Review as follows: 'Weaver
Seepages: hirnselfisapunk Weaverismhem. He
doesn't deserve any medals. Idon'tthink he
L5,9,16,20,26.,
Please see AMERICY, page 26
"THEPHOENLXLlBERATOR Is N a rnolished By And Has No AfWiatim With

'
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America West Airlines, Inc."
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Dynamite On Randy Weaver Case:

Assault At Ruby Creek, Phase 11
11/3/92#1

HATONN

I thank you, L.H., for Assault At Ruby
Creek, Phase +given here exactly as received this morning. At the ending of the
writing notation we shall give her phone
number and fax number. It is a time for
unity as never before for ifyou only "live by
the sword so shall ye die by the sword."

ASSAULT AT RUBY CREEK, PHASE II
(Lonny Hall)
QUOTING:
Randy Weaver and Kevin Harris of Ruby
Creek, Idaho now have friends all over the
country. Their friends include two partners who were the key authors of the onsite Press Release composed during the
siege late August this year: Honolulu businessman Eric Aaron Lighter and Lt. Col.
(ret.)John Salter of Montana. Hundreds of
heavily militarized law enforcement authorities surrounded Weaver's cabin for
contrived gun charges. Weaver's wife and
teenage son were shot to death. Also killed
was one of the country's most heavily decorated marshals, who was with his top antiterrorist team for a military style "hit" on
the Weaver family. Lighter wrote the federal warrant for citizen's arrest of FBI Directo; William Sessions [H: By the way,
you who think Sessions is in hot water
oversome indiscretionsin expenditures
and cross accusations with "Gates of
CIAn-think again. Sessions is in deep
yogurt for BOTCHING THE WEAVERGRITZ ENCOUNTER! MARK MY WORDS!
I AM WEARY OF PLAYING GAMES OF
CAT AND MOUSE WITH YOUR SOCALLED AND SELF-APPOINTED LEADERS WHO TELL YOU WHAT TO THINK!
Bo was to have been "taken outn as
planned tobury many skeletonsat oncbut the big dealwas not Bo being a threat
on his own right but what he represented in MY SERVICE--KNOWN OR
UNKNOWN TO HIM. I SUGGEST YOU
ONES BEGIN TO THINK IN TERMS OF
TRUTH IN REALITY AND LET US STOP
THE DANCING. Well, he is aliv-not
by
accident--and I believe you can see the
unfolding efforts toward "otherwisemI would hope his "tantrumsn are singularly with one he NOW refers t o as
"Haton" and not "truly1)his Source FOR

THE SHELTERING HAND OF GOD IS
LIFTED WHEN THE PERSON DENIES
GOD'S PRESENCE. One in particular,
whom I shall continue t o protect, went
(at my request) directly t o George Bush
and delivered my demand that the siege
be stopped. The request was instantly
answered with Paul Harvey's helicopter
trip! Now, I don't care what anyone
believes-but the "topn criminals know
MEvery well and it matters not what any
of you call me but I suggest you start
thinking about "respect" in a different
light. Think what you will but common
courtesy might demand that you honor
those who do think differently.] and
others for Bo Gritz, which was served, with
witnesses. That arrest warrant caused the
militia to finally let Bo Gritz up Ruby Ridge
to negotiate for the safe release of Weaver,
his remaining family, and Harris. With
Lighter's support, Salter sued the Federal
Grand Juries in Washington, D.C., which
kept the Iran Contra case open past May
15, 1992 by proving that those Grand
Juries were seriously tampered with. [H:
Does anyone remember that I told you
there was a Bush indictment unissued
and being held? Some of you will remember because you questioned the
seriousness of the statement. I believe
you will note that it is now in the public!
is
So much for c o ~ ~ m a t i o n s .Lighter
]
the key Iran Contra witness whose evidence was used by the Republican National Committee to save Reagan and Bush
from impeachment, see May 3 1,1991 FederalRegister, pages 24836 to24843. Lighter
used his position to help convict Admiral
John Poindexter after the alleged murder
of his attorney by covert government action. Lighter and Salter later incited the
CIA'SAlan Fiers plea bargain that led to the
indictment of top CIA officials. The indictment of former Secretary of Defense Cap
Weinberger was also affected. The resulting indictments of CIA officials have led to
a lessening in the public's fear of its own
government, as well as an opening up of
other investigations.
With the aid of former Los Angeles
police Captain Frank Isbell and others,
Lighter and Salter interviewed many at the
Weaver vigil for their first hand accounts.
This reporter was there as driver for Lt. Col.
(ret.) "BowGritz. Isbell was recently a key
figure in convincing Ashland, Oregon resi-

dent, government victim Maynard
Campbell, Jr., into surrendering to authorities. Campbell is recognized as a key
investigator into the governmental corruption, terrorizing, and fatal attacks at Ruby
Creek in the Weaver case.
It was reliably reported that shortly
after that completed press release was
faxed out, some bureaucrat monitoring the
phone lines pressed the button for a plan
"B" that triggered two groups of government inspired agitators and provocateurs
to almost cause a riot. The riot was reported to have been a cover for the assassination of Bo Gritz, Randy Weaver, Lighter,
Salter, Isbell and others. p:Just another
little confirmation or two!] The women
and children in the crowd were moved back
away from the pending riot staging ground,
and a slight confrontation tested the waters. However, Salter confronted the
crowds, even asking them to vote by raising
their hands if they wanted to avoid a riot.
No riot resulted, but five armed men followed Salter back to the Deep Creek Resort
second floor headquarters with intention
to kill Salter. Lighter was in the room with
Salter. Local patriot and religious leader
Kim Conrahad stopped the group in the
cozy resort's kitchen. Lighter and Salter
were able to patch through the FBI up to Bo
Gritz. The crowd, already upset by more
bad news, was once more appeased.
Lighter, Salter and others, through
the Independent Society for the Advancement of the American Constitution (ISAAC),
sent around the country detailed arrest
petitions that confirmed and expanded the
Ruby Creek arrest to also be against George
Bush, US Attorney General William Barr
and U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice
William Rhenquist. Before Weaver surrendered under the protective eye of Bo Gritz,
Lighter filed the original Ruby Creek arrest
and the press release together in the
Recorder's Office at Bonner's Ferry, Idaho.
That filed arrest is supported with over four
inchesofpotentevidence. ThismadeLighter
an in-writing, provably-key, Assault at Ruby
Creek witness.
Like the other patriots at the assault
site, Lighter and Salter came to Idaho to
save lives. Lighter and Salter also came to
permanently prejudice the criminal case in
the event anyone lived through the ordeal.
Lighter and Salter caught red-handed Federal bureaucrats across the country, espe-
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cially in Washington, D.C. These criminals RENTAL) UNTIL SETTLEMENT OF APcommitted outrageous tax fraud and arro- PEAG-IT IS OBVIOUS THE SYSTEM
gantly defied prosecution. Therefore, INTENDS TO KILL THEM BY STEAMLighter and Salter committed the same ROLLER. THE EKKERS ARE WEARY,
filed tax return fraud to the unavoidable ILL AND BROKEN-AND THEY HAVE NO
sum of $50 Billion, and then turned them- WHERE ELSE TO GO WHILE THE PROPselves in to Federal Grand Juries in order ERTY WOULD SIT VACANT AND FALL
to force prosecution of the Commissioner INTO DISREPAIR AS WELL AS HAVING
of IRS and others. Then Salter sued the TOTAL LOSS OF WILDLIFE HAVING
Federal Grand Juries in Washington, D.C. MADE THIS THEIR HOME AND "SOUP
for failure to prosecute Salter and Lighter. KITCHEN* ALONG WITH AN AVIARY
When the coverup continued Salter even O F BIRDS WITH NO PLACE TO RELOconfessed to all levels of court, including CATE. IF YOU CANNOT MAKE IMPERHAPS PHYSICAL
the U.S. Supreme Court. A s an Assault at PACT-THEN
Ruby Creek key witness, Lighter confessed FORCE OF EVICTION WITH ALL MEto the $50 Billion in court approved tax DIA PRESENT WITH PHOTOGRAPHERS
crimes expressly in protest of the corrup- IS THE WAY TO GO1 PERHAPS EVEN
tion and coverup of corruption by the Idaho LOCAL EX-JUDGE JASON BRENT
judges in the Weaver case. Part of Lighter's WOULD BE HAPPY TO BRING HIS "AUplan was to prove the dishonesty ofjudges TOMATIC WEAPONSn OF WHICH HE
by forcing them to conceal a felony, which BOASTS, EVEN AT ELECTION INTERis a felony called Misprision of Felony, 18 VIEWS-AND SEE TO THE EVICTION
USC subsec. 4 and 350 1. Among those OF THESE DEADLY AND MENACING
that refuse to indict Lighter together with OLD PEOPLE! I t would, further, s e e m
the Idaho judges are others Lighter con- that undoubtedly these people h a v e
fessed to: the U.S. Supreme Court, the "lost their marbles" and w r i t e for and
Western Region Director of Alcohol, To- p u b l i s h for a n "alien S p a c e Combacco and Firearms, FBI director William mander" or s o m e t h i n g (inthe words of
Sessions, National Director of the U.S. Mr. Horn, chief prosecutor a t t o r n e y at
Bureau of Prisons, the National Director of the t i m e he w a s ruled "withn as OK b y
the U.S. Marshals, U.S. Attorney General a S u p e r i o r Court J u d g e , Randall, after
Ban,IRS Commissioner Shirley Peterson, w i t n e s s e s saw h i m r e m o v e d o c u m e n t s
of proof in d e f e n s e of d e f e n d a n t s
to name a few.
[H: I find m y people, t h e Ekkers, so (Ekkers) from the c o u r t file--in the
distraught at t h e price of the criminal courtroom. I n addition, t h i s judge
h a n d s in play of their lives a n d property c a p i t u l a t e d w i t h Mr. Horn in t h a t Mr.
as to be READY, MR. DIXON, TO GET ON H o r n t h r e a t e n e d E k k e r s if o n e word of
WITHA JOINTPRESENTATIONINTHEIR the m a t t e r was s p o k e n of o u t s i d e t h e
CASE BY LIGHTER AND SALTER! I c o u r t r o o m a n d / o r published in t h e
BELIEVE PERHAPS IT SIMPLY MAY NOT LIBERATOR of w h i c h h e e n t e r e d copBE WISE TO BE EVICTED! TWO OLD ies m a r k e d regarding Khazarians a n d
PEOPLE BEING DRAGGED OUT IN HAND- proclaiming t h e p a p e r s t o b e preposCUFFS AFTER ALMOST FOUR FULL t e r o u s lies. J u d g e Randall t h e n beYEARS OF BEING DENIED ANY RE- c a m e Presiding J u d g e a n d sat and
COURSE UNDER THE PROTECTION OF deliberately smiled while ruling against
LAW SEEMS A BIT ANNOYING TO ME t h e E k k e r s in every e n c o u n t e r i n the
PERSONALLY! IT IS OBVIOUS, RIGHT S u p e r i o r Court). Ibelieve that t h e loss
TO THE SUPREME COURT OF THE of their "marblesn is good case founSTATE OF CALIFORNIA, THAT THE dation for y o u c e r t a i n l y have plenty of
CORRUPTION AND COLLUSION WITH d o c u m e n t a t i o n of t h e i r ongoing volTHE FAILED SAVINGS AND LOANS (IN u n t a r y publishing of t h i s "preposterTHIS CASE SANTA BARBARA SAVINGS ous" information! Sorry about this
IN CONNECTION WITH SALOMON BROS. l o n g insert-insanity t o o k over.]
AND NOW THE BRASH AND BLATANT
A Department of Justice internal afCRIMINAL ACTIONS OF THE RESOLU- fairs arm, Office of Professional ResponTION TRUST CORPORATION)IS IN FULL sibility (OPR), was recently chosen to
SWING TO DEPRIVE PATRIOTS, CITI- publicly attack FBI director Sessions as
ZENS AND ALL PROPERTY HOLDERS a scapegoat for the feud between U.S.
OR DISSENTERS AGAINST GOVERN- Attorney General Barr and the CIA as to
MENT CRIME AND ALL FREEDOM OF who is responsible for the recent scandal
SPEECHAND/ORRIGHTTOFAIRHEAR- known as Iraqgate. OPR is the team
ING AND TRIAL BY JURY HAS BEEN most responsible for covering up the
TOTALLYANDABSOLUTELYVIOLATED. massive tax crimes exposed by Lighter
THE TIME TO ACT IS NOW! WHEN and Salter. OPR is also responsible for
THEREAREOVER400VACANTHOUSES making sure Bo Gritz receives no credit
IN THE COMMUNITY, AND WITH THE for arresting Sessions. Lighter and Salter
EKKERS EVEN WILLING TO PAY FAIR brought to Ruby Creek heavy baggage
RENTAL (IN THE PAST, EVEN UNFAIR for the bureaucracy. Now anew develop-
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ment weighs the Idaho judges down even
more. Before Weaver surrendered, the
mother of missing INSLAW co-developer
Barry Kumnick testified under oath before Salter and Lighter a t the Deep Creek
Resort. It was learned that Frank
Kumnick, Barry's father, w a s a close
friend of Weaver who was also holed up
and expecting to be killed after Weaver.
It has been learned that Barry Kumnick
was desperately needed by the Bush
administration. J u s t before the assault
on Weaver's cabin, there was huge pressure from former U.S. Attorney General
and INSLAW counsel Eliot Richardson,
top Washington, D.C. insiders and power
brokers, and others, to appoint a n independent counsel to investigate INSLAW.
INSLAW is the software of the New World
Order stolen by the Department of Justice, designed to keep track of virtually
everyone and thing in the world. Barry
Kumnick developed the companion software, Architecture Of Thought, designed
to 'think" like New World Order protestors, and anticipate their behavior. An
impressive number of murders and mysterious deaths dot the landscape of the
INSLAW case. If Barry testified, an independent counsel would surely have been
appointed. Reports demonstrate that
the government wanted to kill Weaver
and family, and then 'Squeeze" Frank
Kumnick in order to flllsh out his son
from hiding. Lighter received original
evidence to support his point of view.
Fortunately for Lighter, all of his evidence is immediately publicly filed on
microfilm as his tax return of over
250,000 pages. Top CIA investigators
around the country have assisted Lighter,
such as Rodney Stich, former FAA investigator and author of Unfn'endluSkies. A
chiefINSLAW software designer, Michael
Riconosciu to, was set up by the DEA on
false drug charges. Lighter recently escaped a simila? contrived DEA sting intended to also take Lighter out of circulation.
Lighter just filed another batch of
evidence with the Weaver case, this time
together with Bo Gritz's 34 page affidavit. Lighter's goal is to prove that the
court's presumption that the government is 'righteous" is falsely based.
Lighter has asked all experts in the country to send him evidence defeating this
wrong presumption to ISAAC'S mailing
address a t P.O. Box 39 13, Honolulu,
Hawaii 968 12. At the current rate of
growth, the Weaver case is becoming one
of the largest and most important cases
in the colintry. ISAAC is looking for as
much support as it can obtain in order to
succeed in this mission.
Lonny Hall: (208) 772-2988, fax
(208) 772-2699.
END OF QUOTING.
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DAY AFTER?
For goodness sakes, chelas, let u s get
through the "day of" the election before we
handle all the "what ifs" of the day after.
There are many things to be considered,
not the least ofwhich is that, if our brother,
Bo, has responded to ones with whom HE
COULD WORK IN INTEGRATION on the
problems facing you-the-people
as he has
reacted to me-?hen you are in pretty deep
yogurt.
BO has had some prettv bad advisers as
of the last couple o r thrie months--ones
from the "phoenix Club", etc., and he just
denounced me as a "reptilian chameleon"
and asked me to return to my "space ship"
and ship out! I have now been denounced
by that one as "ignorant", and a *Judas
goatn. Why? Because I see that the only
chance of winning this day for you-thepeople (and that i d 1 but impossible what
with the "fmed" polling computers and the
"running polls") is to vote for Perot. When
you are a "CHOSEN ONE" and you capitulate with the energies of darkness-you are
left stranded and immobile. It is a time of
valor and cool responses in wisdom of
actions, but then, allow understanding for
a background of n~urderin the Rambo drill
teams is not exactly what is expected of a
leader for GOD. It is necessary--it is NOT
easy. Remember-GOD DOES NOTUGIVE
UP'' ON YOU-YOU GIVE UP ON GOD!
If the rest of you read as badly as does
the Commander Green Beret, then you are
in such deep trouble that to overcome and
change this nation slips away from you. If
Perot could win and get seated-you could
then demand that the other candidates
who were disallowed all hearings be brought
in to share the views of the constituents
and you could regain your balance. It is a
time of totally cool heads and wise thinking
in total rationality-not JUDGEMENTS
AND FOOLISH LASHINGS OUT IN THE
VERY TYPE OF IGNORANCE ATTRIBUTED
TO ME.
So-,
chelas, wouldn't our old Adversaries just love it if I would, indeed, simply
"ship out" and leave YOU-TO THEM?
NOPG-I AM NOT GOING ANYWHERE AND
NEITHER AM I GOING TO STOP TELLING
YOU HOW IT IS!
1 believe that even in your "Bible",
which is quoted to me ad nauseam, it
suggests that you have the wisdom and
shrewdness of the serpent or fox and the

stability and love of the peaceful dove. It
also says the meek shall inherit the Earth.
It also says GOD WINS; it also says God
sends His HOSTS to accompany HIS COMING; it also says WAR is'nol of GODneither be "force". It also says render unto
Caesar that which is Caesar's and it also
says that ye shall abide within the laws of
the land lest ye be rendered "useless".
I am shouted at that with God all things
are possible, then belted with a barrage of
limitations and judgements to the point I
feel a n apology may be necessary for the
ones of you who have served so faithfully
and flawlessly. I believe in the ending
appraisal it shall not be "I" who shall have
"changed colors as the chameleon" and
so-we shall move on.
No matter what happens in the elec-

tions of this day-there is a long and bitter
time of accounting before inauguration
and the evil whores will not go down silentlv or easilv. I ask you again: "Where is
~ a k i r ? " WHO IS A ~ U A ~ LRUNNING
Y
YOUR NATION RIGHT NOW? Well, there is
a lot to be done whether or not it appears
right or wrong. There are ones in jeopardy of
losing their lives if you do not take a stand.
Must there be further death, for instance, in
the Weaver family-have not the children
paidenough? Ican onlypetition Commander
Gritz not to forget his power in these things in
his anger at God-for if he does his work he
shall be known about the nations and with a
bit of "time" perchance there WILL BE an
election in 19%. At this time it appears slim
to zilch in possibility as you handle opportunity badly.

D~v-AfterNews Watch:
Perot Won Election Bi'!
J

w
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NOW. LET'S SPEAK OF THE
DAY AFTER?
I am Hatonn, come as leader of the
service to Christ-God. I want to

HOS~S
in

remind you of that as we move into this,
and all, discussions. You are in the time of
the battles for possession of all things
physical on your Planet and, from that
reminder, shall we look at where we are
this day-"after". I remind you, that there
will be NO actual confusion in the transition of government-FOR YOU DID EXACTLY THE PLANNED AND ORCHESTRATED HANDING OF THE UNITED
STATES INTOTHE HANDS OFTHE ELITE-ABSOLUTELY AS PLANNED AND PRONOUNCED (DOWN TO THE VERY PLAYERS) BY THE BILDERBERGERS UNDER
KISSINGER TO THE FORFEITURE OF
"SAY" IN THE MATTER. Is Bill Clinton a
'BAD'man? What differencedoes it make?
He is a puppet and for a few brief months
it will all appear to be "changed" and
"glowing". Would I rather have had Bush?
Well, probably for the long-haul, yes, because he is fizzling out and you now have
two healthy young puppets to play the
roles.
Ross Perot said it all if you listened and
watched. When he held up the "Perot in
'96"sticker and offeredto 'be around", he
was giving you the "inside" poop, chelas.
THISelection set the stage for a full coup in
1996 if you seize the moment. It is not
proper, nor pleasant to face the facts and
the knowledge of what will take place in

your nation in the next four years. What
will Gritz do? He hasn't decided other than
to "take that hilln one way or another.
Young warriors are not usually patient in
the battle dress.
I had told all of you to start Gritz'
campaign TODAY (Wednesday) but I now
ask you to wait and see if nation and
citizens come first or the ones with the
"bad" advice for their own perceived truth
and investments. I do not and will not
support the "Phoenix Club" (Arizona)nor
any of the ones who are working, literally,
against GOD in the guise of working FOR
HIM.
I know that many of you know that you
have NO breathing time here in reality. It
is truly the time to place your funds safely
and I still can only offer the best approach
is to borrow against it for projects, etc. I am
not going to explain it-if you are interested-get with Cort or E.J. or George
Green (who understands it). We are not in
ANY investment BUSINESS-we offer assistance to ones willing and wishing to hold
what assets they can as best they can,
protect investments in solidly "Establishment" banks and vaults to protect against
confiscation of the gold collateral. This
may well be our last opportunity to even
mention it (during this lull of bank collapses). Then, it is going to be THE time to
invest in this method against gold because
there are millions of tons of gold waiting
(right out of Russia) to be dumped on the
world-actually in holding but orchestrated
to contain the growth in gold, first. Remember the Elite plan: take the U.S. market to 3500 and gold to briefly over $2,0001
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oz. THEY have not changed their plans for
the Elite must have ways to PROTECT
THEIR OWN ASSETS. THEY WILL DO IT
THROUGH GOLD, ETC., AND OFFSHORE
(BUT PREFERABLY 'NEVADA") CORPORATIONS. THIS IS "WHY" NEVADA HAS
SUCH CORPORATION LAWS! My overall
projection for your assets and placementis "Use it or lose it." I do not know how
much can be saved when the big boys
finally come for it-but the chances of
holding assets in the world shaping up-IS
ZILCH.
ULTIMATE NEW WORLD ORDER
This is alive and thriving this morningbut, for a while it probably WILL look
better. If the Bush cartel decides not to
push the issue of "Presidential Orders" to
cover a massive disaster in order to assume "Emergency Control", you are probably going to have a brief respite to hopefully lull you back into your sleeping. To
see what is coming-watch what the Elite
do across the globe.
The Israelis, for instance, know they
have you hooked now. George Bush gave
this fits up until he saw the handwriting of
failure at election on the wall-then, got
passed the $10 Billion for ~srael-along
with o t h e r Billions in war machinery!
The Palestinians state it best: "It is worse,
if anything could be worse." The Russians
don't even give it lip service today; it was so
cut and dried.
There will be an attempt to cheat you
people of Truth in the guise of prosperity
and part of it will be good because Bush
was completely focused on his own personal gain and that of the facilitated companies around the globe from which he and
his family would reap great rewards. But
look for all sorts of problems before inauguration. He is indicted on criminalcharges
and he will go to almost any lengths to
prevent prosecution. The Democrats have
promised him good things if he doesn't
upset the apple cart further but as a politician he knows they are apt to now abandon him to the powers ALREADY IN CONTROL OF THE GOVERNMENT RIGHT AS
HE WAS STILL SUPPOSEDLY "SERVING". There are a LOT of politicians who
are up for total prosecution if justice falls
perchance. It won't, now, because you
have put the chosen puppet into power
and, worse, Clinton and Gore will need
trimming because they actually began to
believe what they were saying-and forgot
that they will have nothing to say about
what comes down.
What WILL happen now is that things
will briefly upsurge (so use that time well)
and then tumble badly-if it even waits for
inauguration. Obviously there will be at
least ten major banks which will fold
quickly. Then as things begin to fall apart
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with seemingly no way to dig out-they will
'have" you. You will agree to anything to
get back on your feet. You will vote-in
anything they suggest and actually YOU
won't even have to vote for you put the
bastards right back into the Senate and
House! How handy for the ONE WORLD
ELITE!
SO, will you have four years to build and
stir and campaign for a Ross Perot or Gritz
or anyone outside the NWO? Indeed, for
you have already stopped hearing about a
"NewWorld Order''-it will be called something else to throw you off the track. They
will announce to you, probably, that 'that"
was a bad idea and then hit you with that
which will hide the massive move into total
absorption within the 'system". I REPEAT, YOU DID EXACTLY THAT WHICH
THEY PLANNED AND ORCHESTRATED.
B v the wau, Clinton did not win the
election, The computers placed the
pa*
and the man and not mom thana
couple o f hundmd even questioned if.
See, Pemt came in at ((evenhi-r
than
expectednt h m told a m and a m smiled
and said, well, we a t least aot a
"chamel So be it. Mr. Pemt knows
that he h n s o b 1996 he isaoityr to BE
II\1FORMED! BUSH had already "bought
the 'fallm-let me remind you that a little
"laryngitis" is a very tiny price to pay to
make it really look good and honorable and
whip you people into "doing anything they
suggest"! That only helped without measure, the sham "win". Well, if you give up
that CONSTITUTION as is, it will be OVER!
It very well may already be "over" for while
Clinton and Gore rest and celebrate-the
vipers are setting up the new outline of
working control. IF you can hang onto
national patriotism (andyou can see that it
is NOT dead) you may live long enough to
try again-but you will then be within four
years of total takeover so it will NOT be
easy! Further, you will be working from
literal prison cells with most ofyour patriot
voices silenced!
WHERE FROM HERE?

are spending their moments in strategy for
take-over or retaining control.
Over the next short while I shall be
giving you a look at the "other siden-the
view from the Russian side of the f a c a d e
much of it presented D!RECTLY FROM
ONE YOU THOUGHT DEAD AND CONTINUES TO MAKE IT ONTO UNSOLVED MYSTERIES. Right from Tsarevich Aleksei
Nicholaevich Romanoff of the house and
direct heir of the upstaged and presumed
murdered Czar of Russia by the Bolsheviks-who now, by the way of reminding
you-RUN THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA AS WELL AS THE WORLD. THE
VERY SURVIVAL OF CHRISTIAN CIVILIZATION AS YOU PERCEIVE IT DEPENDS
UPON WHAT YOU DO AND RECOGNIZE.
THEKI-IAZARIANZIONISTS(BOLSHEVIKS)
ARE THE 'ANTI-CHRISTn AND YOU ARE
ALLBUT ABSORBED BY THEM-YOU CAN
NOTE IT FROM THE FACT THAT EVEN IN
ELECTION RESULTS THE BONDAGE
"HELDn-NOT ONE MENTION AT ANY
TIME OF ANY CANDIDATE SAVE EARLY
ON, THE "LIBERTARIAN PARTYn-LOSING! The controlled MEDIA and "Lany
King" pulled off the coup o f the centuries. You will find out about it openlyvery soon-for the winners cannot help
the& o w n ego presentations of power
unto you-the-people. Even Larry gave it
away totally by one of his own interviews
with another examiner: "I am a total Democrat!" he said emphatically. They pushed
Perot to get exactly the results obtained
and Perot tried to use it instead of decline
it-but he and we knew it was not going to
happen inTHIS ELECTION. So be it. It will
be up to you people to get him informedperhaps a subscription to the LBERATOR
might help. I know that many of you sent
him material-but NOW he is ready to look
at it. No, I am not, nor are my people, going
to send him such a subscription or ten or
a hundred until he can't NOT see it because-once again-this change MUST
COME FROM YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
We are not going to spend any time
analyzing elections as such for you HAVE
NO REAL CHANGE-EXCEPT FOR THE
W 0 RSE SO WE HAVE TO W 0RK
HARDER-NOT EASE UP. I AM GOING TO
TELL YOU WHAT IS NOW FULLY REALIZED BY TOP MILITARY 'DURING THIS
ENDED COLD WAR" THAT RUSSIA HAS
ALREADY FIELDED-MICROWAVEWEAPONS CAPABLE OF PARALYZING ALMOST
ALL MODERN WESTERN DEFENCE SYSTEMS. THEY HAVENT DONE THIS WORK
FOR NOTHING, INNOCENT LAMBS! WAVE
YOUR FLAGS AND THEN FACE FACTS!
YOU ARE IN THE CORNER-PINNED!

Well, I have been told to "space out" by
some of your would-be leaders while Satan
grins and whines. So, I guess we continue
to lay forth the TRUTH and let you see more
of your enemy because obviously we have
not caused enough to take note-and your
would-be leaders have copped out on you
for the moment. The o n b one who truly
began to SEE and understand the terrible battle was that man from Texas.
He did not see until he became the focus
of the wrath of evil. You see, w m only
charwed out the "PIPERnand refreshed
hint-ou did not CHANGE THE TUNEI
LET'S LOOK AT RUSSIA
So, enough for right now, let's simply
move on for "today" almost nothing is
What I amgoing to show you now is sent
changed-the players at the tEliten level md,I will give it DIRECTLY a s &to you. It
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comes from the "Bible" catalog of weapons, ships, modem war material, etc.
(JANE'S).
THIS COMES FROM JANE'S DEFENCE
WEEKLY, Oct. 10, 1992 and strangely
enough it comes to me from [the large
defense contract corporation] "GENERAL
DYNAMICS" on Nov. 2nd' 1992-as current as you can get!

plosive pulsed power, surprised their US
counterparts from USAF's Phillips Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico.
Using 'desk-sized' explosive generators--devices that could be incorporated
into a weapon-Russian scientists have
been able to convert the explosive energy
into intense pulses of electrical power,
according to US oficials.
"Their capacitor technology is not as
Headline: BLUE BERETS O N THE good as ours," one Kirtland-based military
BALKAN FRONT LWE.
official said, "but they can produce 10
times more energy and cument than we
RUSSIA &EADS IN PULSE
can." [H: This is slanted mis-informaWEAPONS:
tion &sol You are simply working together in some areas as blackmail and/
(TECHh0LOGY:by Xick Cook, Albu- or joint ventures for taking the world.]
querque, New Mexico)
USAF's Shivastar facility at Kirtland,
which has 864 capacitors and weighs 250
Ru~siais~vorkingon-andmayhave tons, can discharge 10 M J of energy in
already fielded-microwave weapons ca- milliseconds. The facility is used for a
pable of paralyzing almost all modern West- variety of experiments including the develern defence systems. [H: By the way, opment of potential space weapons and
much of this type of equipment has satellite survivability issues.
continued t o FLOW INTO IRAQ! DIBy using high explosives to collapse
RECTLY FROM RUSSIA!]
a solid metallic disc at phenomenal speedUnleashing intense pulses of mi- typically 20 krnlsec-The Russians have
crowave energy that would destroy the shown that they can generate 'one-shot'
solid state nerve systems that run through- 100 M J power banks for unleashing levels
out NATO radars and C1 systems, such of microwave energy unattainable up until
weapons would be devastating if employed now.
in a first strike wave of air attacks.
Since the effectsof microwave weapThe existence of Russia's highly ad- ons can be negated with adequate 'hardenvanced microwave weapon capability was ing' measures, secrecy about their existdiscovered by US military scientists on a ence lies at the very heart of their use. "If
recent fact-finding mission to the All Rus- people have these weapons, they're going
sian Scientific Research Institute a t to keep damned quiet about it," one Los
Arzamas, near Nizhniy Novgorod, formerly Alamos National Laboratories official said.
Gorky. [H: Don't be foolish enough to Other sources close to the programme are
believe this "time* drivel either be- in little doubt, however, that Russia has
cause your Elite "runners" have known fielded, or is close to fielding a first generait from onset! It k YOU who is not in the tion of microwave weapons. [H: They are
k n o w i n g e c e p t if you read the LIB- actually intotheirfoarthorflfthgeneraERATOR or perhaps one or two other tion of weapons and they can blow your
such journals. So, please take this ar- planet (from Cosmospheres in orbit or
tide as heavy-duty CONFIRMATION of from planetary baser) off the cosmic
map. It is you who are working with the
what we bring you, chelasl]
The end of the Cold War and recent primitive throw-offr of the Soviets.
East-West initiatives to co-operate on a
now that they are infiltrated
shield against emergingThird World ballis- into and a b a l l y control your countrytic missile threats is allowing U S and Rus- the grids are hyped up to enfold you
sian scientists to exchange highly sensitive rather than have to blast you to oblivion.
data on weapons and capabilities relevant The New World Order will do the
to space-based defence. [H: A bit more depopulation antics from the governconfirmation as to WHO this is for?]
ment level and the binding w i l l close in
U S officials who have made such on you from ground bases. "Bullets" are
trips to Russia admit that it is a double- very definitely NOT the offense or deedged relationship. Although both sides fense of the future, or the present. So to
are making overtures-Russia needs the get killed by doing stupid things with
hard currency, while the USA wants ad- toy guns and knives is indeed remarkvanced Russian expertise for its Strategic ably outdated. I do remind my people,
Defense Initiative-there is also a marked however, that WE have ustuff"that both
penetrates and dissolves and/or disreluctance to divulge too much.
While U S research into high-power rupts all the toys on the planet. It is not
microwave weapons is also a t an advanced you of God who are worried (I hope)--it
stage-some specialists believe it also has is the adversary (OURENEMY). So be it
such weapon-the
strides made by Rus- for your level of concern had best be
sian scientists in one particular field, ex- riding on your relationship with Christ-

ow ever:

God Creator! Just a bit of a hint to the
urLe".]
Los Alamos has been working with
Phillips on microwave research for both
offensive and defensive purposes since the
mid-1980s. Anewfacilityat Kirtland, next
to the Shiva Star complex, will be capable
of housing fighter-sized aircraft to test
their resilience to microwave pulses.
The fear is that heavy Western reliance on the microchip may make NATO's
armed forces extremely vulnerable to surprise attack if microwave weapons ever fell
into enemy hands. p:h o d grief, what
are they saying? How much more "ezemyn can the hands be??]

END OF QUOTING.
***
I believe, Brother Wes, that it will now
be obvious what those "shipsn you have
seen ARE and WHY! A MASSIVE center is
in the stages of enlargement and will include all the area in that geographic location. It is only a part of the "gridn but a
massive one. This is not 'NEW" stuff; it is
only that we have told you so much that
they now have to give you some bone to
chew so they don't totally lose face while
they perfect the system and get you totally
under control as a nation and people.
By the way, these "frequencieswcan
produce just about any mental response
desired for instructions, actions and/or
physical ability to function. They also can
be utilized to PROJECT crystalline vkal
DNAprogrammedbiologica1infestation.
Ah, indeed, yesterday you voted in DOOM,
chelas, if you don't wake up, like today!
How nurch CONFIRlldATION do
have
ta have?????
Oh, by the way-a little aside. The US
supposedly refused to make available to
Israel, airborne electronic warfare (EW)
systems! Bully!??! Good old Litton Systems RWRs are being sold to a 'Singapore
facility" and through Singapore's Defence
Ministry it is intended to buy up Litton
Systems RWRs and is requested to give
access to the software source codes as part
of the 'brotherly" deal-TO ISRAEL.
The systems will be fitted to upgrade F5E/F Tiger 11s. RF-5E Tigereyes and retrofitting capabilities are perfected for the A4SU/TA-4SU Super Skyhawks to enhance
self-protection against surveillance, missile and airborne emitters.
In addition to not getting caught (the
U.S. top criminals), Singapore will also be
able to reprogram the system's threat software. The USA will retain the "original"
codes as "defense" control??.... And
good old Israel? Wd-they HAVE THE
CODES ALREADY-RIGHT FROM THE
GOOD OLD USA CONGRESS WITH PERMISSION-AND THEY HAVE AGREED
TO DISCLOSE THEM THROUGH SALES.
Good old Israel-never GIVES anything
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away-always makes good hay with sales intelligence agentsfrom which wondrously and openly referred to before and since in
ofyour product, built with your money and sensational spy cases resulted. DO YOU the Egyptian tongue (alongwith others) as
sold to "your money". But then, you are BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND WHY THERE GOD. My, Hatonn's, namesake? No-MY
looking for increased jobs? Well this now ARE NOT ENOUGH NUMBERS TO IN- NAME! MY STATUS! MY IDENTIFICATION!
causes the "industry" to have to build CLUDE ALL THE "TANGLED WEBS" SE- The "H" as expressed in English-is "si"counterrneasures" and systems against RIES [of JOURNALS]? This person is/was lent". Therefore, do I then claim to be God?
the released codes, etc. That sounds pretty the DIRECT heir to the Czardom of Russia. No-I AM! I choose expression as a Host
good, except that "Oops," the jobs will be Oh, indeed, yes-it also explains that dear come with MY SON again unto your place.
in Singapore!!! And-Turkey will get a little story of Anastasia-little missing You are never left to drift in a sea of
pretty good deal also--not only did the Gulf Anastasia! Empress Alexandra died of a confusion in this wondrous illusion of exW a r get 7 some odd billion dollars written heart attack in Warsaw, Poland, in 1924. perience. Would your father not come for
off but it now has systems being produced In 1952 the Czar, known as Rayrnund you? So be it.
"BUT, you speak of Christian Russians
for its F- 16 fleet (also supplied by the US to Turgnski died. His identification papers in
them as a good neighbor gesture). But Poland were prepared through the aid of and obviously attend other things as valid
oops again-this will givejobs to the Turks. Marshal Joseph Pilsudski. This young and we cannot tell who is enemy or friend."
Well, you good old Americans won't mind- Aleksei went with his family to the Don We have written volumes upon volumes of
the weapons will, AFTER ALL, be USED Basini, central Crimea, Constantinople HOW TO RECOGNIZE TRUTH AND BEARAGAINST YOUR ARMIES AND NEIGH- (Istanbul now),Vienna, and finally to War- ERS OF THAT TRUTH-IF YOU CHOOSE
BORHOODSl Rest well, America, now that saw, Poland. A s of 1966 both Maria and TO NOT TAKE IT WITHIN, THEN SO BE IT.
you are finished with that boring, dreary Anastasia were living. Aleksei contracted You want instant KNOWING? Then you
and seemingly unending barrage of politi- malaria from infected blood for he had shall be greatly disappointed for if you still
think it to be thus then you are not to the
cal lies on the tube. Just wait for Mr. hemophilia.
Now what does all this have to do with point of receiving such "KNOWING". FurKissinger to explain what ISN'T happening
and the White House Gang to be cute and anything? You are going to see the ther, I remind you who prefer to trust in
Nostradarnus
entertaining while explaining it to you and arrangement of "sidesn in this final seers and psychic-both
how much better is a guillotine than a "take the world" game. T h e s e ones AND theone you like, Edgar Cayce-BOTH
represent the Christians o f the Russias. told you it would be the Christian Russians
cyanide slow death anyway!
This "Alexein (Grand Duke of Poland) is/ who would glean back the Kingdom of God
w a s the ONLY SON OF CZAR NICHOLAS and become the benefactors of the "people
WHAT IS THIS ALEKSEI
NICHO LAEVICH ROMANOFF STUFF'? 11. NOW, TRY THIS ONE: THE CIA HAS of God"..And, moreover, fromthose reaches
ALWAYS KNOWN OF THE FULL IDEN- called Russia and "Russian" would come
You don't remember my writing about TITY! SO BE IT, CHELAS. AS I SAID: the Anti-Christ who would move into the
this? Funny thing, all the way over to REST PEACEFULLY IN YOUR BLISSFUL lands of the "chosen" and take their heriFrance, it was not missed, chelas-indeed, "NEW WORLD" POLITICAL SYSTEM tage and take the world and all things
his name (see 'alias)) are very common THIS DAY!
physical. It is s e f r o m those reaches
indeed if you want privacy-He became
Hatonn to just "drift off here and let come the blended Khazars (Chazars) and
"Ccl. Michal Goleniewski", a "Polish Intel- Dharma have arest and consider actions of they have stolen your nations and now rule
ligencenofficer of high rank and who sup- eviction. What she really wants to do is your people-even unto you who think
plied valuable information to the Western "QUIT", but I don't think that shall come to yourselves to be free. These ones would
Free World on operations of Communist pass. Salu.
"...come to a l l themselves Zionists and
would bring their doctrines down upon the
world as bindings under their written laws
and man would-not remember that he was

What's In A Name?
11/5/92 #1

HATONN

STOP YOUR PRONOUNCEMENTS
In the wonder of the gift which is another day, I can only urge you ones to stop
your thrusting out in ignorance because
"another" places his/her opinions and
options upon YOU.
I a m set upon through my team as being
all sorts of things other than which I AMfor I AM!
Put forth are Yahshua, Yah-Yahshua,
Esus, Eissa, Y ehway, Yaweh-in every language, several honored names for the same
entity being. Can you not see that the
adversary takes your labels, utilizes them
for self and if you are not in your shelter of
LIGHT in recognition and "proving" of the
e n e r g come within-you shall be duped?
Moreover, the stronger the human in his

thoughts that "I cannot be fooled" is the
easiest to fool! Put that attitude together
with those who CLAIM to be appointed or
anointed, born again and/or claiming
great patriotism can fool these precious
ones m o r e quickly than the ignorant
drifter. Further, b y being one w h o has
great mission, he is ret upon in directed
concerted effort to be pulled down from
his task. This happens every day and to
ones w h o think themselves invincible.
I am beset with, "...but who is this
Yahweh' or whatever, that ones such as
Bart and Weaver call on as God?" GOD! Is
that not "OK with YOU"? Why? Who told
you SO!?
DJ has sent alongawriting that touches
some of the older names put forth and still
does not even mention the one called
"ATON" the ONE Light, THE SUN, THE
ONE SOURCE OF LIFE AND CREATION

otk--e-B
QUOTING [D.J.]:

WHAT IS IN A NAME?
LABELS/NAMES OFAND FORGOD:
God speaking to Mores: "When I sit in
judgment on the human race, I am called
Elohim. When I war on evildoers, 1 am
called Zebot. When I recall a man's sins, I
am called El Shaddai. When I have mercy
on the world I am called VHVH." Quoted
by Rabbinic teacher, Abba bar Memel,
third century tutor trying to explain the
multiple namings of and for God.
The most frequently mentioned name
for God in the Bible is YHVH, appearing
6,823 times. The equivalent in English, are
the four Hebrew letters, Yad Hay Vav Hay
or YHVH. Which could not be pronounced
by the pious and Adonai, (My Lord) was
used. YHVH is the Tetragrammaton of
Shem ha-Meforash as well.
Other names are El, which finds its
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counter part in the Assyrian/Semitic word the "coatsofarms"orwhateveryou choose
Ilu;
- and Elohim, Elohim, which is a plural to call them, and see for self. It actually
term in Hebrew. There is also, El Elion, represents the "bird tribes" or the "people
(Most High God);Ha-Boreh, (The Creator); from the Sky" or the "winged people", the
El Elohe Yisrael, (God of Israel); El Ha- Thunderbirds, etc. The important thing for
Giibor (God the Strong One or God the you to remember until we can unfold this
Hero);Yahveh Elohai Zebot, (Yahveh,the story is that it is far more entangled than
God of Armies; more commonly referred to you can begin to imagine and the symbol
in English as "Lord of Hosts"); Kedosh represents a sign to the "comers" as a
Yisrael (Rock of Israel); Ha-Makom (liter- "flag"representingthe Christ-descendents
ally, T h e Place", i.e., the Omnipresent). as adverse to the Anti-Christ adversarials.
The rabbinic sages of the first cen- Does thismean that the CzarofRussiawas
turyeven referred to God asshalom (Peace). apurely Christian enlightened man? Czars
The cabalistsof medieval times added other would hardly ever be described in that
mysterious appellations with numerologi- manner, chelas--but indeed human and,
cal significance, the one valued as most therefor, representing a "race" or "identiimportant being En Sof (Infinite One).
fying" characteristic.
Shem Ha-Meforash is Hebrew for
The original Russians as recognized as
Tetragrammaton, which in Greek means "people in group" were and are very loving,
"four lettersw;i.e., YHVH -those consti- peaceful and wondrously warm and gentle
tuting t h e mystic name of God and people. The Khazarian (Nordic, Mongol,
pronounced Yaveh in English.
Rus) integration and "takeover" of the
Source: The Book Of Jewish Knowl- lands brought with it the violent, merceedge, pages 184 and 401, by Nathan nary and warring peoples to whom the
Ausubel, 1964 by Crown Publishers Inc., citizens would fall. So, does this mean that
New York.
the Czar of Russiaat the time of the BolsheThis book also has the beginning of vik Revolution wasachristed being? NOmodern Zionism in it as well as the notori- it does mean that he and his were 'Chrisous Balfour Document, with which Lord tianswand just as in any other nation such
Rothschild's dirty little hands were in- as the U .S.-most are not at all like "Christ"
volved.
but DO still refer to themselves as Christians.
END OF QUOTING, and thank you, D.J.
We have shared this with Nora so that
researchcanbemorefunandenlightening
as the resources bog the mind.
DISCOMFORTING COINCIDENCES?
Another thing which is continually being brought into our attention lately is the
one constantly popping up as a sort of
"coat of arms" looking to be similar to a
"double eagle", each facing in opposing
directions but with only one body. The
"double eagle" sign as used in many coats
of arms and in many instances is NOT an
eagle at all. When utilized as "original"
signatures (turbans)(flags)-it is a double
headed "phoenix" representing the "alldirectionaln vision and ability to rise from
destruction into LIGHT from the very ashes
of its supposed destruction. There is an
entire volume of unfolding information
"just" regarding that symbol.
Yes it WAS taken by those predecessors
of the more recognized heads of Russia.
That does not mean it is simply a significant "sign" of some Imperial House of
Romanoff or something foolish. It means it
is a gifted symbol and sign to be attended
in this day of "conclusions". You ones will
also note that if you take a picture of the
aou'ole headed phoenix on the sign of the
Cussian leadership it is also a dead-ringer
3r the double headed sigr, on the place of
?bachapiw-which is n m c d and came
its aboriginal natives-you go look at

they project great Biblical knowledge and
you are sucked into the web and then
blood-sucked dry. These ones have been
protecting their assets and those taken
from you and placed them into what they
"think" will be security in distant lands
and banks-they will be "stripped" for
they will be either "sold-out" and need
go into those lands--or, they will simply
be "relieved" of those assets and never
allowed to bring back into the U.S. those
funds. They give you great speeches
mixed with half-truths and then denouncement of that which IS Truth. So
be it. They think their nasty little games
will cause me grief? It does, for I see you
gullible lambs being caused to flap in the
wind. Go back to your teachings and
your KNOWING OF "RIGHTwand measure each thing against that which God
has given you-and, if they pronounce
that which is ONLY within the laws and
games of MAN-you had best check it
out very, very carefully!
Does this mean Bo Gritz is 'off" my
list? Certainly not-it does mean that a t
this time he JUDGES on no foundation
whatever and calls God a J u d a s Goat
and that does not seem in great wisdom
to me. However, God NEVER j udges, and
allows-even beyond that which MAN
would ever consider in allowing. Remember, YOU know not the mission or
purpose or contract of another.
We have many patriots who need your
help now--even if itonly be in remembering and support in their time of need.
But as the incidents come to light so, too,
come the ways to "fight" the battles. I,
11/5/92#1 HATONN
however, must leave the workings into
the hands of the Constitutional Law Center
for optimum interaction. I can tell
THE GROUP AROUND GRITZ IS
you what to do-I cannot do it. I do find
REALLY BLASTING HATONN!
that as ones get into the trenches--it
So what? Does that make it TRUTH? certainly becomes far easier to "believe"
Why think ye that we did not push harder in Hatonn. This IS the unfolding,
as the days shortened into the election? I precious ones.
believe that it was promised to you, by me,
that I would effort always to give you inTHE PHOENIX INSTITUTE
sight and clarity as to best "advantage" to
regain your nation. That means exactly
what it says and that is exactly that which THE CONSTfiUl'lOVlt LAW CENTER
I did.
James now surrounds himself and gains
his advice from the very ones I just uncovered in the "investment world" of advisers
help support tlie Adversary.
and self-proclaimed "born-again" Christians who will suck the very blood and
Funds in the Phoenix Institute help to
hard-earned assets from you unsuspectsupport the work of the Hosts, The
ing followers. [Seepage23 of the 10/13/92
Constitutional Law Center and pubLIBERATOR.] They are the very ones I
referred to as the Club of Phoenix (Phoenix, lishingldistributing the Word. Tax
Deductible contributions can be made
Arizona). This is headed up by a liar and a
to the Court of Last Resort.
cheat called Larry Abraham and includes
some very blind and duped players. 'BornFor information please telephone again" players are most often loud-mouth
1. Thank You.
pretenders. They do not know of that
which they spout and through the mush

Current Status Of
"Bow Grit- Camp
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Update On Maynard Campbell

Patriot And Daring Author
11/5192#1 HATOW

MAYNARD C. CAMPBELL
We all now know who this person is and
how he came to be set upon by the same
ones who set upon Randall Weaver, etc.
[See pages 34 and 38 of the 10/20/ 92
LIBERATOR.] It becomes obvious of the
concerted effort to get rid of all possible
witnesses to the evil of the adversaries in
power in your government and shadow
government.
Know, chelas, that Bush didn't LOSE
anything. He was bought off for the price
of cover-up. Clinton will be a disappointed
wreck when he realizes that the very evil
beings of the enemy already have total
control, placed players, political slots with
puppets and on and on. Remember that
Rockefeller, Kissinger, etc., are the highest
ranking players in the Bilderbergers, CFR
and serve on u p into the Club of Rome
(Rothschild's) and Committee of Global
Banksters. All the U.S.has done is seal its
fate into the hands of the higher Elite who
already had rendered Bush useless. BUT,
there is still compromise and negotiations
for prices and silence, etc. If the full truth
comes out about the Banking fraud, etc., it
can very nearly bring down the Mormon
Church and a big, big slice of the Roman
Catholic Church-it makes the Mafia look
like child's games. I can guarantee you
that Bush is being well paid for taking the
'fall".
You haue to mmember somethin_O--Clinton onlu took 47% of the
wtes and that was with as much C I f k i W as has euer been done in an election. Pemt actualltl WON the election
but Inote thatI-cted-none
of
you will do a t h i m ABOUT IT1 Pemt
actuallv won in all save two states!
Boa, amn't those neat c
o
~voting
r
counters wondrous? AndthatelectoraZ
collecre criminal lie _ ~ o rhave
r
.lloiw
isn't that.danda? YOU DIDN'T GO
VOTE FOR CLINTON TO GET THE
LESSER OFTWO EVILS-YOUVOTED IN
THE BIGGEST CRIMINAL POTENTIAL
OF ALL. JAY ROCKEFELLER TOLD YOU
THAT ON CNN CROSSFIRE" LAST
EVENING. In the list of biggest contributors to Clinton, not to even mention loans
m d input from banks in Arkansas, etc.were the giant agriculture commodities
people and three major institutions of the

Rockefellersl
When queried about setting up government and insurance, etc., and 'the confusion of anew structuring", Mr. Rockerfeller
said it all S. .don't worry about it-it is all set
up and far more has been done than any o f
uou iounuzlists cun suspect-cabinet officers and top lceu people are already chosen
and ready to taketheirplacesand-mdourtr
to d o i w our.iobsl" I actually believe that
Mr. Novak literally 'turned green". I suggest all of you go back and look at the Elite
structure chart-you just jumped from the
frying pan right directly into the fire.
Your hope for the next few weeks is,
however, the confusion of the ones at the
lower levels of the 'system" don't really
know what is happening or with what they
can continue to get away with doing. They
still have to bring the banks down, exchange the currency and move to a debit
card system, bring the price of gold up
(which already sprangausign"today) and
hold the markets to keep fooling you while
they finish the facade on the White House
and Congress. Saddam is having his day in
the sun but part of the Bush bargain is a
great big whole-lot of the oil and minerals
out of Arabia via and under Bahrain and
other cute business transactions with his
Elite business partners. Let u s just pray
they continue to try to get you back to sleep
before they spring the shockers on you
while you are still upset.
WHY IS CAMPBELL "REALLY"
IN TROUBLE?
I am not here to list the problems of one
Maynard Campbell, a Patriot, a true Christian who responded when a brother was in
pain and has dared to make it more and
more and more public. He was set up to
hopefully help bring down Gritz with him
when he would fall. Life is strange, chelas,
it would not be the expected ones who
would stun 'Bon-but his own colleagues
whom he grew to trust. It would be those
ones who project as great speakers in
seminars and cozy 'insiders" who would
dim that wondrous light waiting to be held
high. He will be thereandanswerwhen the
time is nigh and the need is present. He
will stand beside his brothers on the line
for this is the fabric of the man. How could
he, any better than YOU, separate God
from extraterrestrial Hosts who could see

that which was the better way? He got his
prayers answered-he just didn't remember that for which he had REALLY petitioned. If he be of the metal necessary in
the tempering by God, he will come to
understand. If not, then that, too, is but
the communion of himself and God. We
must let the body rest from the 'run" and
allow the spirit to shore up its wounds. We
cannot longer attend it for others in greater
pain and position must have attention.
I will write for you a bit from a book
written by Maynard C. Campbell Jr. called
Assault At Ruby Creek, The Idaho Massacre! Please, readers-get a copy or more
of this small book. [Seeadvertr'sementfor
bookon NEXTPAGE.] Iwitlgive you some
for I want you t o recognize the truth of
t h e horror of the incident in Idaho-BUT, THERE WILL BE SUCH OVERAND
WHELMING
EXPENSES
STRUGGLES AHEAD FOR T H E S E
BLESSED PEOPLE THAT YOU MUST
HELPTHEM ANDTHEY WOULD RATHER
YOU HELP THEM BY GAINING KNOWLEDGE THAN BY DONATIONS. EITHER
ORBOTHAREWELCOMEBUTYOUMUST
COME TO KNOW! We will continue to run
segments of the book as we have space.
The best way that we can help is through
the Constitutional Law Center so please,
also, don't forget that Center for it must
now run mostly on its own as the courts
have finally closed in on E.J. and Dharma
also and resources for the most expensive
service in the nation are very, very critical.
I can only assure you here, that this book
shall touch you incredibly as you realize
that this happened-it really happened,
to God respecting Christians minding
their own business in t h e U n i t e d States
of America-to silence those who could
speak and tell of the criminal actions of
your own persons put in placer t-oprotect and guard you.
Our people are working night and day
on these cases-with more cases piling up
every day as the 'system" closes in on youthe-people. What is happening to those of
THEREEUn>Rpublication isjust as bad
in its way as any other-the IRS has taken
all including the man to prison and will
now railroad him through the State courts
with "doublejeopardy" with seemingly NO
RECOURSE. We must attend those whose
very lives are at risk first-but citizens, it
truly is up to you as to how much these
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workers can accomplish for the load is all
but too great. The "joke" of the day in
understatement is that the "just-re system
is not cheap!" And yet, our own have to eat
and have shelter just as do YOU.

Sara Weaver, at the tender age of them pick us off one at a time. I was
sweet sixteen, lay shivering on the cold, praying that they would just fuebomb
damp floor of her family's darkened us."
mountaintop cabin, her body wracked by
Randy Weaver, his three daughters,
sobbing, a Bible in one hand and a rifle in and adopted son Kevin Harris hugged the
the other. She was convinced her death small cabin's wooden floor, dark blue denim
QUOTE, Maynard Campbell regarding was imminent, and was prepared to face it, curtains screening out nearly all light. The
Ruby Creek:
but not without making her family's tor- sounds of their tormentors moving bementors pay a price as well.
neath their house, which stands on stilts,
"1 war praying that if they were filtered through the floor. For long, nightFOREWORD
going to kill us, they'd take us all at marish, unending days, Sara's mother's
So how could this happen in my once, because I couldn't stand to see any body, covered by a blanket, lay in a giant
country, the land of the free and the home more of my family hurt. I couldn't watch pool of blood on the cold kitchen floor,
of the brave? Like millions of other patriotic American Christians, I wept tears of
anguish upon learning of the murder of
Samuel and Vicki Weaver. My rage toward
this corrupt government went white hot
and I swore in my heart that these murders
would not go unpunished. My heart was
heavy with grief over the destruction of a
family for no just reason, and I knew that
I must carefully investigate this event to
determine if it was indeed the result of our
government's typical foul and evil deeds. I
had to find out for myself, firsthand, without relying upon the government's kept
media. I traveled to northern Idaho, and
then spent weeks interviewing friends,
neighbors, enemies, and area residents. I
:e
gathered dozens of newspaper accounts,
boxes of data, rolls of film, and recorded
many hours of interviews, and still continue to do telephone interviews regarding
this developing story, which in my opinion
The EoIbcaust brought upon Amcricun C%&knity!
is not just a tragedy, but rather, ....a massacre!
Forthoseofyou who are
My biggest concern in trying to exawake emmgh to reaiize that
plain this atrocity, is that I might not be
this gmenunentand it's
capable of the solemn task before me. I
' l I d i a a ~ ~ t 0
have prayed for the guidance of my God's
M d i o a ,
will in this matter, and can only hope that
mmdmmtion, and . .
my own personal shortcomings do not
ontright lies,
detract too much from my efforts in this
presentation. Only God's Word is perfect,
is
all other books being written by men, and
men make mistakes. I'm sure I might also,
for which I can only beg that you give me a
gentle judgement. I am not a professional
author, either by training or experience. I
began writing after God woke me up to the
fact that we are living in acommunist police
state, in fact, the end time, "Beast", that the
Bible refers to in the book of ReuehZio~I had
hr SA50 eq 100for $4 ea
just been released from the Adacountyjail in
1OOO for oniy $3 ea
Boise, Idaho, after defending myself and my
property, wbich is not a crime, and I had
ONLY!
only two courses of action open to me in life
which were acceptable. One was to kill the
corrupt government tyrants, the other was to
tell people about it first. I do not know how to
Orderh111=
wake you up,just as I do not know how to tell
Maynard C Chpbe4l Jr.
this story. I can only pray that my God will
P.O. Bar 153
wake you up, and Ican only try to let this story
Ashland,
Ore- 97520
tell itself.

1 Assault at Ruby Creek,

the IdQho Massacre!

n Amencan Atrocity!
practice of Genocide in the
New World Order!
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Excerpt: Sara's story.
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which had formed from the blood of her
mother, her younger brother Samuel, her
father, and Kevin. Her mother and brother
were dead, her father wounded, and she
was sure Kevin was slowly bleeding to
death. Her 10 month old baby sister
wanted to be breast-fed and was crying,
"Mama, Mama", as Federal agents lit the
cabin with floodlightsand tried to coax the
family to the door.
'Elishaba cried all night, she was
saying, "Mama, Mama, Mama". Dad was
crying also, saying, "I know baby, I know
baby, your mama's gone". It was like a
nightmare. There was no way we were
going t o come out. When we were outside before, they sniped my Dad, my
Mom and Kevin. Honestly, for a while I
thought I'd have to run out of the cabin
and start shooting. I figured I was going
t o die, and I wanted t o take a few of them
with me."
[H: THIS is a precious child speaking,
readers-how many problems do YOU
reallv have? Well, the nightmare HAS
begun long ag-nd
now it is all but
impossible t o awaken. Maynard dedicates his booklet to Sara, and her entire
family, both living and murdered, and t o
all the other members of the familv of
our Kinpl, Jesus the Christ, our Redeemer.
Do you note he did not say "our Savior"-he said "REDEEMER"!]
Let u s share with you "Sara's Story" as
presented by Jess Walter, the SpokesmanReview, 9/2/92 as shared with u s by
Maynard Campbell.
Cowering on the floor of her dark
cabin with a rifle and a Bible, Sara Weaver
was ready to die. For days, her mother's
body, covered by a blanket, lay in a pool of
blood in the kitchen. Her brother was also
dead; her father was wounded; and she
was sure her friend Kevin Harris was slowly
bleeding to death. Her 10-month old baby
sister wanted to be breast-fed and was
crying, "Mama", as Federal agents lit the
cabin with floodlights and tried to coax the
family to the door.
"I was praying that if they were going
to kill us, they'd take u s all a t once, because I couldn't stand to see any more of
my family hurt," said Sara Weaver, 16. "I
couldn't watch them ~ i c ku s off one at a
time. I was praying that they would just
firebomb us."
Sara Weaver sat cross-legged and
solemn in a North Idaho hotel room, her
long brown hair pulled back in a pony tail.
Her eyes were swollen from crying. In
another room, her 10-year-old sister,
Rachel,,,quietly ate a chocolate doughnut
and 10-month old Elisheba toddled around
in a diaper.
On Monday, the three girls emerged
with their father, federal fugitive Randy
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Weaver, from the family cabin, which juts
from the rocky,wooded crest of Ruby Ridge,
40 miles south of the Canadian border.
The Weavers had been inside for 11 days,
since deputy U.S. Marshal Willia6 Degan
was shot and killed in the same gunfight.
The next day, they came out of the
cabin for the last time, Sara said. A s her
father checked the out-building where
they'd placed Samuel's body, she said, a
sniper shot him in the arm. Another shot
her mother and Harris as he ran into the
house.
uThey said it was a gunbattle" that
led to Vicki Weaver's death, Sara said.
"But no one in my family fired a shot.
There were only their snipers trying to kill
us." When FBI negotiators began trying to
talk family members out of the cabin, they
had no reason to trust them, Sara said.
She said she knows people think her family
is paranoid, but, "This isn't paranoia. Look
what happened to us. There was no way
we're going tojust come out. When we were
outside before, they sniped my dad and
mom and Kevin."
She stands by the version of events
her father and Harris dictated five days
after 200 federal agents began a siege of the
cabin. Sara Weaver wrote their account
down and it was hand delivered to family
friends.
In the letter, she wrote that as Randy
and Samuel Weaver and Harris followed a
barking dog down their hill, they came
across federal agents in camouflage. One
agent shot the dog, the letter continued,
and Samuel Weaver fired at the agents. He
was running toward the house, Sara said,
when he was shot in the elbow and the
back. Harris then shot Degan, she said.
"The only reason Kevin fired at them
was because they were firing at Sam," Sara
said. "Even after Sam was dead, Kevin felt
bad about the marshal dying."
She said a bullet that grazed Deputy
U.S. Marshal Arthur Roderick must have
been fired by her brother. [H:But it was
not. Degan was SHOT BY HIS OWN
TEAM (FRIENDLY FIRE), HE WAS SET
UP BECAUSE HE HAD LEARNED TOO
MUCH ABOUT SOME OTHER DEALINGS-LIKE IN THE INSLAW CASE. It is
alltotally intertwined and he was wanted
"outn and was "taken outn. This man
was shot a t least three times. He was
wearing a bullet proof cwering wherein
two bullets were lodged and a third
killed him. The angle of attack was such
that none of the Weaver group COULD
HAVE KILLED HIM. Morewer, for a bit
of support for my statement-an autopsy was not allowed, the body cremated immediately and all evidence
destroyed on the spot. Oh indeed, I have
gruesomd stories to share with youlike many dogs being killed dead and
buried without a mark on them, com-

pletelyUembalmedmwithUcakedmblood
in a manner whereby and t o the extent
nothing would touch them nor .would
thebodies decay. Thiswas allindicative
of the same things fed t o the public
about mutilated animals, etc. These
dogs were picked up and buried (by
government agents). There were "dozens" of other aaimal. in the vicinity of
the Weavers which the federal-U.N.
troops killed, all of whom were then
buried, and later MYSTERIOUSLY dug
up and remwetd. Again, I remind you
that this is a most "interesting" "killn.
There are no marks on the animal. It
nwer bloated or smelled. Flies won't
stay on it. The very day one dog in point
was found and photographed Oust happens t o be in the book in point) it was
already dried out. Instant mummification. I'm told this is typical of a scalar
weapon kill. According t o non-classified sources, the scalar weapons etc.]
....Her father, charged with assault for
firing that shot, wasn't near the gunbattle,
she said. 'My father only fired warning
shots," she said. "He's never fired agun at
anyone in his life."
After the shooting subsided, Randy and
Vicki Weaver and Harris went down the
driveway and retrieved the boy's body.
With the sound of military vehicles and
helicopters echoing through the hills, the
Weavers cleaned Samuel's body, covered it
with a sheet and put it in an outbuilding.
[H: By the way, the first shot a t Samuel
blew his arm off and the second strack
him squarely in the back. With his
mother, the shot that killed her was
from a fragmenting bullet which tore
half her head and face away. These
kinds of bullets are banned as "inhumane" even for hunting. How do you
know this is true and that evidence was
totally hidden forwer? The bodies of
Sam and Vicki were immediately cremated so no information could be gotten "later" and this was the finalblow of
blows, for the family was completely
against cremation in th& beliefs. How
safe do you feel today, Americans?]
'None of us got any sleep that night,"
Sara said. "We were crying about Sam and
trying to get prepared for an attack. We
were waiting for them to come up the
driveway and take u s out."
The next day, they went to their root
cellar for food. Later, when Randy Weaver
reached to unlatch the door on the outbuilding, a bullet sliced through his upper
arm and went out his armpit.
"I ran up to my dad and tried to shield
him and pushed him toward the house,"
Sara said. "If they were going to shoot
someone, I was going to make them shoot
a kid." They all ran into the house, where
Vicki Weaver was holding the door open.
"She was yelling, You bastards'," Sara

....
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said, "and she was holding the baby."
refused to answer it. They were afraid it many of the Biblical quotations for you
A bullet smashed through the door's would contain tear gas or would be a trick shall remember-killing in any form is
window q d hit Vicki Weaver in the head. to get them outside to be shot by snipers, not of God and yet you will get quoted a
A s she fell, bullet fragments hit Harris in Sara said. "They had tapes of my grandma whole bunch of 'God's words" which
the chest and arm.
and grandpa telling us to answer the phone, would incite you to war. NO-IT IS NOT
"We pulled mom inside, locked the door (radio commentator) Paul Harvey was tell- THE WAY NOR WILL IT WIN THE WAR!
and closed all the shades," Sara said. "We ing us to answer the phone. But there was Protect selves, yes, but dear ones, this
were terrified."
no waywe were going to take that chance," enemy is mighty in his EVIL and you are
For the next four days, Randy Weaver, she said.
small in your goodness but greater in
his daughters, and Harris hugged the
By Friday, Gritz was talking with the your power-but ye must know from
cabin's wood floor. Dark blue denim cur- family and brought down word that Vicki whence comes your power! Thine enemy
tains screened out most of the light, but Weaver was dead, five days after the family shall be vanquished by the WORD which
they could still read Scripture most of the told the FBI, she said. 'I guess they kept is more mighty than is the sword. THE
day, Sara said. The sound of people mov- it secret as long as they could," Sara said. WORD OF GOD SHALL NOT BE QUIing beneath the house, which stands on [H: Indeed, indeed-they set out with ETED! SO BE IT.
SO, DO YOU HAVE A N ANGRY GOD
stilts, filtered through the floor. They prayed fuel and fully intended to incinerate the
often and gave cayenne pepper and herbs house and all inside. This was only BEFORE YOU? WHAT MEAN YOU BY
to Harris, who was spitting blood and in called off because a neighbor got the "ANGRY"? YOU HAVE ONE BEFORE
tremendous pain. They showered his helicopter and all loading of tanks on YOU WHO WILL STRIKE WITH THE
wounds with three bottles of peroxide to video tape and got it into secure hands.] SWORD OF JUSTICE--LET IT BE KNOWN
prevent infection.
From the beginning, Sara said, she THROUGHOUT THE LANDS! YE WHO
'I thought we were going to lose him the counseled her father against leaving the PERSECUTE MY PEOPLE AND CAST
first night," Sara said. "Family members mountain. Shebelievedfederalagentshad VILENESS UPON THEM SHALL REAP
cried through the night on Aug. 22, cra- no intention of letting her father leave the THE WHIRLWIND AND SHALL BE CAST
OUT INTO THE VOID OF THINE EVIL
dling their guns on the floor,jumping every cabin alive.
"Honestly, for awhile I thought I'd have PASSAGE. 'I am a patient God, sayeth
time the cabin creaked. Elisheba cried
during the night. She was saying, 'Mama, to run out of the cabin and start shooting," the Lord, but I shall bear the scales of
mama, mama'. Dad was crying, saying, 'I Sara said. "I figured I was going to die, and justice within My hands and the evilknow baby, I know baby, your mama's I wanted to take a few of them with me." doers shall feel the blast of My justice
Slowly, Gritz wore them down. A family as from the furnace of infinite hell.
gone.' It was like a nightmare."
Sara said that as early as Sunday, Aug. friend, Jackie Brown, brought some milk For, as ye have done unto the least of
23, they yelled to federal agents outside and fruit to the cabin and she and Gritz Mine--shall ye have done it unto Me1
that Vicki Weaver was dead, but the FBI removed Vicki Weaver's body on Sunday, And that is not too wise, Lucifer-not
negotiator, who called himself Fred, kept the 10th day of the siege. That day, Harris too wise, indeed."
asking to speak to her.
also was evacuated.'- He was taken to
Chelas, tend your brothers for the
"They'd come on real late at night and Spokane, where he is in serious condition. time is not yet for the coming. That too
say,'Come out and talk to us, Mrs. Weaver,' He is charged with ~ 6 ~murder.
~ ' s shall be accounted for so, have you done
or 'How's the baby, Mrs. Weaver?', in a real
Randy Weaver asked Gritz if they could it unto the least of Mine, thine goodness,
smart-alece voice," she said. "Or they'd stay until Sept. 9, a day that has religious too, have ye given unto Me and ye shall
say, 'Good morning, Randall. How'd you significanceforthefamily,Sarasaid. Gritz be spared in the passing and in the
sleep? We're having pancakes. What are told them the
FBI wouldn't let the siege last fields, one shall be taken and the other
Y
you having?' It was like psychological that long.
left to his fate. JUSTICE SHALL SWEEP
warfare. It made me so mad."
On Monday, Gritz talked the Weavers YOUR LANDS LIKE THE SICKLE
Fearing he might be shot, Sara Weaver into surrender, provided the girls could THROUGH THE WHEAT-ROW AND "MY
said she tried to stop her father from going return.by Sept. 9. They walked from the PEOPLE SHALL BE GATHERED AS THE
to the kitchen, where there were windows. cabin and a short way down the driveway, LAMBS AND THE LANDS CLEANSED OF
She crawled into the kitchen, around her flanked by camouflaged agents, Sara safd, THEIR CORRUPTION AND AS IT IS WRITmother's body and brought back canned "I tried to get them to meet.my eyes, but TEN SO SHALL IT COME TO PASS IN
apricots and sardines and water.
none of them would look at me," Sara said. THESE DAYS OF COUNTING."
Convinced the FBI meant to kill them 'I was j u ~ so
t mad."
Thank you, scribe, for man shall know
and destroy any evidence, the Weavers
One agent asked her if the house was WHY his judgment is hard and upon
decided on Wednesday to write their ver- booby .tFapped, she said, and she was whose heads shall rest the justice of the
sion of events. They thought of passing it amazed many troops were afraid of her dastardly deeds. Indeed, the justice is at
to Randy Weaver's sister, Marnis Joy, but familyanh theisuspit-and-~leenexhouse".hand but the time is not yet come. Stand
Sara said they were afraid agents would
The gir1.s spent a few minutes with their strong,,little brothers, for we are near,
kill the woman and blame the family. father before he was chained and flown to and that which needs be done shall be in
"Sometime in there, we heard Bo Gritz BoiSe, where he was-bookedon the assault the doing. Naught is hidden from God
and none who rest in evil shall be in the
wanted to come up," Sara said. The color- and f i r e m s charges.
ful former Green Beret and Populist Party
The chirdren have spent two days qui- sparing. He who stays the course with
presidential candidate was instrumental etly-with their @andparents in a motel we of the Godhead, shall surely sit to the
in ending the siege and talking the Weavers room. But David and Jeane Jordison are side of God.
from their refuge.
I say to you today Ye of Me shall be
planning to return to Iowa soon.
Gritz swaggered into Naples Wednes..
with Me in Paradise. He who dwells in
day, saying he was a friend of Weaver's
END OF QUOTING.
evil shall be put down with that which
from their days together in Army Special
+
put him down. NO EVIL SHALL BE
Forces.. ....
1 urge ypu to get the booklet in point. BROUGHT FORTH INTO THE PLACES
...The FBI used a robot to deliver a But, I furtlier urge you to be most careful in OF GOD AND HOSTS-NONE!
Hatonn/Aton to clear.
Adonai,
telephone to the porch, but the Weavers the*receivingof the perceived meanings of

.
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PREDICTIONS OF NOSTRADAMUS:
that it doesn't have to happen the way of
THE EARLY RISE OF THE ANTI-CHRIST the prophesies gpeople will wake up and
take responsibility for changing the situation. Nevertheless, the fact that the dates
(Part I of a Series)
of Nostradamus'predictions are upon u s is
On 7/23/92 one E. Paul C. wrote to alarming!
Commander Hatonn regarding the rise of
E. Paul C. was alerted to the possible
the Anti-Christ in the Middle East as re- beginning of events, as predicted about the
lated to the predictions of Nostradamus Anti-Christ by Nostradamus, through a
and Jeane Dixon. Hatonn indicated he radio broadcast which told of problems in
would not be supplying the name of such a Algeria, and a name he couldn't catch
person to us. However, he did suggest I because of the hurried speaker. The name
might enjoy doing a bit of "digging" on the sounded like, Abolkadah Hachari, to E.
subject, which has resulted in this two- Paul C. Therefore, this name became my
first subject of search. I did find a name
part series.
My primary source of the Nostradamus which appears to "fit".
predictions is Volumes I and I1 of Dolores
First you need the clues Nostradamus
Cannon's books titled, Conversations With gave to compare with the circumstances I
Nostradarnus. There is a section on the will relate afterwards:
Anti-Christ in each of the Volumes. It
"Nostradamus' Predictions of the Early
struck me as a little confusing that the
"Anti-Christ" is not clearly defined, and Rise of the Anti-Christ" in Conversations
neither is the "Beast of the Apocalypse". with Nostradarnus by Dolores Cannon,
Therefore, the two identities tend to be Volume I, Page 179, Century 1-50:
mixed. In a real sense they are "part and
parcel" of each other. In another sense
He will arise in the location around the
they need to be defined so that the various Mediterranean SealArabian and Red Seas.
players are clear. "Anti-Christ" simply His renown, praise, rise and power will
means "against Christ", or "against God grow on land and sea bringing trouble to
and His Laws". This can apply to a person the East. A possible date is at the time of
or a group. On the other hand, T h e the astrological trine of three water signs
Beast" (per the Biblical Book of Revela- (711/94). He was receiving training in
tions) is regarded as the world political, Egypt a t the time of Dolores Cannon's
governmental, financial and military sys- writing (1989 and earlier). He will be able,
tem under the control of Satan-and in- through guile, to contrive positions whereby
volving a very large group, although a he takes over political powers, whatever
single person may be backed and sup- path opens up to him first. He has promported by such a system, and could even- ised himself he will rule the world. He is a
tually come to head such a system.
complex person. He will celebrate ThursA s near as I can determine, through day as his holiday.
Nostradamus, the Anti-Christ that comes
to public attention in the Middle East will
Volume I, page 186, Century 11-98:
be directed and supported by the larger,
The period between August 1990 and
corrupt, world system controlled by the
Khams/British-Zionists/EliteCommittee September, 1991 is the period when the
of 300. They will provide the means for the Anti-Christ is beginning the realization of
Anti-Christ's rise to power. Their purpose his ambition, 'when he is able to start his
is to depopulate the globe and take it over political career". He will start on a "local*
(asCommander Hatonn has been outlay- level, within his own country. In the begining through over sixty JOURNALS).
ning he will not be taken seriously, as the
The time for the predicted activities of entire Middle East will be in chaos and he
the Anti-Christ is about 27 years. Obvi- appears to be 'just another one wobbling
ously, the subject is too lengthy to cover in in the mud pile".
one writing or one series ofwritings. Therefore, I will limit this series to the early
Volume 11, page 38, Century 111-34:
predictions, and provide some information
on current events. Hopefully people can
This quatrain refers to the appearance
begin to see some of the predictions and of the Anti-Christ on the international
conditions coming to be and put the pieces scene. He will be working behind the
of the puzzle together for themselves. scenes for many years. Then when the
Whether there will be additional and later eclipse of the sun will be in broad daylight
writings on the subject I leave to Hatonn. the monster will be seen." Nostradamus
Hatonn has reminded u s more than once said he was using the phrase "metaphori-

cally". There will be an eclipse of the sun
also, but what he (Nostradamus)is appearing (tome) to be saying is that at some point
it will become known to the world that the
scheme the Anti-Christ has been working
on "for the benefit" of the world is actually
a scheme for world control and domination. It will be like a'light" suddenly being
"turned on" - the Monster (or the darkened sun) will be seen.
Volume 11, page 51, Century VI-35:
There are two dates given in this quatrain. One is 1997 (pertaining to later
activity), the other is late August of 1992,
when the Anti-Christ will come to power
using conventional warfare, but with a
very strong threat of nuclear force. (The
threat is a bluff which is taken seriously.)
Volume 11, page 125:
T h e Force Of The Evil Priest"
This is a chapter devoted to the activity
of the 'evil priest", who has raised the
"Anti-Christ", and who wields a mighty
influence over him. This "evil priest" is
called an "iman", after the religious leaders of Islam. He has an intense, negative,
evil force-field and instructs the younger
man in mind techniques. This "iman" is
one of the most 'talented psychics" that
has ever existed. He is evil incarnated.
He's descended from evil that has been
around the earth for centuries. He's one of
the leaders of spirits who rebel against
their destiny, their evolvement or spiritual
growth."
Additionalinformationisthattheyoung
Anti-Christ will be about 29-30 years old
when he starts his political career. He will
begin as a "humanitarian" with a "golden
tongue", and be able to manipulate people
and circumstances to his own advantage.
His name will be somewhat lengthy, and
one will be the next to the last one of
Mohammed. The root meanings of his
name will give some hints of what he is
capable of. His origins will be deliberately
kept obscure for security reasons, and he
will have strong connections to Libya and
Syria. He is dictatorian in outlook, and will
be influenced by some old customs. He is
a person obsessed with power. His most
evil and destructive aspects will come to
the fore after the "iman" dies and the

youngerAnti-ChristreceiveshisUmantle".
In general the Anti-Christ will take advantage of the earth changes and the general chaos to further his rule. There will be
a year without a rainbow (great drought)
and famine which he further uses to his
advantage, and the first area of his activity
will be in the Eastern Mediterranean. His
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first power take-over will be Persia (Iran),
and then will spread to Russiaand China.
His European take-over will start in Southern Europe, Italy, Rome. The religious
fanatics (fundamentalists)will be gaining
political power and there will be another
rise of Nazism.
RESEARCH:

although Abdullah may be it. A later trip to
a larger library produced more possible
names. None are totally identified as being
given names of Mohammed. Some are
attributes ascribed to him, some are from
later legends, some are family or tribal
names.
All that can be done is to list them so
you are aware of their possible use by the
predicted Anti-Christ:

1. Ecli~seof the Sun:
Father'sname: Abdallah (AKAAbdullah,
The World Almanacs are a valuable Abd'Allah).
source of information on eclipses of the
Mother's name: Amina (AKA Aminah).
sun. It appears solar eclipses occur on a
Grandfather's name: Abd al-Muttalib.
regular basis about every six months. I
Uncle's name: Abu Talib.
located the dates for the years 1990 and
Tribe: Quraish (AKA Quraysh, Kuraish,
1991:
etc.).
Foster Care by Bedouin tribe: Abna'a
1/26/90
Annular Solar Eclipse Sa'd ibn Bakr.
7/22/90
Total Solar Eclipse
He was called a Seer: Kahin.
1/25-2619 1 Annular Solar Eclipse
Clan: Hashimites (accordingtoAbingdon
Total Solar Eclipse
7/11/91
Dictz'onary); Banu Hashim Clan of Quraish
Tribe (Per Eastern Definitions).
2. The Name of the Anti-Christ:
al-Amin: a name given to Mohammed in
his teens which means "the Honest."
Remember, what is given here is only a
Abul-Qasim: an honorific name meanclue. You must do your own sorting.
ing "the father of al-Qasim".
My search to start with was for a name
Mustafa: The Chosen One (accordingto
similar to the one E. Paul C. heard. I will Abdullah Yusuf Ali's translation of The
relate it later before I tell about the political Holy Quran).
crises in Algeria. The name under consideration here is the "next to the last" name
I do not have the cultural or language
of Mohammed, predicted by Nostradamus rules to use in analyzing the names in
to be one of the names of the Anti-Christ, Arabic. Nevertheless there are certain
frequent uses which can be shared:
which is a "rather long name".
None of the dictionaries at my small
1. The word "ibn" is a connecting word
library give more than the one name,
"Mohammed". It is spelled in a variety of showing family relationship (i.e. the father)
ways:
Muhammed,
Mahomet, as in "Mohammed ibn Abdullah."
Mahommed, etc. Therefore, one needs to
2. The single, small letter "b." is used to
look in several places to find a reference. indicate the mother. For example, Isa b.
(The spelling of this name is a further Maryam in Arabic indicates "Isa born of
example of how the vowels and consonants Maryam" (ha/Jesus born of Mary).
are interchangeable. In the examples shown
3. "Abd" means servant. Therefore,
you have a variety of vowels as well as the "Abd'Allah" means "Servant of Allah".
T and Q consonants being interchanged by Apparently the name can be written as one
the various authors and scholars.) [Editor's name, Abdallah, and frequently is.
note: Nora's too humble to say so, but for
4. "Al" is a prefm also frequently used.
more information on this critical subject of I am not sure of its significance other than
the latitudes of language translation, see "the", as in the name "al-Amin", meaning
her excellent writing onpage 49 of the 1 O/ "the Honest" as given above. These pre1 3 / 92 LIBERATOR.]
fixes would not constitute a name by themselves.
5. In the case of other Islamic persons,
The particular library I used did not
I have noticed a frequent use of the older
have a copy of the KORAN(AKA QURAN,
KHORAN,
CHORAN,
ETC.). Therefore I looked family and/or tribe and clan names incorfor non-fiction books regarding the religion porated in the name of the present day
of Islam, and for the subject, Islam, in the descendent. This is the reason I listed
various encyclopedias. Unfortunately, the these names. I do not know that Mohammed
several encyclopedias available had no in- was called by these names. It was/is not
formation on Mohammed's names.
unusual for the Arabic people to have or
There was one book, How the Great use names other than family (orthe father's)
Religions Began, by Joseph Gaer, which names. This is one reason it is difficult for
gave Mohammed's name as "MOHAMMED "Westerners" to identi@individuals withibn ABDULLAH". Unfortunately, I needed out agood deal of background information.
at least three names in sequence in order Also, in the case of the Quraish Tribe and
to identify the "next to the last name", Hashimite clan, Mohammed was not ac-

cepted by them at first for the most part.
They were involved in "pagan" worship
and persecuted Mohammed at the beginning of his prophecies. His parents died
when he was young and the Bedouin tribe
of Abna'a Sa'd ibn Bakr raised him.
6. A possible location of Mohammed's
full name might be at the sight of his tomb.
I saw a picture of the edifice with beautiful
Arabic writing on it. If someone has access
to the full name of Mohammed, perhaps
they will share it with us. In any event, the
name is questioned by scholars as many
legends about Mohammed have made actual identification of his full name uncertain. Still, in the world of Islam, frequent
use is made of the names thought to be
those of Mohammed.
Part I1 of this Series will cover some
recent reports of the political problems
that arose in Algeria, and the rise of the
Islamic Salvation Front ("FIS" from the
French rendition) over the FNL (National
Liberation Front). The name that E. Paul
C. heard that is related to this movement is
" A b d e h d e r Hachani", who is the temporary leader and spokes person for the FIS
during the incarceration of the FIS's two
leaders, Abassi Mandani and AU Belhadj.
The situation in Algeria is comparable
to many of the clues that Nostradamus
gave us. Whether or not the first part of the
name "Abdelkader"can be interpreted as
"Abdullah", for example, is a question.
"Abdullah" (Mohammed's father's name
and Mohammed's second (3) name) and
"Abdel" both mean "servant of God". One
uses the name "Allah" and the other uses
the name "El". Both are acepted usages.
We have the use of "El" in the name
"Emmanu&, which is interpreted "God
with us", as an example of this usage.
"The root meanings of his (the AntiChrist's) name will give some hints of what
he iscapable of", said Nostradamus. Therefore, I searched further regarding the root
meanings of the name Abdelkader Hachani.
According to the Bible's Book of Genesis
25: 13 Kedar was the son of Ishmael (AKA
Ismael, Ismaili, etc.). Ishmael was the son
of Abraham by the bond-woman, Hagar.
The Moslems claim descent from Ishmael.
Another form of 'KedaY is "Kader". If
"Kader" is being used here as a form of
"Kedar", then'Abdelkadef'wouldorcould
mean, for example: 'A servant of God from
the people of Ishmael", and/or "a servant
of God from the son of Ishmael", and/or
"the servant of God from the family of
Kedar". Nostradamus also indicated that
the "Anti-Christ" that comes to power in
the Middle-East will have, according to the
meaning of his names and birth signs,
equally strong potential for good or evil.
I was unable to. locate a tribal or family
name of "Hachani". This does not mean
medoesnotedst. &Ie~~rt]nRless,
J.deWe.d
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to analyze the components of the name, as Naziparty, the Anti-Christ thatwentbefore him Co., Inc., Garden City, N.Y., (1978);TIae Sorter
follows:
(Hitler),and the Satanic Khazarian p u p that Encydopeduz of lslam,by HA.R Gibb and J. H.
direct&, promoted and supportedHitlerbehind Kmmers,CorneIlUniv.Rxss,Ithaca,N.Y., (1954);
Ha: a prefix meaning 'the", 'of", or the scenes.
Mythdgj, QnmustrcrtedEd.Rich"from".
ard Cavendish, Pub. Rizzoli, N.Y., article: 'GerChan: aform of the word 'Khan", which
Bib-phy:
Volumes I and 11, Gmmsa- rnany"; Amerioan Cbkge Ddomq, Random
krnagais a title given to their leader by Indo- hbns Wah Nostradamus, by Dolores Cannon, House(l%2),subject "I'h-;
European peoples, including the Persians, America West Pub., Carson City, NV(1990);lhe zhe, 1/27/92, article: 'North Africa, A Prelude
some sects of the Moslems, and the Khazars. W o r Z d A l m a n dW k o fFads,An Imprint of toCivilW a f byJillSrnolowe; 7 h e M a m i n g o ~
It means "prince" in the Tatar language, Pharos Books, N.Y., (1990 86 1991); Him the GEorioecsKomn,'hns.MoharnmedMaxmaduke
according to the American College Dic3t.o- Gred ReEigtons B e g q by Joseph Gaer, Pub. Pickthall,Pub. MentorBooks,N.Y.R&thRintnary.
Dodd Mead 86 Co.,N.Y., (Rev.Ed. 1956);LMb ing;N a u ~ k ~3/2/92,
e , article:The
There are other titles used, as well, nary of ( l m p r d mRel@h, Ed. S.G.F. Bran- Gamb~Man'",withpi~oWmN&grr,up;
throughout the Middle-East. Of irnmedi- don, Charles Scsibner's Sons, N.Y. (1970); US.News and WorZd Report magmine, 6 / 151
of Living Rekjons, Keith 92, article: Young Germans Play With M ;
ate interest is:
Crim,Gen. Ed.,AbmgdonPress,Nashville;East- lhehFb)yQurnrqbs.AbduUahYusufAli,Pub.
i: ( 1) a n ending for the first element of em LkJnifions, by Edward Rice, Doubleday 86 Tahrike Tarsile Quran, Inc., N.Y .,(1987).
many compounds, originally found in the
combining form of many Latin and Greek
words; (2)the subject form of the singular
pronoun of the first person.

~~

Nevada Corporations

From the above, it appears that the
components of the name 'Hachani" could
mean, 'I, The Prince", for example, or T h e
Prince of the Tatars", the 'Moslems", the
'Khazars" or of 'Persia", etc. This does
not mean that Abdelkader Hachani is the
"Anti-Christ"of Nostradamus' predictions.
You will want to follow the happenings
in Algeria and the Middle East very carefully. The "predictions" do not have to
work out as written! Also, there may be
many persons with names of similar meanings in the Middle-East.
Before closing this Part I, there are two
other points to men tion regarding
Nostradamus' predictions of the time of the
Anti-Christ. One is the rise, again, of the
Naziphilosophy,havingbeenreinstituted
by the An ti-Christ . In this case, I believe
the "one" doing the renewal of the Nazi
philosophy would be the larger group (the
Beast) that has the greater control of our
"cultural" happenings and the media.
While searching out information on the
Algerian political situation I came across
two recent articles on the reemergence of
the Nazi philosophy. One is in U,S. News
and World Report magazine on the rise of
Neo-Nazi groups in Germany, while the
other is in a Newsweek magazine article on
the Neo-Nazi movement in South Africa.
Their flag is a three-armed symbol similar
to, but not exactly the same as, the older,
four-armed swastika.
The second point, not generally considered, but worthy of note in regard to
the Anti-Christ, is the holiday he will
institute: T h u r s d a y . Thursday i s
Thor's" day. ThoristheThulian/Nordic/Khazarian/Germanic god of war.
According to the Danish Scholar, Axel
Olrik, the swastika is a symbol of 'Thor's
Hammer". The use of Thursday as a
'holy" day (holiday) places this young
Anti-Christ of Nostradamus' prediction
squarely within the symbolism of the old

WHAT'S IN

A NAME?

the image of being a part of the Federal Govemm t such as The F e d 4 Reserve, F e d d
Ikpress, Inc. and the one no one is too sure
about-The Intemal Revenue Service. There
can be many advantagesto using names such
as these ifyour business is intemted in pursuingguvemmentcontracts. You maywant to use
a name which sounds familiarto them such as
Federal Maintenance, Inc. or Feded Construetion Agency, hc.
Conversely, you can completely hide your
corporate identity by having it file for a legal
("doingbusiness as")alias. Thus, Fred's Cafe
rmght be the trade name for International Capital, Inc., thereby mating a complete change of
image and identity. Most Las Vegas casinosare
howbymdenamesratherthanbythe
names of their parent corpomtions. 7he Sands
is r d l y Hughes Property Management Corporation. 7he Aladdin is really a Japanese company called Ginji Corporation.
Whatever you decide to name your corporation, you should be sure to give that decision
plenty of considemtion. As you can a p p ~ c h t e
finmjustthisshortdiscussion, themcan bealot
projected or conveyed in a name. A great name
can be a major catalyst for the futuresuccess of
a new business.

After the decision has been made to incorp
rate, the next step is to nameyour new ct-eaton.
Answeringthis question can be as simple as the
firstthingthat popsintoyourheadorasinvolved
as spendingdaysfigurjngoutwhat might be the
perfectchoice forT H E NAME?"'The amount of
thought you put into a name should depend on
how, exactly, you plan to use your corporation.
Ifyourcorporationwascreatedto protectyou
and to giveyou privacy,you obviouslywouldnot
wanttogowithYOURNAME,INC."lfyou have
had other businesses that you are associated
with, you should be sure to not use thosenarnes
or derivatives of those names.
Youneedtothinkoutdofthewaysinwhich
a name can promote your plans. For instance,
if you created your corporation for the purpose
of purchasing real estate, you may find great
benefit in using a name that can benefit you
when it comes time to negotiate a deal. If the
name of the corporation was National Real
Estate, Inc., the impression you project is that
this corporation is a Large Company that deals
inReal Estate. Forinstance,whenyouapproach
asellertobuy propertyyouwould saysomething
like, "I'm Jim Johnson and I'm an agent for..."
and my client isinterested inyourproperty. This
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NEcan give you a great advantage as you go back
and forthcuttingadealforyourclient,whomyou VADA CORPORATIONSCALL CORPORATE
ADVISORS CORPORATIONAT (702)885periodically consult with on the phone.
In deciding on a name for your corporation 9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 28 10 W.
you may want to convey the image of a large, CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G-6723, LAS
older, respectable institution by using a name VEGAS, NV 89 102. ASK FOR CORT
such as "Landmark"or %t National". You CHRISTIE. FORGENERALBACKGROUND
can also "piggybaclt by using well known INFORMATION ABOUT THE VALUE OF
names that are no longer in business, like NEVADA CORPORATIONS AND THE
YoungstownSheetandTube"orWfiStates
TRUTH BEHIND OUR MODERN ECOSteel*. You mayalsofind itageat advantageto NOMIC MALAISE, SEE THE PHOENIX
use a name that is somehuw similar to an JOURNALS: SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DIexisting company, such as IBM-which may SASTER (#4), PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
stand for your company, Iowa Business Ma- (#lo), and YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
chines.
(# 16). [See back page for ordering informaSwnecom~swillu~namesgivingthem
tion]
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willing to balance Truth on the WORD and
that requires "aliveness". A s long as they
need him he will have to remain pretty
"whole". This is not a situation such as
Weaver or Campbell-this man is a multiagent to put Bond to kindergarten and
when you play in those kinds of top level
games-thestakesarehighandtheprice
r/
is very heavy. Gunther really has not
"squared" with everyone and he has some
"non-friends" in the circles of "revealers"
11/6/92#1 HATONN
had Palma killed. I mean "everyonew- who are but disinforrnation hacks. The
who reads any of our work or any of the worse, of course, being in the circles of the
work of the other "insiders". Today, we UFO disinfomation groupies.
BITS AND PIECES
now are told with great surprise and shockPHOENIX JOURNAL
Word is back from Florida that hardly that "Palma was set-up and killed per the
be found who did NOT vote for CIA for a price of $2 million." That is
ANYONE
For you who have found a new take-off
Ross Perot and yet the margins of "lossware taxpayer's (yours) money-so doesn't that
more gross than other places. The people are make YOU a pretty bad person? The things on the "PHOENIX JOURNALS" from the
looking into HOW to demand accounting. 1 you are going to find out are going to be like area of San Francisco and are in a quanbelieve, dear ones, before they will allow any snow all about you now. The important dary-all you have to do is "look at it" and
such questionhethe old ballots will have things will be hidden because the "pay- you will see it is not a production connected with u s in any way. It is typical of
been destroyed! KNOWING is half the "do- offs" must be cons~dered.
A
friend
called,
R.R.,
and
reminded
u
s
"piggybacking"
but is fine. You ones can
ing"-make a loud noise is about all you can
do at this point. The New World Elite are that good old Bill Sessions of the FBI has a tell the difference and that is all that matalready entrenched in position and are plac- long record ofuconnections". He may be in ters. It is a very commercial enterprise and
ing Clinton's top level players--right now trouble with the government per "Gates" I hope you use discretion but, no, I am
(mostly while Clinton jogs because he has of the CIA-but not too much! He is up to certainly NOT upset nor annoyed. We have
little to NO input). Even the "lip service" from his gazoo in the San Luis Obispo "connec- no corner on the "phoenix" nor on yourforeign leaders is minimal to none. No-one is tions" with good-old-boy, William Clark nalsn. It is no more strange than the early
(Judge). Mr. Sessions was stationed in the on coincidence between Dr. Sutton's Phoefooled except you-the-people.
Santa Maria FBI office(California)-sort of nix Letter and our earlier PHOENR EXnear the action around San Luis Obispo, PRESSwherein both took the picture of the
CONFIRMATIONS
Santa Barbara, etc., foryou "foreigners"to "phoenix* right out of World Book EncycloWatch the non-news! Israel is playing a California. He was stationed in that office pedia for the logo.
The thing to watch for is the total misuse
MAJOR part in establishing who will be with the FBI for many Years.
He
also
reminds
me
to
tell
you
that
of
false
identification as the adversary ALe ChrisClinton's top advisers, etc. ~ o t that
topher W m n has been *peggedwbut will Gunther Russbacher has a real name (per WAYS pulls on you unsuspecting. I have no
probably not be long considered because his wife) of Baron Gunther Karl Von intention of doing anything about anything
" Israeldoesn't likeA n d y ~ ~ t h ~ ~ gRusbach
;ht
Von Esterhazy. Well, I believe we related-all are welcome to copy and spread
already gave you that one when we first the word from any of our work. A s you ones
the Israelis would go away?
And, the European Community is up in wrote about Brenneke, etc. You will most become discerning according to the guidearms about just about everything~but
most likely remember it-you who were around lines, how can it hurt you? It is the believing
especially the new tariffs on wine and other a t the time-because
we determined the lies that hurt you-not the tampering.
commoditieeinto the U.S., while the U.S. through the Constitutional Law Center But yes, the Truth is always tampered with
f-ers
have to take NEW back seats to that there was little "constitutionally"that and there is nothing you can do about it save
subsidies, etc. DO NOT GO BACKTO S L E E ~could be done because Gunther is NOT A KNOW TRUTH.
C~~EENS-DASTARDLY DEEDS ARE UN- NATURAL CITIZEN, UNNATURAL CITIZEN
DER WAY wHILE THE M I c e I N POWER- OR OTHERwISeHE TRAVELS UNDER @PHOENIX OPERATORIOWNER'
PLAY.
FALSE "SHEEP-DIPPED" IDENTIFICAMANUAL
TION AND THUS IS STILL, I BELIEVE, A
BY
IRAN HOSTAGE
CITIZEN OF AUSTRIA. When you-theSananda, Lord Michael, St Germain
people go after him from prison you are
(Journal #27) & (Audio Book #27)
~ o eanyone
s
remember a couple of weeks going to have to keep these things in mind
This
JOURNAL
contains instructionsand rules
back when I said you had an American for when agents are "dipped" that means
to live by which
keq You
On the
~ u n n ythat you can hardly ever find evidence of
-sted
and being held in 1-3
1ightedpathofGODTheCosmicBrothers
t h i n @ t o n l y " ~ ~ ~ ~thenewsthis
ron
real identification within the states.
explain that when you understand and live by
morning and somehow NOW everyone is Gunther went through MANY, his most
GOD'S LAWS OF BALANCE, you will
upset. worse yet, the CIA and others knew notorious was probably Robert Walker.
obtain your ticket for graduation off of this
I remind Rayel to not push the river too
about it all along. ~t is in response to the
planetary
dimension. This manual presents the
hard for Gunther remains in pretty deep
lately"nasties" passed out toward 1s ~alance
everything was on hold until after the elec- yogurt--except that he is badly needed for basis for the Eighteen Cosmic ~ a wof
of
God,
including
The
Highest
Law
of The
piloting some of the new flight equipment.
tions.
Creation, How to Recognize the Anti-Christ
He has played his hand well if you ones let
it
unfold
a
bit
for
there
are
video
tapes
and
Within, Understanding Personal ResponsibilPRIME MINISTER PALMA
recorded documents which will hit the fan ity and the Twelve Deadly Sins (Errors).
see C a t
for mdering i n f o n a t i r m .
This is among the worst cover-ups of all. the moment anything happens to him. We
need ones
R-ember
that #everyonewknew the CIA need no DEAD patriot-we
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Food For Thought On Health
11/6/92 #1 HATONN

LIFE CRYSTALS
I am bombarded with questions about
Life Crystals, etc. Rumors fly and, yes,
there is an "injectable form" but confound
it, chelas, in the U.S. you are not supposed
to have it and I will not jeopardize my
people by giving you more than a general
discussion about it. A s with anything
really useful with "cells gone mad" such as
cancers and AIDS, you will have to go to
other resources, say, in Mexico, etc. The
FDA is NOT going to let you legally get
anything which will heal you-for thev are
trving: diligentlv and rapidlv to kill you.
I have suggested the substance because
when used in conjunction with chlorella
(or other algae, but chlorella is best) and
food-grade hydrogen peroxide (or large
doses of Vitamin C, which releases hydrogen peroxide) lother hydrogen peroxide
[like the 3%solution you a n buy in the
p h a m c y ] used as wound cleansing, etc.,
has stabilizers which are toxic if taken
within1 in proper amount, there is a wondrous capability to bring wholeness to cells
and combine with DNA/ RNA cellular LIFE
structure to meet all requirements of individual DNA blueprint and assist in whole
body fitness.
I am NOT in the medical business and I
am not going to bite on such inquiries.
Some of the people go to great burden to
make some of these things available to the
readers a t good prices [See ad on next
page.] -the chlorella prices will beat everyone else's-because I think it MUST be
used in conjunctionwith the other items
for &foodnand both integrate in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide in proper
amounts. There are other things also
which need to be atilhed but I am not in
that business so please do not cause me
to offend you by refusing to greatly
discuss it. But I do feel it is perhaps time
to explain a bit further about the
uchondrianan (life form in the Crystal
Life). I have written about it before and
I am not going to repeat it because that
is not fair to others who want new
information.
Mostly I spoke in detail about mitochondria which has a main job of converting glucose to usable ATP (adenosine
triphosphate) energy molecules. Without
energy nothing lives, nothing grows, nothing can exist. These chondriana are life
forms which have kind of "mysteriously"
returned after being "gone" for some bilh n s d y e a r s (h
Iuu-n). They unite to form

a higher order of cellular life. Do not
underestimate that which God will provide
if you but accept and appreciate it.
It might be interesting to you to repeat
that the male cell is aggressive and protects the female from viruses (anyviruses),
bacteria, or cancer cells, and if placed
within the chondriana's environment, the
male gives rise to militant chondrianettes
(killercells),ancestors ofyour lymphocytes,
the T-cells. The killer cells can sequence
DNA production of specific protein-digesting enzymes that break up the cell
membranes of foreign invaders, bacteria,
viruses, and cancer cells, and thus, goodiegoodie, make available and then digest,
parts of their dead bodies as food for the
chondriana-now isn't that a nice relationship? Although the Life Crystals are
the primary energy source, the foreign
invadersstimulateafastreproductivecycle
within the chondriana by giving them additional food. Life Crystals supply the fuel
for primary conversion via cyclic ATP
complexing with magnesium ion. Once in
the body, they convert the microbes to food
for reproductive energy.
A s the chondrions imprint their biological defenses to destroy non-human (if being used in humans) invading life forms, it
becomes immediately apparent that their
application is enormous in fighting off disease and bringing a good state of wellness.
Now, when you consider the injecting of
this substance you do get rapid responsebut you also get some discomfort and you
must have the proper crystals with which
to begin and herein lies the problem. You
don't have access nor ability to produce
those crystals. No, at this time I shall not
give that to you for there is resource and we
will not cross any forbidden zones just to
satisfl curiosity or be hornswaggled into a
"sting" kind of operation.

TYPICAL RESPONSE TO INJECTIONS?
Yes, depending on the method used
when mixed with a five percent dextrose
solution, in about 60 minutes on the timer
the recipient will begin shaking. This is, of
course, anunwellrecipient-afairlyhealthy
person wouldn't respond in much of any
way at all. This reaction is simply the
experiencing of a T-cell reaction, as it
would be called.
In the case of a severely ill patient under
treatment OUTSIDE THE U.S. (and of
course now you know why it is outside the
U.S.-because you are not allowed to get
people "wells--especially from cancer and
ADS, etc,) thepatients have massive shak-

ing as the chills take over. You will then
have another subsequent reaction as the
microbes die-off. I believe this is referred to
in medical circles as a "Herksheimer" reaction.
What is happening is that, as the cancer
and viruses and bacteria plaguing the body
begin to die, the body goes through a
healing "crisis". Patients often describe a
sensation of "pain" but not pain as with
disease but a sensation of actually "healing". This usually lasts in intensive treatment for some several hours but after a
couple of hours the pain does begin to
subside and a fever begins. This fever lasts
another six hours-then just as in any oldtime pneumonia crisis breakthrough,
sweating begins-profuse soaking sweating-then typical headaching sets in which
is described as "miserable flu-like" headache. This subsides after a few hours.
This, chelas, is the typical healing reaction of a quality immune system a t work.
What you have done is allow the body to do
its natural perfect work. If a 'patient" had
been in a program of oral intak-specially with the presence of hydrogen peroxide, the symptoms would be less severe.
However, oral intake requires longer use to
build cell health and depending on the
beginning health state of the user, there
will likely be no noticeable reactions at all.
Many do have headaches as the restructuring (healing)begins within the first few
days-please, just know that you are getting response and enjoy it. The less whole
the body is at onset of u s e t h e more 'sidediscomfort" may be present. But you are
not taking drugs-you are replacing the
structure of your individual cellular wholeness. I can guarantee you one thing-if
you have side effects, then your body really
DOES NEED THE CARE.
This all presents such possibilities that,
of course, is why it is denied general use
and why we make absolutely no claims
about anything other than a better state of
'feeling". The chondriana adapts itself to
every cell so is adaptable to everything
from arteriosclerosis to liver damage. It is
sad, however, for ones having undergone a
sequence of care have literally found in
testing that there are no HIV, for instance,
showing up in the tests following the series
of 'treatment". I don't even like the term
"treatment" for it connotes 'medicine"
and it is NOT. It is simple and NATURALACTUALLY "FOOD". But, again, it points
up as to why it is not available for all to use.
What is my opinion regarding it and
AIDS? AIDS is a manmade disease and
mostly strikes those who have no intent
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toward the Truth of the laws of God and/or
Creation. - I would simply note that. it
probably would not work too well because
of the desire of those ones to continue to
poison their own bodies with reinfection
via their 'rightn to do this or that. I only
"offer"; unless man's actions and intent
c h a n g e 1 see no real help for the ones who
have fully lost their way. Come back within
the realms and laws of God and what
appears to be miracles will happen. Remain in the dregs of degraded activities
and you shall perish by those activities. I
make no action other than to simply point
it out to you readers.
The adversary has set these tempting
activities of the human flesh and desire
before you at the banquet of death-if you
eat you shall be poisoned-I can do nothing about that so it is for him who hears
and sees which shall be healed.
These minute crystalline life fonns adapt
to specific cells, i.e., brain cells, lymphnode
structure, kidney, heart, spleen, liveryou name it and it adapts. These can even
be isolated visually for their structure and
shape are varied.
Those 'scientists" of you who understood (or go back and study) some of the
explanations in THE PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES of JOURNALS, would be able
to understand the interaction of this wondrous life form creation-basically from
the basic life form substances of carbon,
nitrogen, etc. You are going to have a
carbon-to-carbon bond. You will then
have nitrogen oscillation frequency in the
molecule which will function a s a superimposed frequency which is, in turn, generated by the oscillator crystal which is excited.
In this instance nitrogen is stationary
and once it is excited by its transition
frequency in a very large molecule of carbon, then energy is transferred and the
carbon bonds must "move" (or oscillate).
So, this oscillation of the crystal then transplants its energy which forms a chemical
bond. It transduces energy from 'scrollsn
(energy packets "quantan received from
cosmic radiation and which bathes the
earth and universe night and day-hot
dog, get to use those invisible photons!)
sufficient to reverse the spin of a proton to
form para-proton. This, chelas, will also be
the basis of cleaning up industrial pollution which can save your planet. Now you
know WHY you have found this 'again".
You are experiencing the very kind of
photon fieqaency which allows you to
isolate and utilize the very components of
your blueprints for lifeknown as DNA
and RNA. These hold the engines of life
which actually absorb these scrolls.
We are dealing here with 'atoms" and
the great synthesis takes place in LIGHT as
with transducers and phototransducers in
chlorophyll.
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THE SURVIVAL STOREHOUSE 2810 W. CHARLESTON BLVD, SUITE G6723
LAS VEGAS, NV 89102-192 1
For credit card orders only, call (800) 800-5565

(Name)
(Address)
(City)
(State)

(Zip code)

(relephone)

Exp

CREDIT CARD (Visa,Master Card or Discwcr)

LIE CRYSTAL LIQUID
ITEM
Two - 1 OZ. dropper bottles

COST PER
$20.00

1 Quart bottle

$90.00

,OUANTITY

TOTAL

TOTAL
CryLtaL Liqu&& price includes s h i p p v

CHLrnELLA
ITEM

COST PER

CHLORELLA (1/2 LB)
(500 TABLETS/BOTTLE 500mg ea)

$32.00

QUANTITY

DISCOUNT:
ORDER 10-19 BOTTLES & DEDUCT 10%
ORDER 20 BOTTLES OR MORE & DEDUCT 15%

TOTAL

LESS DISCOUNT
(IF APPLICABLE)

SHIPPING (SEE RATES BELOW)
ALLOW 3-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

TOTAL
SHIPPING RATES:
ORDER

UPS 2 N D DAY AIR

NEXT DAY AIR

GROUND
STATES
AlASKA/HAWAII
STATES
AlASKA/HAWAII
$12.00
$15.50
$7.50
$5.00
$4.25
$14.00
$17.00
f 9.00
$5.75
$4.75
6 1 8.00
$16.00
$10.00
S 5.25
$6.00
$18.00
$2 1 .OO
$12.00
56.00
58.00
$20.00
$23.00
$15.00
$10.00
$6.50
$22.00
$25.00
$12.00
$18.00
$7.00
$26.00
$30.00
$20.00
$ 1 5.00
$8.00
$31.OO
$34.00
$9.00
$20.00
$26.00
536.00
$40.00
$ 1 0.00
524.00
132.00
Note: As a supplement(for one person): 1 ear's supply = S16Q00
On a suwival basis (for one person): 1 year's suppb = $374.40 (includes discount)

0-100
101-200
201-300
301-400
1 401-500
$ 501-600
1 601-1000
$1001-2000
$2001-3000

$
$
$
$

PLEASE ALLOW 3-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. SHIPPINC PRICES APPLY T O USA ONLY.

I can see that I have lost most of you so
we can foregofurther on this subject. Suffice
it to say what you have is a capability of
'cloning" tissues, organs, enzymes and
replicating organisms themselves in 'forward synthesisn-BUT, reverse synthesis
allows you to grow and meet your ancestors. Let's just call it 'time travel". Ever
heard of the 'fountain of youth"? Well,
maybe it had a few chondriana in that
fountain fullof water!?! Oh, precious ones,

is it not more fun to talk about the things
of 'life" than of the adversary and 'death"?
Well, we take it as necessary and leave the
Divine Plan into the hands of GOD in His
proper sequence.
Why the chlorella and do you really
need it? N-you
could rebuild your cells
without it, just as without the H,O, [hydrogenpe-de] but why would you when to
stay healthy you must have these substances for muscle building, good nerve
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function and general body "fuel"? At any
rate, our people will continue to make
available this resource if you wish it. I ask
my team here to utilize these things as I
outlay them to you because we must have
24 hour days a part of which is spent on
board in a much higher "frequency"and it
is very hard on dense and unwell cellular
structures.
I do not know how long we will have this
"source" because I cannot seem to cause
these ones to stop telling truth-in that
this 'stuff heals. Everyone avoids the
word "cure" as with the p l a g u e s o , the
government does everything possible to
shut down the source. Store as with good
wine and it will last indefinitely. Know that
this is non alcoholic even though it smells
otherwise but there is a fruit base to the

liquid in order to feed the chondriana so
just use good judgement in storage and
using. It only takes a few (no more than
ten) drops under the tongue three or four
times aday to accomplish what you wantso, don't waste it and make it expensive. It
is one of those things where too much is
onlywasted-the body utilizes what it needs
as it progresses to shore up cellular structure and, by the way-WHERE ARE YOU
GOING THAT CAUSES SUCH A "RUSH"?
I suggest you attend the mess around
you and allow healing in properness and it
will work out just fine. It is the throwing off
of evil which ultimately must be done and
it will be found that when that is accomplished, so too shall be the healing.
This is why, when one finds a state of
Love, one is automatically "healed" be-

cause God IS LOVE! All actions of the
human in intent, thought and action
changes in the presence of LOVE INTRUTH.
TRUTH AND LOVE CAN ONLY BE BIRTHED
AND BORNE IN THE LIGHT. LIGHT IS OF
GOD IN THOUGHT OF HIS EXPRESSION
AND THAT IS THAT WHICH BECOMES
YOU IN LIFE AND MANIFESTATION. HOW
WONDROUS IT IS!
MAY THE BLESSINGS OF THIS GREAT
AND WONDROUS LIGHT IN TOTAL LOVE
BE YOUR INHERITANCE. NEVER MIND
THE PHYSICAL EXPRESSIONS OF HERITAGE PRESUMED TO BE YOURS A S
"BIRTHRIGHT-FOR WITHIN GOD IN
LIGHT AND LOVE, HAVE YE YOUR BIRTHRIGHT-ALL ELSE IS BUT EXPERIENCE!
Salu, Hatonn

Time To Choose Sides As
The New World Order Advances
11/7/92#1 HATONN

LET US TAKE CHOSEN
"LEADERSHIP"

TEST IT ALL!
How do you change anation? You begin
with changing or structuring in "a direction" or belief-the individual-preferably
as an infant. If you can affect that being
even prior to being birthed through the
society or simple in-utero programming, it
will join-you have it done.
So, how do you CHANGE when the
direction is set and ongoing? Let u s only
speak of "toward lighted freedom" since
that is our intent of service unto human
Mankind. Let u s narrow it further down to
WHERE can you make these changes? In
the jumble of confusion, it is so obvious
that most often the direction is not noticed.
For instance, in all the blatherings of
the "seers" and "snipers" you must go
back to the plan AGAINST YOU. This is to
gradually deprive you of all "rights" and
"freedoms" in an intent to have a totally
evil controlled planet by year 2000. This
means you have to SEE and HEAR all the
pieces as presented to you, measure them
for "fit" and USE THEM. When all the
correct datais inputted-the computer will
spit out the correct knowledge. If you only
put in incorrect data, you will get erroneous answers which will only sink you deeper
into the mire of oblivion as a single sovereign individual. You MUST look unto the
"whole".
1

.

Let's look a t the projections as presented in the plan to take the world. You
have been warned over and over again and
all the valid prophecies project the outlay.
And these prophecies tell you that the head
honcho culprit will come out of Rome.
Now, HOW do you miss it when it is written
and projected in all the takeover plans
presented? Can you not see, after studying
all available information, that the Satanic
666unique identification control number
which is now being imposed upon all of
mankind, confirms that the "Pope" of
Rome will be appointed s w e r e i m head
of t h e world effective from the fist day
of January, 1999. You will further be able
to know that THIS is determined by the
EEC as a controlled economic machine of
the Elite One Government Global Order,
the "Club of Rome" (the Elite Committee of
300),last December a s their final date for
monetary union world wide. Therefore,
it is imperative to e ~ p o s theit
e
sinhiterr
PLAN and PURPOSE of this new unit of
world money known a s the ECU (European Currency Units).
THE PLAN AND THE CURRENCY IS
BE1 NG CREATED BY KISSINGER
ASSOCIATESwhich alreadv includes the
present POPE of ROME. Will the Pope be
the same as is now acting as "God"? It
matters not because. the
. present
Pope
.... ---.-..
.....is

but a total "figurehead". The whole thing
will act as a resurgence of "Christianity"
but it will be totally controllingand Satanic
in EVERY ASPECT. It simply is the only full
ordered head of religion which can pull it
off globally. It will further utilize the Mormon Church and already uses it and other
"denominations" of Protestant sectors for
its evil spreading purpose.
It is in the OWNING ofthis new currency
upon which all economies shall be enforced into utilizingwhich will give the Elite
sovereign power to control every individual
and organization in the entire world.
I have been petitioned by a brother to
present this to you and I am pleased to be
able to have outlet with which to serve
Truth.
CURRENCY CHANGE ALREADY
UNDER WAY IN BRITISH 'STATES"
Much comes out of Australia and New
Zealand as to introduction and changeouts because they are large but remote and
totally controlled for experiencing everything from mammoth hidden bases and
launch sites to economic enforcement of
any Plan. I believe it was about 1989 that
currency in those nations became phased
into the "dollar". In the past two months,
now, the introduction aqd insertion of
marked (with a large coded'metailic striping) paper currency is replacing the "dollar". It has the continuous inserted strip
.\fa
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as with U.S. large denomination bills and
on the reverse side a dash (- - -) metal code
along the same line. The bills are smaller
than the dollar and color-coded as well. By
the way, this is in the SMALL denomination bills!
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are caught with them.
In much of Europe (where toxic drugs
are allowed),all but the weakest vitamins
are considered drugs. Britain's health
food industry is one of the very few without
heavy licensing but it, too, is under pressure as in all British-headed nations. In
Belgium, British food supplements are sold
under t h e counter. In Spain, the choice is
prescription or underground. In Germany
and Denmark, anything with more than
the RDA (Recommended Daily Allowance
[set by the Elite controllers])is a drug. To
possess more than a certain amount is a
misdemeanor in some countries, and it is
illegal to import more than a month's supply. IT IS SERIOUS TIME, FRIENDS!

which reveals truth. Whether the confrontation is in simple immediate anger response or in well calculated combat-the
end result is the same-you find the problems and REAL story. That story will
represent one thing to me and another to
you, but it is as necessary to the "missionn
ATTACK ON NATURAL HEALING
as staying alive and well.
I am not in the game playing of "it's for
me to know and you to find out." However,
In New Zealand there is a bill before the
Parliament which will cause all holistic
in this instance I refuse to throw out the
and natural healing centers to close and
baby along with the dirty water. Gritz has
one of the greatest MISSIONS on the globe.
remove herbs and supplements from the
open markets.
Will he accept it in service unto GOD or will
"Well, so what," you might say in the
he step aside in service unto simply another form of evil? MINE IS NOT TO
U.S., "...that's all the way across the world
and WE are a FREE nation." Are you?
JUDGE--NOR IS IT HIS! IGNORANCE IS
Read on please: Right now the FDA is
SIMPLY THE "LACK OF BEING INunderway with new regulations and drug
PLUTONIUM EXCURSION
FORMEDn-BUT THAT WORD USED
classifications for herbs, vitamins and
AGAINST ME WAS WITH A DEFINITION OF
nutritional supplements. Already, they
How do YOU feel about the shipload of TOU STUPID BASTARD!' No, I do not
have evidence of nightmare results in re- French plutonium on its vacation cruise to take kindly to the outburst-for the man
cent "busts" of health food stores wherein Japan today? Oh, you didn't know about outbursting IS yet in ignorance as properly
confiscation of aloe Vera (awondrous and that little trip? You had best get busy defined! OR, he trulydoes serve the adverversatile plant product), many herbs and finding out about such things for it affects sary and NOT GOD DMNE A S STATED.
That is for you and him to work out. I shall
natural teas, along with L. Tryptophan in you GREATLY out there some where!
all instances (also one of the major balancspeak of this tomorrow at our little meeting
for people here are bewildered and stunned,
ers and calming elements) and high dosage
REPUBLICAN, DEMOCRATS AND
"anything". They long ago removed folic
PEROTISM
embarrassed and insulted. [See
Word
advertisement onpage 30for informationon
acid from the shelves in dosages large
enough to be effective.
PEROT WON THE ELECTION
ordering tapes of the Sunday, 11/8/92
local meeting with CommanderHatonn that
This new regulation, already announced,
Why would you scramble and twist and covers this troubling issue and the larger
will take effect in 1993 and will reclassify
supplements, turn herbs into "drugs" and act like you can't see the barn for the cow? pidure in thought-provokingdetail.]
radically reduce the potency of over-the- FOR GOODNESS SAKES, CHELAS, IF Y OU
THIS OUTBURST about my "reptilian
counter vitamins. Under the proposed WANT A MAN IN THE PRESIDENCY-GO chameleonn activities and "get on your
regulations, the maximum strength of a WHERE YOU CAN GET RESULTS. You ship and-" acknowledges ONE THING
Vitamin C tablet would be about 50 mg, don't need a "third" "nothing" PARTYYOU HAD BETTER LOOK AT, WONDERequal to the amount contained in one you don't have any "parties" except for the ERS-HE DID ACKNOWLEDGE ME AND
orange. IF you utilize Vitamin C as a "Fascist Socialist" PARTY. This means MY PRESENCE! IF YOU GET NOTHING
wellness product you know that this is "total government ruleby FORCE". Play- OTHERTHAN THAT ONE THING--HOLD IT
totally absurd. Moreover, records will be ers are predetermined in the ranks of the CLOSE! "MAN" HASTOTALUFREE-WILL"
demanded and reporting required of any power Elite and the dummy puppet is but AND I SEE THE GOAL AND ENDING
outlet which sells great quantities to any a remnant of a very BAD circus show.
STORY-I MUST UNFOLD THE DAILY
customer.
Start where you CAN make inroads, as CHANGES AND COMMITMENTS JUST AS
This is all hidden in the same "bill", of the "Roads" scholar put it. Clean out that DO YOU SO THAT THAT WHICH I GIVE
course, wherein other reasonable state- party which just "lost". Clean that house YOU IS BASED IN SUCH MANNER A S TO
ments by the big food industries are re- thoroughly and then run your man, and it BE TOTALLY WITHIN "REASON" FOR
quired on food productei.e., "low fat", appearsyou desire Perot, in that party and YOUR ABILITY TO COMPREHEND AND
"light", etc., on packaging.
then you can cause the computer shut- "SEE" DIRECTION CLEARLY AND NOT
Yes, you can get away with "storage" outs to pull back or be uncovered in their SIMPLY ON 'FAITH". My total commitbut "values" reduce with storage. It is dastardly "fuEing".
ment to you is that when I see a "better
however THE THING TO DO IF YOU ARE
Why would I not say "Gritz"? Many way" or a "necessary turn in direction" I
WISE. FOR YOU WHO CANNOT AFFORD reasons and I probably will have to share will give it unto you so that we can finally
TO STORE, THEN I HAVE NO ANSWERS them with you, but change MUST come reach that goal of reclamation of freedom,
FOR Y OU-A BIT OF HYDROGEN PEROX- where you can make inroads. Perot WON nation, and GOD of Light. BLIND PATRIOIDE TAKEN PROPERLY IN UNSTABILIZED this last election and yet the outcome was TISM OR RELIGIOUS OVER-FERVOR IS
FORM, WILL ASSIST BUT IS NOT THE EXACTLY A S WE SAID IT WOULD BE! This CALLED CHAUVINISM AND PLAINLY, IG'WHOLE" ANSWER-AND BESIDES, HY- always brings u s back to KISSINGER and NORANCE OF FACT! If one goes forth in
crusade FOR Jesus, say, and forgets the
DROGEN PEROXIDE IS AND HAS BEEN "associates", does it not?
ALREADY UNDER FULL ATTACK AND I S
laws of Christ in the doing, you have EVIL
GRITZ
and the very name of "Jesus" is soiled in
THE FIRST THING USUALLY CONFISthe presenting. If ANYONE believes that I
CATED! It will later come to the point
Hotbed of heated controversy? Not with shall stand aside and allow such regards in
wherein it will be as illegal to hold these
commodities in your own homes (and al- me, but what IS may well be presented to theVERY MISSIONOFGOD/CHRISTTHEN
ready you have no privacy as search and you from the mouths of adversarial hench- THERE IS GREAT MISUNDERSTANDING
seizure is already allowed EVERYWHERE) men. Yes, I did back off on "pushing" AND IT IS NOT FROM MY POSITION FOR,
and you will be treated as a criminal if you Gritz. There always has to be an incident IF ONES WILL "BOTHER" TO LOOK AND
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HEAR, THEY WILL FIND I HAVE NOT
BROTHER EDWARD'S
tion of gaining human physical and maniCHANGED ONE IOTA OR HAIR'S BREADTH
PRAYER OF INVITATION
fested reflections from a n 'observer"
outside your realm of perception-if you
FROM ONSET OF TRANSMISSION UNTO
"Please, GOD, influence my in- get it from the LIBERATOR; but note, the
DHARMA! NEITHER HAS DHARMA
CHANGED ONE IOTA, MY TRANSMIS- tellect that I will do only that which information is available and only gathwill glorify YOUR NAME, and please, ered and presented for your discernment
SIONS-SO BE IT.
GOD, influence my actions that I will and, hopefully, cause you to seek and
YOU HAVE FORGOTTEN GOD
do REAL WORK OF VALUE to the REALLY see in knowledge-not in igno"GOD'S OWN BETRAPEDn
greater interest of fellow mankind. I rance simply because you could have no
offer this prayer, FATHER, thmugh FACTS.
Herein is where you must turn to the
May I share a loving communication the Spirit of the SON, LORD JESUS
received from one, Brother Edward, please: CHRIST, and I hand my earthly intel- "do not judge the man-only the actions
Zect over to you, LORD GOD, for YOUR of that man" because GOD JUDGES
Beforepresentinganymatterforyour influence and guidance through the NOT AND, MOREOVER, IT IS NOT THAT
consideration I ask that for five minutes Spirit of the HOLY SPIRIT. Amenn WHICH A MAN WAS-IT IS WHAT A MAN
immediately preceding my presentation [And so shall it be.]
IS WHICH IS ALWAYS THE GUIDELINE
there be stillness and the peace of silence.
UTILIZED BY GOD. What a man "was"
During this time you may choose to
If you now find wisdom in that will naturally flow upon that which a
quietly meditate upon GOD's promise as which I present, then praise be to GOD. man "is" until he has found his own
contained in JAMES Chapter 1, verses 5-9
Let no person credit Brother Ed- truth and knowledge based on a foundaof the King James Versionofthe Holy Bible. ward as being wise as of his own right. tion of insight. Past experiences are
May the true PEACE OF GOD be utilized always as a learning expression
JAMES 1:s-9:
with you.
and if a man can "change" or function in
May the satanic false PEACE OF a'different" manner-ingoodness-bet"If any of you Zack wisdom, let PAXUS be closed out.
ter than he "was", then GOD is blessed
him ask of God, that giueth to all men
and so be the man and those he touches.
libemlly, and upbmideth not; and it
brother edward
You ones seem to think that if I speak
***
shall be given him But let him ask in
of a 'better way" that somehow it reprefaith, nothing wavering. For he that I find it indeed worthy, friend and brother, sents total perfection of the 'thing",
wavereth is like a wave of the sea and may peace rest upon thee, son, for "way" or 'person". NO, we must work
drfuenwiththe windandtossed Forlet your way has been hard and tormented. with that which 'IS" within the guidenot that man thin&that he shall receiue Know that torment of such kind only lines of God's Law and that of Creationany thing of the lord. A double minded comes upon those chosen for great ser- in balance. It does not come as a packman is unstable in all his ways. Let the vice and valor and that GOD's strength is age of perfection and he who sets himself
brother of low degree rejoice in that HE given unto your use to withstand that- apart as the great dictator of that which
is exalted*
which is given against you. Amen.
is 'right" or "wrong" is usually basing
"that projection purely on ego reaction. If
It is my experience that this is one
CONGRESSIONAL PAY HIKE
a man be only partly good--can you not
AGAIN!! !
use that goodness and allow for MORE?
of the most important of all of GOD'S
How do you get "better" if you do not
provisions and I invite all who seek wisYes, a change of subject: How many of work toward more goodness? And, how
dom and understanding to hand your
minds over to the loving influence of you realize that Congress just ripped can you DISCERN the better way-if you
you-the-people off again? How many of are so confounded busy JUDGING the
GOD'S wisdom.
I askyou to listen to me-but when you realize that even in the midst of negative aspects of a 'man" so that all
listening-be a t the same time receptive massive unemployment and no jobs, and you have upon which to work are the
to GOD's direct influence over your in election confusion, the Congress mem- OPINIONS OF OTHERS? JUDGE the
bers gave themselves a nearly $4,00O/yr ACTIONS-NEVER THE MAN! "By a
thoughts.
Under GOD's guidance, question pay raise straight across? They did this man's actions shall ye know him!''
But, is it not alright to strike out at
all that I present for I too have a degree before theywent home tocampaign. They
of sin and impurity and therefore cannot didn't enact any legislation; they didn't that which appears wrong in your perexpect to be word perfect in all of my even vote on it. Instead, it took the form ception-or war with doubts, guns and
interpretation of END TIME Holy Bible of a sneaky uautomatic"cost-of-living blastings? Alright?? No, because what
Uadjustment".
happens when you are WRONG? You
prophecy.
This COLA raises members' pay from have usually burned bridges which canBy the Grace of GOD we all have
been given the freedom of choice either $129,500 to $133,644-and takes effect not be again constructed. A man in
to invite GOD in--or to close GOD out. on Jan. 1, 1993. How many of you (in wisdom will always preserve his bridges
By the same Grace of GOD--GOD Perot's words) 'bosses" make that kind in case he must again cross them in one
respects our freedom of choice and GOD of income? Well, you pay your 'ser- direction or another. This is called wiswill not enter un-invited.
vants" that much and more! This ups dom. Moreover, placingjudgments upon
the retirement scam and everything. My another in the form of 'name-calling" is
REVELATION 3:20:
goodness, chelas, ARE YOU NOT TIRED a reflection of childish behavior in selfYET OFTHIS SLIME WHICH HAS OOZED frustration and ego preservation, i.e., 'I
will make you look the fool and I will
"Behold, I stand at the door, OVER YOUR VERY BEINGS?
appear less foolish." When you take
and knock: if any man hear My voice,
something as confronting as a possible
MAGNIFICENT REMINDER
and open the door, I will come in to
"HOST" of GOD would it not be more
him, and will sup with him, and he
with Mein
A s we speak of men and things, let u s wise to walk a bit gently before you call
always remember that you are in a posi- him a "reptilian chameleon"? I s there

.
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anything remaining on your place unto
which GOD can depend? Are there no
ones uponwhom GOD can depend? You
claim service in Truth and then you turn
to the first one who waffles and bounces.
Let me assure you, precious ones in
searching, FEW THERE ARE INDEED!
But who be ye to judge that 'another"
cannot or h a s not 'changed"?
Learn all there is on BOTH SIDES of
the issue and study well that which
comes forth even in gossip--through DISCERNMENT in knowledge of 'guidance
laws for decisions"-you WILL be able to
use wisdom in your own actions. If a
man be flawed in one area, does this
mean his unflawed assets must be abandoned? If this be so, then there would be
NO MAN to lead! Growth within GOD is
not "instant coffee", chelas-it is the
path of LEARNING which is infinite in
time and length. If a man preaches
TRUTH on Tuesday but murders on
Thursday-can you not appreciate the
"truth" and condemn the murder? The
'man" is not the "whole" of either onebut both! If he follows with such heinous
breaking of the laws as to murder-then
you can DISCERN that the 'whole" man
is not great in his 'truth". Ponder it. A
"little bit of knowledge" is a most dangerous thing and if the knowledge be
incorrect-then it is deadly. I wonder a t
the fact that 'man" will first trust the
blackest of human presenters before he
will simply turn unto the REASON of
CHRISTIGOD. Evil always presents its
tempting authority while God i s simple
and uncomplicated-yet, the human will
first ALWAYS choose the evil path-be it
accident or intentional.
CONTRADICTIONS
Commander Gritz, for example, states
that one General William Westmoreland
(member of The Elite's Council on Foreign
Relations, or CFR) referred to him asTHE
American Soldier. Gritz also claims a
body count of some 400. (That means
that he personally KILLED that many
human-brothers.) Some of his own Green
Seret colleagues are puzzled as to how
he arrived a t that figure but let u s assume it is accurate. Considering, however, that this killing was done in two of
CIA's assassination programs, "B-52"
and 'B-36", which were ordered by the
old OSS killer, Bill Colby (also CFR member), it is more than likely, is it not, that
those killing teams in fact helped to
prepare South Vietnam for the Communist takeover which OSS had planned
from the beginning, a t the Teheran Conference in 19433 There wasalsoaproject
called the Phoenix Program in which
thousands of key individuals were murdered by the CIA'S Green Beret Special

Forces and by other killing teams who ignorance or full intent of evil doing-they
were definitely not even classified as also will serve GOD even better when they
'Communists". They were simply con- are no longer IGNORANT! They usually
sidered enemies of OSS/ CIA's future stop being ignorant when they look around
plans of Indochina.
and see that there is NO HONOR IN THOSE
The Green Berets were and are sol- THEY HAVE SERVED AND ONLY HONOR
diers of the CIA's private army, the Spe- IN GOD's WAY.
Will 'they" ever allow funding which is
cial Forces. Special Forces was designed
by CIA to perform illegal and destabiliz- earned and honorable-to flow forthe needs
ing tasks which were beyond the scope of of the remnant? Oh yes-for that which is
the regular army. For instance, Gritz' earned in integrity must be honored at
personnel file states that he is a highly some level or the evil-doers' 'troops" see
trained saboteur and espionage agent. the error of their 'judgement" as to which
Plain put, chelas, there is nothing in side to serve. It will behoove the 'enemy"
Gritz' career which would indicate that to share and assist lest he be found out and
he is either honorable or on "your side", the 'troops" all turn upon him and strike
much less "our (God's) side". But is he, him down!
or is he not? Well, does he ever don the
Do these ones who work for the evil King
uniform of the military? If so, then at bother me? NO-I like them in my presbest he has remained in a totally artifi- ence for, you see, I have total knowledge of
cial world of uniformed socialism for, no my own power and stature and I am not
matter how good a military man's inten- burdened by the bindings ofJUDGEMENTS
tions might be, no matter how fervently of the beings-only the actions. Ifyou fold
he might believe that his mission is to into "evil" at the temptations--then you
protect American free enterprise and free- are simply not yet defined in your KNOWdom, the reality is quite the opposite in ING or of your POWER in and of goodness.
the usual unfolding of stance. Anyone It comes down to respecting my mission
who has accepted the oaths and the US and I will respect yours! However, yours
uniform represents the interests of cen- ends in destruction and mine ends in glory
tral plutocratic capitalism and the elimi- and it behooves you to think about that
nation of business competition around most carefully. You can blow up my
the world, and has sworn an oath to do people-BUT-the
response to so-doing
so.
far exceeds the mere blowing up of you in
Can a man change? Most certainly. retaliation. The penalty for damaging my
However, as with all ones who fit into people is about as bad as you can fathom
this very category who come within my in your worst nightmares for I do not deal
own service and mission-we have to with your body as such-the discipline
come to understanding of what is 'ac- comes to the SOUL and I am very, very
ceptable" and that which is 'not". If good at what I do.
this be GOD's greatest mission on the
Can 'I" wipe you off the galactic map?
planet then it would be obvious that the YES! I CAN! Would I? WHAT DO YOU
adversary would make his special forces THINK? You must understand that I call
attentive and infiltrate most effectively. removal-UNCREATING. That which GOD
This h a s and does continue a t all times. -CREATES SO CAN IT BE UNCREATEJIDo I shake and reel from (he presence? AND YOU CANNOT DO THAT, CHELAS!
No, because I have the bigger weapon1 GOD GIVES LIFE AND HE CAN TAKE ITDoes that mean I will blast the bastards LIFE BEINGTHATWHICHIS HIGHERTHAN
all away? NO-we can not only use the A-BODY WALKING AROUNLIT BE THE
workers for growth and gain the souls in 'YOU" IN SPIRIT WITHIN. IF 'HE" TAKES
addition in many instances--but it keeps THAT SPIRIT-THE BODY PERISHES.
u s within the laws. We are not going to PONDER IT MOST CAREFULLY FOR THE
do anything physically to anyone nor do TIME OF CHOOSING IS AT HAND. IFYOU
we even advocate overthrow of the Elite CANT MAKE UP YOUR MIND YOU HAD
suppressors. We DO suggest you use BEST START PRETENDING UNTIL YOU
what rights in freedom that you have CAN GET A GRIP ON THE TRUTH OF IT.
through your Constitution-to CHANGE TIS BETTER TO BE IN THE "HOLD" OF
it in the right way-through the LAW and THE FLAGSHIP IN GROWING SAFETY
not by the GUN.
THAN STANDING ON THE BURNING
Are there rules for this game? Indeed. SANDS AS THE SHIP DEPARTS.
***
One of them is that the WORD OFTRUTH
and INSTRUCTION would be presentedMAY WISDOM BE YOUR SHIELD AND
and that the adversarial 'troops" not BUCKLER AND MAY YOUR THOUGHTS
damage my ground crew. What you do BE EVER TOWARD WISDOM. REMEMwith that Word is solely and soully up to BER THAT THE GREAT TEACHER WAS
you in free-will choices. I happen to like CALLED THE 'KING OF WISDOM".
most of the "warriors" of the special ADONAI.
forces for they are "doers" and "get
Hatonn to stand aside. Blessings
- rest
things doners". If they serve evil in upon my people.
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Awakening Unto Reality:
Realizing Our Power Of Expression
11/8/92 #1 HATONN

WISDOM SPEAKS
(Ken Coons)
O h harken to the truth, my child,
For years of life and wisdom speak,
For I was young and rather wild
And I had not a sage to seek.
Sound counsel given with concern
For your sake, not for his, be sure,
Is worth your time, for you may learn
Some gem of wisdom rich and pure.
Though one may tell you life is sad
And we must suffer to the end,
Another man you see is glad
To be alive and have a friend.
One says love is a sudden ping
That swiftly sweeps you off your feet,
Some say a sure and steady thing
Can only bind a lasting treat.
Opinions these, and nothing more,
From foolish men who just exist.
They've witnessed not the rich and
Poor,
Nor have they beast and beauty
kissed.
For every living soul, unique
Within itself does have a friend,
Whosepurpose is to soflly speak
And gently guide him to the end.
Rrst, face the issue or request,
Resent the facts in great detail,
Require solutions which are best,
Be patient, and you shall prevail.

Readers and listeners-this is YOUR
storyentwined with mineonlyin thehigher
level of soul journey unto Source. 1, as
teacherlguide, act as conduit for howledge and that knowledge MUST come in a
manner which is acceptable in perception
of that which IS. Prophets tell of 'that
which shall come to passm-mine is more
the bringing of understanding of that which
"has passed" and a display of those things
which have borne you "up" or "pulled you
downm. These are things unneeding of
'faith" in the seen or the unseen-but
writings of truth that your perception can
handle that which IS and make your directions fitting for journey through THAT
knowledge. COULD I be a prophet-indeed
and so I AM; however, a prophet but speaks
of that which will come and, lest you change
your manifested expression-that which
will come has already been written for this

"play". Mine, then, is to allow you to see GOD CREATOR!
that which is unfolding in a way that it
You ones ponder upon ones such as Bo
MUST be seen in Truth-not illusion of Gritz, a s example. What of one, Bo Gritz?
'wishes". Fantasies are those thoughts of Did you not gain in the experience of perimaginingsupon which unreality is based- ceived goodness and service? Did you not
dreaming in perspective unto that which begin to recognize your strength as a citican bein experienceis the thought through zen of humanity and nation through the
which NEW directions and manifestation gifts of this man? Is it so difficult to grow
expression can be achieved-indeed, MUST above the perceived defects and flaws of
BE ACHIEVED. If man focuses his creative human character expressed in human
thoughts in oneness of "thought unity" physical form? Why do you expect another
the form creates itself. I am your co- man to be perfection? Perfection comes
experiencer-but you are the physical as- when the doubts are removed and this man
pect, at this time of travel, which must never claimed perfection--only SERVICE
function as the 'doersn for man cannot in the manner he could see would work to
understand reality otherwise. If ye be restore your nation. He expressed his
honest and true in your INTENT IN DI- PERCERION of God and Christ as he
RECTION AND SERVICE, you wish it not recognizesit in the process of himself awakotherwise foryou have comeTO DO IT. I am ening. Shall I throw him out on his ear
that which guides and responds and will because he didn't fully understand and
bring you safely into port.
reverted to the anger and ego of MAN? To
Gray aliens from the Cosmos? Reptil- move away from ME must be by HIS OWN
ians from some distant Galaxy? If this be CHOICE for GOD IS NOT FINISHED WITH
your dream, so be it. However, REALITY is HIM YET AND PERFECTION COMES ONLY
that you BECOME YOUR ILLUSION AND WHEN GOD PROJECTS PERFECTION. A'r
ARE DESTINED TO EXPERIENCE IT! THE THIS TIME UPON YOUR EARTH MASS-MOMENTYOU REALIZE AND SEIZEYOUR MAN WILL NOT FOLLOW PERFECTION
POWER OF EXPRESSION AND CRE- FOR YOU FEAR IT AND REFUSE TO
ATION-YOU WILL BUILD THE DREAM TO ALLOW SELF WITHIN THE CIRCLE OF
GLORY AND DANCE THAT VISION AWAKE PERFECTION.
INTO EXPERIENCE AND EXPRESSION.
You ask WHY do I not appear and
There is only ONE *REALITYn unto 'make it rightn? Because only the very
which to awaken and that is unto LIGHTED minute numbers of your fragments would
GOD OF CREATION-for you are experi- accept it. Do 'In claim perfection in my
encing in expression manifest-that
own role in this journey? NO-for I expethought of God which is actually THE rience a s your elder brother and my misDREAM. When you truly awaken unto sion must share in the very things of earth
reality it will be beyond mere measures to expression. AM I PERFECT? I AM, and
change of your neighbor or your govern- therefore what more is there to be? Am I a
ment or even the adversary-for you will thought? A reality? A form? Avision? I am
find that ALL THAT CAN AND WILL BE all of those things for I AM!
CHANGED AND AWAKENED IN SELR
Can an alcoholic slip and fall 'from the
So, will all mankind be awakened? You wagon"? Then cannot a man slip and fall
have no way to know that which is a souled via his doubts? Can you not help that
being from that which is not-so why effort person up from his fallen state and renew
to sort--GOD SHALL DO THE SORTING-- him? Even if he be evil, can you not lift him
you must do the discerning within the up and show him the way in your own
experience so that ALL may receive and s t r e n g t h ~is
r it possible that you do not
then there shall be no problem for you, will yet have stability and strength? Shall I
there? If, however, YOU do not believe or abandon you who effort so hard-because
serve in total presentation-how can you the doubt crosses the mind and slows your
expect 'another" to receive? If you do not steps? Can you not realize that, at best,
hold in thine depth of reality-truth of your regaining of your nation is but a step and
beingness--you shall be tossed and turned can be achieved through many routes and
upon the waves of doubt until you 'down- via many 'men"? Renewal actually comes
fall" for only physical expression is based through the very actions of the 'evilm exupon doubts and fears of the Reality of pressions for first they had to become
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degraded enough for you to even SEE the
CRUSADES AND INOUISITIONS
if you think you are going to do so against
deterioration ofyour state of being. In most
an ARMY who has greater weapons than do
instances ifyour brother who does see and
These are EVIL expressions in the NAME you-you will FALL. This is true for planet,
we who speak out, do not point it out unto OFGODAND NATION. ACTUALLY,ITISBUT nation or individual.
you, it is missed and the gallows are sprung EVIL IN FULL EXPRESSION AGAINST GOD
Bo called Perot a 'billion dollar clown"!
in your unknowing and misery. Indeed, AND ALLTHATCHRISTIGOD STANDS FOR. Ah? How so? Is it greater for a man with
chelas, if ALL were PERFECTION-there These "wars" are but expression of human a billion dollars to offer service using his
would be no need for the experience. Pon- evil upon brother.
money, than for a man who CLAIMS only
der it.
So, if a person wear as a banner and service to say such a judgmental thing of
If a man REFUSES intentionally to rec- shield, medals for valor given in honor for another? I s it not possible that Perot can
ognize his Source and the Laws as absolute breaking of God's Laws, it is a false ego represent honor in a world wherein abun(not voted-in to suit physical expression expression to be wept over, not acclaimed. If dance can also reflect God and love of
and luxurious comfortand physical senses), a person be given 'ROYAL TITLES" and country and brother? I make no comment
then that becomes the individual between 'high position" for evil deeds, then he has to either-you think upon it. Can a man
that one and GOD and is not your busi- slipped into the trap of the evil adversary. not awaken into reality and thereby learn
ness. You do not judge-but neither do GOD5 REALMS HAVE NO TITLES OR ROY- and be shown the way? Which is wiser-to
you continue a wrong-way journey-IF
ALTY. If a speaker pronounces otherwis+ live by a good code of ethics in a bastardINDEED YOU ARE SEEKING HIGHER that speaker is false and the speaker beyond ized world or to live by simply killing your
UNDERSTANDING, FREEDOM, AND GOD. the receiver is false in the sense that it is in opponents and blasting that which repreFURTHER, ALLTHINGS IN ANY PHYSICAL semice untothe adversary for GOD'S REPRE- sents the unobtained? What mean I by
EXPERIENCE MUST BE HANDLED FOR SENTATNESAS HOSTSAND GUIDES BEAR this? To denounce me as a 'reptilian
THE BEST AND HIGHEST GOOD OF THAT NO TITLES OR HOMAGE UNTO SELVES. A s chameleon" and thus and -he
simply
WHICH REPRESENTS THE HIGHEST I have said before, 'Do not get on your knees lashed out in hisown disbeliefinhis HOPES
CAUSE. BECAUSE OF THE FREE-WILL unto me for then, I have to take to my knees that I WOULD NOT BE WHO I SAY I AM! If
STATUS OF 'MAN", CHANGES MUST BE in order to lead or serve you." Ifyou sit upon you are wise you will not treat him, or me,
MADE, SOMETIMES INSTANTLY, IN THE your assets and refuse to act-then I must sit AS GOD. I do not ask to be Vouf God and
FOCUS ON THE GOAL OF HIGHEST CAUSE upon yours also, and nothing is achieved- you will not shift such a responsibility
TOWARD TRUTH, LOVE, FREEDOM AND except further service to the adversary of upon me when it is YOURS to bear. Each
GOD. In all instances GOD must take first LIFE-that one which represents only physi- one will find his Godness in that 'garden
claim and expression-but note well, that cal expression.
alonem-I can only stand "watcha with
the LAWS OF GOD must be followed--even
Some who wish to pound upon Col. Gritz you. This is all the man from Galilee could
unto FORCE of expression. To stand, are calling him a 'phony 'savior". Well, let do-stand watch with you and show you
chelas, to the death for a purpose which in me tell you somethingloudly and clearly: All the way! He could not "savea you by his
its formation and 'carry- through" must 'SAVIORS" are by idenMication and d e f ~ - blood-for it must be by your own that
utilize things such as war and weapons of tion 'PHONY. There are no 'saviors" to salvation comes. He could love and petiwar for fulfillment-IS NOT OF GOD! THIS save anything or more specifically anyone! If tion grace and mercy upon your 'ignorance" ("Father, they know not what they
BATTLE INTO FREEDOM AND TRUTH OF there is going to be any 'saving" going onHIGHER EXPERIENCE OF MAN-BEINGS you will doit foryourself. This includesyour do.") but he did not EVER ONCE suggest
he was your SAVIOR. MAN HAS PROWILL BE DONE THROUGH THE WAY OF Constitution and your nation.
GOD OR IT SHALL NOT BE DONE! It will
Was Col. Grit.placed in this position as a JECTED THAT LIE UPON YOU TO KEEP
require faltering step following step, unity decoy? What difference does it make-he YOU FROM FINDINGYOURTRUTH WITHIN
and supporting that which serves until the served you well in giving you TRUTH no GOD.
Chelas, so very much GOOD AND INexpression is reached in proper sequence matter what was his actual purpose. It is
and order. Sometimes the way requires hard to rise beyond that which "wasn.What SIGHT has flowed via this experience--do
less than that which we would 'like" or was? Well,forstarters,onewhothinkskilling not dwell upon it-MOVE ON and use that
'desire" but we grow into perfection off some 400 of God's children simply be- which was gifted unto you, by the very
through experience and, did 'things" not cause they were somehow opposing that 'giving" hands of ones you perceive to be
occur exactly as they have, can the proper which you were TOLD was proper-makes evil, much more, those who claim goodones who will ultimately serve in the high- you a "killer" (one who murders). That is ness. Each serves and you know not his
est leadership-find their way. To JUDGE hardly recommendation for God's medals. contract. Sometimes ones have to make
another is tantamount to your own FALL. Those ones murdered were no different from contribution in order to rectifjr that which
Why? Because you can only JUDGE ac- 'patriots" who aremurdered--THEY believed came before.
If a man cannot bring himself to recogcording to your own level of ego expression that that upon which they gave their liveswas
and often the projection of THAT expression properandcomct.rforced bybiggerpower nize the presence of God and Hosts, is it
comesmost visible in the heat of having one's bearers. If one receives self's forgivenessand different from your own perception? Are
own status questioned or stricken. IT IS THE still feels that murder is a solution to a you not waiting for confirmation from one
GREAT AMONG YOU WHO CAN RISE B E problem then the forgiveness was erroneous you admire and respect-so that then perYOND THE DISCIPLINE OF A FATHER FOR indeed. You see, GOD does not judge--HE haps you too can believe? This man recognized my presence without doubt-he simHIS WHOLE FAMILY AND NOT SIMPLY FOR awaits self's judgment of self.
THE ONE WHO WISHES ALL THE ATTENWhat is beingworked at here, be it realized ply cannot relate to my state of being-I am
TION AND GLORY. GOD DOES NOT PASS or not-if you take the way of the warriors caused to fit into an assumption far more
OUT MEDALS AND TRINKETS TO ADORN A who battle with toys of destruction-is a easily dealt with by a warrior! In other
UNIFORM CHESTTOSHOWTOTHEWORLD revolution of violence which in its own words: 'I can wipe out areptilian lizard but
AS HONOR--GOD PUTSSTARSINA CROWN definition cannot be won by you-the-people. I cannot wipe-out GOD!" This is the hard
OFGUJRY FOR SERVICEWELL-DONEAND The weapons to be used against you will go reality of recognizing "saviors" who aren't
THEREIN JAYS THE HONOR INTO INFIN- beyond the toys of other wars. Does this and seemingly 'fail you". What REALLY
ITY-NOT THROUGH BUT ONE EXPRES- mean you cannot defend selves? Of course causes the anger is that I DID NOT FAIL
you may defend self and family, etc. But, EITHER HIM OR YOU-THE-PEOPLE in orSION OF EXPERIENCE.
,

,
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der to soothe a singular ego in pain-so, a s
with the child who says to Mother: "I hate
you," so the child tells the "Father": 'I
hate you and reject you and you are a
snake and I will hit you and denounce you
and thus and so," praying that Father will
stand strong and wise and PROVE TO BE
THE FATHER HE IS! We may never again
have "warm relationship" but we have
RESPECT and therein lies truth for without respect there is nothing!
There is a quotation on your place: "It is
better to do something wrong than to do
nothing." I remind you that if you do
something within the Laws of God it will
never be WRONG-and only through actions will God recognize the MAN. Further,
if you ask for guidance in the NAME OF
GOD-IN INTENT FROM HEART-IT WILL
BE GIVEN AND VERY, VERY OFTEN IT
WILL CERTAINLY NOT BE AS YOU
THOUGHT IT WOULD BE OR EVEN
WANTED! May this knowledge rest within
thine heart every day forever!
How else can I be given ability to express
these lessons without the allowance of
voice? How else can I make myself known
to you except through these very experiences? If I fail you in opportunity for
lessons in Truth-then I am no better than
the adversary! If I do not speak Truth and
righteousness in the face of pain and distress, then how can I be worthy of leading
anything? If I be a father who is ruled by
the ignorance ofthe child-I have destroyed
my own child! The child may abdicate-I,
as Father, shall not! Nor shall I relinquish
my Command unto an angry soldier striking out because he was misled by the
religious preachers come before. I tell you
the doctrines of your "man-made"
churches are evil.
Bo, for instance, comes into "religion"
through a more recent combination of
Mormon, Baptist and Identity teachings,
etc. Now wouldn't that confuse YOU? The
Mormon Church is simply a major branch
of the controller's alliance through controlled instruction and ritual and so on
through the network of soul thieves and
deceivers. If you place your "belief" on
that of human expression-then you shall
be trapped within it. The Mormon Church,
moreover, is but a branch (hidden)of that
which will become the One World Order's
ruling head-the Pope of Rome. Does this
make the Mormon participant evil? No, it
represents that he IS in ignorance and is
refusing or simply following instructions
'not to listen" to "other". He is being a
good little follower in a "clubnof choice. It
is very hard to break out of THAT club of
choice, once in, because you have sworn
on your own honor to not leave or divulge
the 'secrets". Do I condemn? Yes-THE
ACTIONS--NOT THE MAN INVOLVED.
When you learn this, chelas, in your own
expressions-you will have attained the
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major step in the path toward GOD. Next,
you accept that which IS and then discern
wisely how to adjust it to set the course to
Truth. First of all, however, YOU MUST
KNOW AND SEE WHAT "IS".

in ultra-compression form, the fruits of my
life's meditations, intent, and medicine in
order to quicken relationship, understanding, and cooperation between us. Thank
you for being willing. Let us proceed now
upon the journey.

CHAOS-PEACE
We speak of this as a 'time of chaos"
(Kali).Well, this is only the "chaos" of this
particular time in expression. All times
have Chaos. Each moment of experience is
one of potential chaos and potential peace.
YOU choose from moment to moment that
which it will be. This is true of all segments
of experience of each and every perceived
civilization and manifested expression.
Moreover, if you 'prepare" as chaos is
thrust upon you-you have no chaos--you
have peace in expectation and not worry in
anticipation. Each moment passes and
this one, too, shall pass for "time" is an
expression of experience in your dimension only and through that expression all
things 'change" or there would be NO
EXPERIENCE. In ANY perceived momentYOU will either experience chaos, peace,
fear, sorrow, joy, etc., as you so-choose.
There can be great joy in the midst of
ovetwhelming sorrow--grieving is necessary, self-pity is chosen. Or, as given so
often-" pain is necessary-misery is
chosen".
Dharma, I would like to wrap this writing up with the beginning of the words in
The Winds Of Godby Michael Silverhawkmy brother and above all, my friend. UNDERSTAND SOMETHING, CHELAS, IF I
ONLY REACH "ONE" I HAVE REACHED
"ALL"-AND THUS ARE WE SO ADVANCED-FOR WE HAVE REACHED
MANY AND THIS BROTHER UNDERSTANDS--ONLY FRAGMENTS ARE REMAINING TO BE EXPRESSED.
QUOTING:
GENESIS
To begin, Genesis is defined as the
beginning or origin. This booklet of writing
thus engages and describes the "Genesis
of the Fifth World". The Genesis of the
Fifth World began with two events. The
shifting and relocation of Earth, Gaia, assemblage point and the resulting 'atomic
transfiguration".
The Genesis of a new world requires
a tremendous magnitude of divine energy
compression and intent. The result is a
new divine dispensation that results in
various forms of transfiguration and new
manifestation. We who love life and light
and who are opening unto it, are integral
parts of the Genesis process. Enter now
into adventure.
This booklet serves to also introduce
the Silverhawk,myself, to you. I share now

THE SECRET OF ATOMIC
TRANSFIGURATION
ITS CAUSE AND EFFECTS REVEALED
This revelation is to explain how the
fulfillment of many prophesies is to be
accomplished in reality, such as: There
shall be a new heaven and a new Earth;' 'I
make all things new;" "Even the dust upon
the ground shall be changed in the twinkling of an eye."
The 'deep alchemy" of atomic transfiguration is the apt tool with which to
accomplish these fulfillments of prophesy.
Today life is threatened by atomic
suicide, from bombs, power plant meltdown and leaks, nuclear stockpilesofwaste,
and atmospheric descent of radioactive
particles. Those who perpetrate this destructive activity are like unto a diseasedman; a cancer on life.
After a lifetime of meditation and
stalking viable solutions to this dilemma
as well as receiving input from higher
sources, I have processed and released the
'Command Medicine" for the solution, the
fmal and permanent solution. I have also
seen and been taught that only an Earthbased man in conscious harmony and
unity with God and Gaia and all that they
contain, is in a position, by law, to release
this command and apply this medicine at
Earth level. You have to be here in order to
have rightofdirectintervention. [H:Aho,
brother! How wondrous it is to have
understanding reflected in this v e q
expression.]
Today the medicine read-out has
been released and commanded from the
fulcrum of "knowledge" and is gathering
unity and agreement upon its circularjourney back to completion. This command is
an answer to God's command that allthings
shall return into divine order and balance,
'nowl"
I have projected this read-out command into the great crystal which was
given to me to use for such purposes.
From the crystal the command was
projected out into the entire electronicgrid
of Gaia herself; all through her body and
thus is dispersed out through all her life
forms.
Prom Pleiadian source, I have been
given to understand what radioactivity is
and how and why it kills life. I understand
thzt metals at the end of their life cycle, (all
things created have a life cycle), are in a
very ranid state of decay. All things that
are 7rrate-r and live, do so by compression,
$%en
s peak and begin decay or

--
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expansion. Creation begins slowly and human members that intentionally and their shield by the reversal of the command
quickens as it reaches peak. Decay also stubbornly insist on continuing to 'war" transfiguration. Thus, only people who
starts slowly and quickens as it reaches its against God and His love and law. Thus, can sustain a life-light principle to some
peak. Thus the metals at the end of their "justice" is impeccably served here as degree will be able to remain here upon this
life cycle are decaying most rapidly. At this well. Have you ever wondered how the world and be sustained, fair enough?
late stage, they are throwing off ultra- wheat will be separated from the chaff, and
So, let the command now go forth in
microscopic particles at near the speed of the chaff burned and blown away? Of the name, through the power, and by the
light. When these metals are dispersed course, the more this effect is made "mani- Word of the living Christ as all life salutes
naturally in the earth, they cannot hurt us fest", the more human members will turn Esu Immanuel Sananda and the mighty
or any life form as they are in their proper to Creator and thus place themselves in Father/Mother Creator Sustainer of ALL.
place. In nature, their decay serves to the receiving mode of the transfiguration
break down rock and form soilwhich serves medicine. Wouldn't m?
life. So their death then serves life. HowThe other effect of this atomic comever, when dug up and concentrated, they mand of ultra compression, is that all Yes, we shall be continuing with this sharbecome lethal to life. In concentrated form atoms, particularly those that are prone to ing. We shall also be asking Silverhawk to
above ground, the tiny metal "bullets" being "split", also develop and attract com- allow publication of his work that all might
traveling at ultra speed "ram" into biologi- pression that is sufficient to ward off any partake in the sharing of understanding
cal cells and thus expand and "explode" and all future attempts to "split" them.
and insight as one human unto another.
the cells. This causes rapid death and
Thus, in the "twinkling of an eye", One may well take material and transform
decay and renders biology unable to con- the 'Beast", and all his people, has been it into more comprehendible form. Mine is
tinue its processes. This interrupts the deprived of his primary weapons that he but to present it and resources-yours is to
natural life cycle of all biology, by quicken- has used against u s and all life, and is left take it and act upon it among brothers in
ing its death.
to "reap" the full effects of his actions "by same intent for understanding. Thus then
Thus the command sent forth is for Law."
can come the 'peace" in "understanding"
the atom (all atoms) to attract to themThe after-effect of this "change"upon rather than the chaos of unknowing ignoselves an ultra-compression as a counter- the soul and spirit of "remnant man" will rance and fear. God IS NOT SECRETand the
balance to this rapid ultra decay and to of course cause him to turn towards the "mysteries" are simply those things which
hold this compression out to and around "light" more and more, and he will "bloom" are not yet fully understood in actuality.
the cellular and molecular forms. A s it most profoundly as a "new creature", a There is nothing mystical or ritualistic-God
takes many atoms to make up a cell or "light man." All will most surely come into is totally open and totally understandable.
molecule, &
atoms
l
doing biological cell or divine order from here and the 'plan" shall May YOU also find that in acceptance, which
nlolecular cell maintenance, are com- be restored "upon Earth as it is in Heaven*. is your very life Source and journey. Salu.
manded to create and hold this compresAnother reality demands a deep conHatonn to stand aside that we might move
sion indefinitely. This compression is to be sideration. In the future, anyone who may on to our meeting. Thank you for your
sturdy enough to "ward off even the most indulge in destructive activity risks losing senrice.
"speedy" of metal decay particle "bullets."
Thus, every cell and molecule now has a
"bullet proof" vest, so to speak. Thus, the
decay particles now simply "ricochet" off
.
this cell and molecule compression and fly
(Continuedfrom front page)
harmlessly off into space. The transfiguration command has now rendered all
biological and molecular forms "immune" was a very good Special Forces soldier. I contact or respond to our people--YOUto radioactive decay, as well as to viral and wouIdnZ have wanted him in my command. and my crew here. We have to assume that
He was very weak..."
his intent was stated in his blasting combacterial invasion.
One
of
Bo's
campaign
persons
demunique to me personally-then, we shall
However, this "vest"will not prevent
or interfere in any way with the cells' manded recounting and Gritz said he was print my response. This was just prior to
natural processes of taking in nutrients "misquoted" and that what he had RE- the election when I stopped backing Gritz
and discarding of waste material into the ALLY said was that "he'd heard that....". and asked you to support Perot in a last
blood for disposal. Nor will it interfere with However, on further investigationit is found ditch effort to derail the train set in motion
the DNA command of natural cell decay. It that this interview was taped and that is against you. Perot won the election, you
is a shield against alien destructive force EXACTLY what the Col. said and the re- must knou-HE KNOWS IT and iswilling
porter said, 'Would you like to hear the to stick with you but there is no reonly. It is thus qualified.
Thiscommand fulfillsthe law ofcause tape? IZre got four hours of Gritz telling me course regarding the votes for the baland effectas balance in all things. A s rapid worse things than that." The campaign lots have been destroyed and another
election would NEVER be allowed. I am
ultra decay or "death force" has been manager said, "No, I guess not".
But that tape is going to be made public so sorry,chelas, that you must learn by the
artificially introduced by man into life environment, it is thus within the law of anyway. For that I am extremely sorry. hardest means possible, what has come
balance that ultra compression or "life Further, I have documents which I am upon you.
I shared with a gathered small p u p
force* also be introduced artificially by going to have to offer to you for they are
man into life environment as well. Gaia's going public and you shall simply have to yesterday, these things. I hope that ifyou are
intent is always one of "balance." Thus, I discern for selves and judge actions. I not on the mailing list for tapes, that you get
NOT JUDGETHE these for the battle to shush us is increasing
see no problem with her agreement. All life petition you reader-DO
that is innocently turned toward God, au- MAN-ONLY THE ACTIONS-FOR YOU in burden. [See rnir W a d a d on page 30.)
The one, Joseph Pavlonski, (alias'John
tomatically accommodates this transfigu- KNOW NOT THE MAN!
This
also
means
that
I
must
share
the
Coleman")
is personally in the process of
ration command. The only life forms that
are 'cut off from this benefit are within communications between the Col. and contacting all on the ~ m e r i c aWest and
man himself. They are the 'free will" myself, as James has had plenty of time to LIBERAlDR mailing lists which he stole
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along with all computer equipment, etc.,
and vanished from town with the police
calling forwarning and protection of George
Green because "Coleman is dangerous
and armed." COLEMAN IS NOTHING BUT
ACHEAPAND COMMON CRIMINALFEEDING OFF YOU WHO SEEK TRUTH. HE
CLAIMS GREEN OWES HIM $15,000.
FACTS ARE THAT HE OWES GREEN UNTOLD THOUSANDS MORE THAN THAT.
CHELAS, IF YOU CONTINUE TO ALLOW
THIS MAN TO FOOL YOU THEN I CAN
ONLY ASSUME YOU WISH WHATEVER
YOU GET. THIS MAN AND HIS COHORTS

property is imminent! The Supreme Court PEOPLE--MAKE THIS KNOWN FAR AND
of the State of California in one sentence WIDE FORIFTHISINJUSTICEISALLOWED
wrought its injustice without more than a TO CONTINUE PAST REMAINING POSSIBILITIES, THE PIPER SltRLL BE PAID.
deputy's filing.
You readers and listeners must be aware
A stay of eviction so that the RTC can
seize the Ekker property prior to "also however that Dharma has about all she
tampered with" Appeal non-hearing was can take and at this moment directions are
summarily denied without recourse. The not clear as to HOW to continue-which, of
papers were held pending outcome of the course, is the full intent.
election (asindicated by the court's clerk).
I do ask you ones who are located close,
If you had any doubts about your status as to stand by for emergency packing and
citizens of this nightmare on "Anystreet" removing. It will be a mammoth job to
U.S.A., then I suggest you discard them. vacate the premises and get birds, etc., into
It is even worse than a "rigged"judicial safe placement. The "things", as such,
ARE ALIEN (FOREIGN) AGENTS IN THE system-the RTC, who holds the property have no great value except in th? reUNITED STATES UNDER FALSE DOCU- in hostile hostage, is not longer v i a b l e placement expenses and emotionally, the
MENTATION AND UP FOR DEPORTA- totally bankrupt!
"things" can be let go but it is not acceptTION-EXCEPT, NOW YOU HAVE PUT
In over four years of myriads of motions able to take such option for times may well
"HISn PEOPLE IN POWER S O GUESS and "hearings" the Ekkers have yet to be get harder rather than easier.
WHO GETS FULL REIGN? BUT HIS even so much as recognized as being present
I ask for this participation in advance so
T
H
E
in
the
courtroom.
Hundreds
of
thousands
that
I can relieve Dharrna, at least today, of
DENOUNCES"
"STUFF*
ADMINISTRATION AND GOVERNMENT of dollars later-not even recognition as attending it so that we can continue to
O F THE U.S. YOU MIGHT SAY. OF being "alive" had entered the equation work as long as possible.
COURSE, CHELAS,BECAUSEHEIS PRE- other than on the black side of backIf we can arrange storage and simply
PARING FOR HIS OWN EVIL GOVERN- stabbing by the courts themselves, lawyers park the belongings, save the computers
MENT TO DESCEND UPON YOU; S O BE and judges-out of court.
and bare apartment necessities-then we
One person under the same kind of can possibly continue our work. Please,
IT.
I make no comment about these docu- attack, because of revealing information of chela, let u s take it one step at a t i m e
ments that are flowing like water but I am the cover-ups, was first arrested and then GOD IS GREAT IN HIS GLORY, PRECIOUS,
obligated to present them for it is for YOU while jailed on no charges, his wife was AND YOUR LOYALTY AND LABOR DOES
to discern and decide. I can only remind required to vacate the house and move all NOT GO UNNOTED.
***
you that no matter who you believe me to furnishingsoutside immediately. Then the
b e 1 AM.EXACTLY WHO I SAY-I AM-I AM locks were changed and the house sealed- Dharma, take this off so that this can be
WITH THE HOSTS OF GOD RETURNED TO a notice went out to the community and edited and put on the phone. I would like
YOUR PLACE TO RECLAIM THAT WHICH swarms of people appeared and literally people to know that the new phone system
IS GODS. 1 AM THE ENEMY OF THE took all belongings. Whatwas left unstolen will soon be in place. However, also let
ADVERSARY OF GOD-IF YOU SERVE was put into a truck and taken away. This them know that the "enemy" has botched
THATENTITYAND PHYSICALANTI-GOD- one now says he will defend the 'othef up the tapping system and there is trouble
THEN I PRESUME I, TOO, AM YOUR EN- small property he hasat all costs. I ask him on the lines which exist. I can only ask
EMY FOR I MAKE NO COMPROMISE IN not to do that--dead patriots are of no patience as we struggle to keep serving.
- WORK NOR WITHIN HIS LAWS! value to ANYONE, particularly self. How- Thank you.
GODS
ever, I do understand the circumstances
for when you have lost everything, what
DEATH IN SAN DIEGO
have ye left when there is no place to go?
In this instance there are some 500
The 'Spiro" family wasmurdered and it
was claimed that it must have been dpne vacant houses in this community so the
by ~ r . ' ~ p i r i >
Mr.
. Spiro was found yester- property will sit vacant while the vandals
day in alocked car-dead. But, it is evident destroy it, the birds die in the aviary and
that it was not suicide and too many saw t h u s m d so. The cost of standing against
11/9/92 # l HATONN
<hat it could not have been suicide in time this outrageous beast has cost every cent
go hide it. It is now stated that' ...p erhaps these ones could muster while the steam- THE BOOK JUST FINISHED SHALL
an Arab hit squad did it" be~use-'Spiro" roller has continued to crush them into the BE CALLED:
was involved with Terry Waite in the 'hos- dirt ofcorruption. They have no place to go!
The house cannot even be sold because of
FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
tage" mess.
No, it was your own wondrous ' B l t a legal complications tying up its t i t l e u n THE PIT OF FIRE
Force" type swat-team for the CIA getting less that too is illegally and forcefully igrid of evidence and witnesses. This Ts the nored.
As the days pass the people of the
I warn the adversary, bluntly and suczuorkl willfind that the U.S. citizens
agreement, chelas, to hide and destroy all
have now gone fmm massive oppresevidence possible against the administra- cinctly and as explicitly as I can state it:
tion and, now, world leaders who NOW LET MY PEOPLE GO! FORYOU WILL NOT
sion into total oppression. The elecRUN EVEN MORE FIRMLY, YOUR GOV- STOP OF THE TRUTH FROM FLOWING!
tions were "Bed" and the puppet
WE GIVE NO INTENT FORPHYSICAL HARM
"face" shall mount the false throne.
ERNMENT!
OR INTERVENTION IN ANY SUBVERSIVE
The die is cast-Armageddon is unMANNER NOR DO WE INTEND TO RALLY
SWIFT ARM OF INJUSTICE
der way, aided and abetted by ALL
RIOTS, ETC. BUT I PROMISE YOU UNHITS EKKER PROPERTY
you THOUGHT to be goodness and
ENDING TORMENT IF YOU CONTINUE
LIGHT. Youhave, inthe Masonicterm
and ritual of "hooding: been HOODBlack Monday has arrived at this loca- THIS DASTARDLY DEED. I SUGGEST
tion. Immediate take-over of the Ekker YOU WHO SURVEIL THIS PLACE AND MY
WINKED!
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DEDICATION

spread the word about what our adversary very very goodjob of it. So that when we are
isplanningto do to us, ouradversary senses all worn down from the stress and frustraThis JOURNAL is dedicated to all patri- that the people may know what is going on tion, and thinking a disaster will happen,
ots who did what they could against the and changes his plans accordingly. Our and it doesn't, and saying, "See, nothing
controllers. It is also dedicated to those adversary neversleeps. Youthink you have has happened," then, BAM, the unthinkwho will pay dearly for their stand for just fought him off in front of you, when able happens!! When you least expect it,
freedom. It is also dedicated to those who suddenly he i s in another form, on your something happens. To be sure, our
served well the adversary and are about to back, and ready to strangle you again.
adversary'splans are working well for him,
die or be betrayed as the witnesses to
Hatonn spreads the WORD OF TRUTH, not for us. He is constantly changing, to
crimes against humanity are destroyed or we spreadthe WORDevenwider, ouradver- confuse us!
rendered SILENT! The purge has begun, sary has to change his plans, we thus buy
There is every reason to believe that
right in San Diego, California, Ruby Creek, a little more time to spread the WORD and HATONN will conlime HIS work, through
Idaho, Oregon, Texas, Washington, New the TRUTH even more. This is one way we us, and it must also be understood that our
Mexico and, and, and.
adversary will continue with his work,
will bring down our adversary.
You will find, United States of America,
So, HATONN was not wrong because HE throuqh us. Thisputs u s in a rather uncomand therefore-World, that you have been did notpredict anything. On the other hand, fortable position, knowing that it is inside
given to the Soviet Bolsheviks-the forthefirsttimeinhistory, yourgovernment eachofuswheretherealbattlegroundis! It
Khazarian One World Order.
did predict, on October 20th that a major is inside each of us, where we must make
The facade will continue, freedom shall "earthquake" would strike Californiawithin the decisions that will determine what each
NOT. The takeover is under way-this very 72 hours! That time came and went, and no of us will do. This is ourfree will choice, and
day Mr. Yeltsin is in London making ar- BIG ONE. So, now you can say that your the battleisforourveysouls! Whatwillyou
rangements. The Banks2ers owe "himn government didpredict something and the4 do? Dirficult decisions i f your God intent is
trillions upon trillions of dollars and he is were wrong! But were they?? Ifthey were wavering in any way whatsoever. Easy
foreclosing on all collateral-the United correct, w e might really start to think, and decisionsifyou KNO Wand LNEthe TRUTH.
States of America being but "one".
say, "Wait a minute here!!" They never It will tmly set you free.
I believe that Mr. Bush has taken credit intended to do it then. That would be stupid.
Unfortunately, our adversay always
for pulling down the Berlin Wall-how be it However, thepeople sat u pfrom their sleep seems to be one step ahead of us. Fortuthat this day Mr. Gorbachev is being hon- momentarily, and took notice for 72 hours, nately for us, Hatonn is light years ahead,
ored for that task performed? People of the and t h e n w e n t back to sleep! and, at the same @me,HE never leaves our
Lie, it is all but too late to awaken from P
.......
side.
+**
thine cots-so be it.
Look at what they have accomplished,
though Now the people know that the Indeed, you have "voted" your way from the
INTRODUCTION
government will make these kinds ofpredic- frying pan into the fire pit. You had no
tions; the government would not be in such "choice" in the matter but then, you DEA s forefront in this Journal I shall sim- aprediction business ifthey did not KNO W, MANDED NOTHING MORE!
May CHRIST-GOD have mercy upon you
ply print a letter from one asked to be scientrpcally, what they were talking about.
unnamed, for security. The writer comes (Really???) And all of this subtly conflnns in ones who turn from HIM into service of HIS
from Wisconsin and I wish to make people that which so many have felt for so adversary and may ye of HIM hold steady to
acknowledgement in appreciation for my long, namely, that a big one will strike the course so that ye be in HIS shelter.
I am come as Leader of HIS HOSTS,
people do become weary and sorely bat- California someday.
tered by insults and continued harassGyeorgos Ceres Hatonn/of Aton, the
Alltoooftenwe forget that ouradversay 's
ment for their service. But if the "few" give greatest tool is CONFUSION, and he does a ONE and LIGHTED SOURCE
up, how can you find your truth of passage?
***
October 28, 1992

Take My Hand And Together

Well, October 12th has come and gone,
now October28th has come and gone, no big
"earthquake"?; the Koreans were not rag11
tured up. Now you may say, "See, nothing
has happened, so HATONN was wrong."
Was HE?
Remember, HATONN neverpredicts any
exad date for anything; HE only intends to
infonn us. Our adversary has so many
variables to work with, not the least of which
is how theirplans are being accepted by us.
And they have so many differentplans that
they work on at the same time, hitting us
constantly from all directions. So, a n exact
time i s not what happens, it is rather, a
sequence of events which must transpire,
each sequentially making the next event
possible.
Those dates mentioned above were all
leaked from reputable sources, and only
revealed to us b y HATONN. We, all of us,

We Will Witness Glory
a

w

9/15/92

SANANDA

Greetings, precious little Druthea I AM
Sananda I come in the service of Holy Creator
Source,the ONE labeled GOD of Light. I Am the
One Who walked your place some 2000 years
past in your counting. Iwas human, as are you
ones who now walk this place and journey
toward ONENESS with God.
I was known by many labels and most will
recognize Me by the tern Jesus Christ. This
label was not given of Me by Creator God, for I
wasgiventhe name IMMANUEL. MUCH ofwhat
you do read in your various editions of the D
called Holy Bibk, are the misperceptions of the
one Pharisee born as Saul of Tarsus and who

Changed his name to Paul.

Alas, My mission and My purpose forcoming
to your place in behalf of Our heavenly Father
was not only misunderstood by true seekers of
truth, butwasalsopurposelyalteredtose~vethe
needs of the religious zealots who read" the
ignorant masses through fear and damnation.
For you ones who work closely with The

HOSTSofGodwhoassistyouatthistheofgreat
transition, please KNOW that I experienced the
wrath and malicious actions by those who wex
threatened by the messages of Our Holy Father
which I brought the people. I brought the
SWORD OF TRUTH of your Divine spiritual
heritageandItaughtthatALLhufnansareequal
in God's m t i o n . Chelas, I brought you the
KingdomofHeaven, by showingyou HOW tolive
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and commune with GOD without anyone in YOU WOULD HAVE THEM DO UNIY3 YOU. TRUE spixitual living which will mure your
between you and GOD.
LX)VEYOURCREATOR~ALLYOURHEART, spiritualfoundationthroughout ALLadversarial
The adversary was nipping at my heals SOULAND BEING. THERE IS ONLY ONE AND attack and testing. What is this security we
CONSTANTLY,chelas, as many ofyou are now YOU OFHUMAN BELONG IN SOUL ESSENCE offer? KNOWLEDGE. Let KNOWLEDGE be
experiencingaswell. Paul, alias Saul ofTarsus, TO THAT ONE. ALL OF CREATION COMES whatyou buildyourfoundationwithandNOTHwas NO apostle of Mine. HE elected himself FROM THE SONG OF LOVE WITHIN OUR INGcanever tear, blowaway or shakeyoudown.
authoritytointerp~tMyrneqanditwasHE CREATOR RESPONSIBLE AND WISE HUIt is time to question the origin of every
who taught the misteadwp of salvation and MANS SEEK TO GIVE AS CO-CREATOR AND "belief you have which comestoyour attention
put ME, Immanue1,ABOVEyouonescallingMe DO SO WITH MORE LOVE AND B E A W AS to look at. Where to beg1113 Ask God within to
the on@Son of God to save you h m your sins. THEY SO LEARN.
showyou. And let it unfold forthehousecleaning
THESE WERE NOT MY TEACHINGS, EVER,
Simple? Well yes, the message is THAT to begm for you. Let this thought motivateyou.
and in fact,ifyoustudythefirstfourbookswhich simple. The comprehension and abilityto act in For every nut and bolt you use to secure your
are included in most versions of the Christian amrdance to these Truths have been YOUR spiritual foundationwhich is based solely upon
(Mark, Matthew, Luke and John), there chalhgeasapreciousmreof God.It istime adopted WeP,youwiU s p r i n g a W inyour
remains a REMNANT of the messages which I for MANY ones ofyou to step into those shoes of security. It will not hold if it is NOT REAL and of
brought which do often contradict Paul's inter- responsibility which YOU have earned by your Spiritualbalance. Welaxnethesele&s(mtings)
pretations. Even still, those four books do not very experienceshere in physical compression. for they offeryou the opportunityto hdTRUI'H
include many thmgs I taught and were actually
Do you realty thinkour Creator is so limited and correct the problem unless, of course you
put to print between70 and200yearsA.D.! And in His Creation that He createsYOUR soul and ignore it. Is it not best to have the M e s s of
this is by calculation of YOUR own historical one lifeandwhoopsitoff to heavenor hell? Come your%& hometestedin amild stonn thatyou
theologians.
now, pmcious chelas, WAKE UPI Use the God- cancorrectleaksand structuralweakness,than
So, prtdous chelas,you must ask your- givengiftofreason.YOURsouladventureisON- tn have a hurricane come and simply destray
selves,WHO decidedwhat would be included in GOING! What is Heaven? What is Hell? Re- your entire home? Ifyou ignore the
leaks,
each "authorizednversion of the &iMe 3 I can member, even in your Bible I was quoted as they grow and cause more damage and soon
assure you GOD was seldom present in those s a .'The Kingdom of Heaven is within you." they compromise the intqgity of the entire
authorizations and decisions. Paul, the self- Well all sorts of inkcodations happen s t r u e . Face every test head on. Hold God's
ordained apostle, cormpted my message and when you think on that statement! Where is hand in every decision you make and LISI'EN to
deceived W O N S of ignomnt seekersover the God? You say,"InHeam". Whereis"Heavm3 your instructions.
centuries. I would venture to say he did hisjob 'Within me? Could that mean that W D
The problem so many of you have is the
well. For so many of you are transfixed in an EXISrS THERE (WTEIIN), TOO! And what is "dmtkf in your own minds. You are full of self
illusion of dogma and human power and the Heaven? Living in Light and KNOWLEDGE in a absorption of disconnected thought patterns
price has been YOUR SOUL.
balanced existence. Could you have that on arising mostly finmworry and inseauity. How
We ofTHE HOSrS of GOD are come again to Earth? WHY NOT3 Then what could be HELL? do you expect to HEARGOD when your mind is
you ones WHO will hear the clarion call of Alas,living in darknessand spiritualignorance, so fill of bgmented thoughts. CLEAR YOUR
TRUTH,for somanyofyou arewearyofbeinglied and therefom unbalanced life--projected ab- SPACE OF THESE DARK FRAGMENI'S OF
to and used. SO many are trapped and you are senceofGodofLight.Sowherermghtyoube now WORRY AND FEAR WRH INTENT OF SOUL.
kept there by the adversary of fear. We oome to in your existence? Could HELL be a mation in You willknowyou have succeededwhen you feel
shakeyou awakethatyou may find GODwithin your own mind by your own irnmoml and a blissful calm settle over you. Leam to speak
you and FREEDOM which only His Holy Pres- unrighteous behavior and actions? Thinkm- withyourheart to Godforthat iswhere He comes
ence, acknowledged and accepted, will bring fhlly about this. If YOU m t e d HELL ON to you. It is best to not have expectationsabout
EARTH,can YOU uncreate it? HOW? WHEN HOW God will communicate with you. BE
you!
It istimeto think foryourselves,for GODgave WILLYOU BEGIN? How about NOW with SELF. READY TO RECEIVE HIS GUIDANCE HOWYou begin all change fbm the bottom rung EVER HE CHOOSES TO GlW Tr. And then,
you all that you are and you have mostly denied
HIM and self. We am giving you a ticket to free of spiritual ignorance through trial and tribula- p k o u s ones, you must be willing to act upon
your soul h m the bondage of false human tion to true KNOWLEDGE and WISDOM by what you are given for God NEVER gives you
~ your own capabilities to experience.
dogma and ritual which leaves you unfitlfilled. your desire to do so and ACTIONS to NfiU that m o than
Does this mean I say to question your "be- desire. When you put GOD FIRST in your life, This is called DOING YOUR PART, for God has
lief$ asyou now hold them? YES. Ifyou live a then GOD PUrS YOU FIRSTIN RESPONSE TO alreadydoneHis. Godworkswithyou, NOTFOR
righteous and moral life putting others before YOUR DESIRE TO KNOW W D AND BE LIKE YOU.
Who might I be that I speak with such
self and seeking to give in more ways, then GOD IN YOUR ACI'IONS AND BEHAVIORS.
chelas, you can labelyourselfan atheist, Chris- Simple in concept, yet in your human expen- authority about God and His Ways3 I AM Esu,
tian, Aborigine, Buddhist, or Muslim and it enceyou have been controlledand pngmmmed ISSA, Immanuel, now called WANDA. I AM
makes no differencewhatsoever. YOU ARE NOT to the beatofliesand deceptionby the adversary Co-Creator of your planet in charge of spiritual
evolution ofyour speciesalongwith My brother,
YOUR RELIGION ORTRADlTION. YOU ARE A to God of Light.
You must first recognize that you have been Archangel Michael. I SERVE GOD OF LIGHT
CREATURE OF GOD, A FRAGMENT OF HIS
MIND,AN INDMDUALREFLECTION OFGOD. duped, learn HOW it has happened, and HOW and I COME, NOT YET IN PHYSICAL, with His
THE MORE YOU TUNE IN TO HIS WAYS OF to correct the ignorance (with Knowledge). You HOSE3 OF THE LIGHTED PATH, to bring the
hakinga ''spd" upon your WORD of 'Ruth to you of Mine younger sisters
BALANCED LNING AND BEHAVIOR, THE are essenMORE BALANCE YOU WILL FIND WI'I'HDl mind by reaching for God's HAND of Tntth and brothers. The HOSB am preparingyou for
and WIsd0m;youreceive NO lessthan His h e s t My return and finalconfrontationwith your evil
SELF.
the core of the teachers. We ofYour HOST'Sbring HIS WORD. adversary who controls y o u earth. WE ARE
Fundmen*,
jfwe
messages that I brought the people and that WE We tell you that yoube been duped, HOW it has COMINGTORECLAIM
GODS PRoPEEZIY, that
of the HOST'S bring now and that OTHERS happened and what actions you must take to ~ Y Oones
U W~OCHOSE
GODand to livewithin
~ e f o ~ ~ d ~ ~ M y p h y s i d ~ e n c e b rcorrect
o u g hthe
t , unbaJance first in self and then HisLawsofl3alance. Wearein t h e m harvest,
this is what the GOLDEN THREAD of ALL of comes the effort to serve humanity. We do not predous fiends. Will you be coming home
ONE ANOTHER WE ARE ALL bringmysticalhooplawhichkpsyouU~-S O O ~ ? Or will You CHOOSE not to go by Your
these is:
ONE. 1 AND MY FATHER (WTHIN) ARE ONE. ~ a n d n o t l i v i n g i n ~ e s s o f ~ n a l r e s p ochoice
n - to remain in ignorance?
We will foroe NONE and yet each one of you
OTHERSAS sibility. We bring you the "nuts and bolts" of
WE ARE ALLRELATED. DO
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issoveryprecious, I loathe to leaveyou ifit beyour
choioe to stay in physical compression. For I
KNOW your way (iflefthere)is isught with pain
~IXI
sufferingand evil has dipped to the lowest
lads of inhumanity to insure HELL ON EAIirH
firthe remaining inhabitants. Can you ones of
God mnquer this evil without a bloody world
revolution? Yes,it isthe onlyway,withTruth and
living example will YOU make a diffmce. We
sanction NO bloodshed or sacriiice for these are
things of physical evil p m t a t i o n and NOT a
part of God. I q u e s t thatyou ones who abide
withthe~asGod'sonlywordthatyou&the
Old Testament,Emcb, and you ponder who
might sanction such bbodlettingasisdesuibed.
Ifyou~OurCIleatorsanctionedtheseactivities,Iweep foryou hryou know not O u r k t o r .
You by the very natureofyour'kkf" mognke
and mmhip the god of d a r k s and evil.
How~yIthesethhgstoyou3IKNOWforI
abide WrII-I GOD m His Hgher Kingdomsand I
am amingas promised to brilgyou, Hishithfbl
and true, home. You areweary, I know. I will not
leave ONE who holds GOD within and in intent
seeksTruth and balance and demonstratesthis
w c e in life. It matters not how you label
yourselves in human religious context, for GOD
HEARSYOURINIENTINHEAIir.IAMSananda,
your guardian and teacher. 1Ionly GOD OF
LlGHT and therefm I oome in service to you, my
blinded and lostbrothemand sisters.WE OFTHE
hOSrS bring the I&ht of TRUTH that you may
awaken into KNOWLEDGE of WHO YOU ARE
and join us in God's Holy Kingdoms of Lighted
balanced experience. It is time to choose, My
precious brethren, and I ask that you take Mine
hand and the hand of your neighbor, qprdless
ofcolor,sex, creed orreligion,andWEwdl together
IN UNl'rY OF DIVINE PURPOSE conquer the evil
by ridding it of its power over you! So be it.
Thank you for sitting with me this day, little
Dru. I know you have had a rough few weeks,
precious, and you mnoem for the well-being of
fiends in Florida and Hawaii. We art attending
them, pxcbus And the love in your spirit has
reached them and brought encouragement.
Remember,most have lost physical possessions,
they have not lost each other in physical or in
spirit. And the loving and supporting wishes of
you and others of God's crew a~ most appreciated by them. There art blessings offered in this
experience for these ones which will bring them
closertoGod. Thatiswhatbrejoiceandpyfar,
pnxhus, that they SEE and reoogniaethe blessings beyond the pain.
Thankyou foryourattention. Mayyou ponder
these lessons always m the presenoe of God of
hght IAM Sananda, OnewithGodin Hisservice.
Remember, if you mmgnke your capacity for
great anger, then you have at least ten times the
capadtyfbrgreatforgivenessand be. To inspire
anotheryoumust be inspiredwith aPASSION for
giving this inspiration. When the passion for
giving emzeds all physiml limitations, then you

willfincltheperfectwordstoshareyourhsphtion in spite ofthe f
k
tthat you use an imperfect
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In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written transcriptions of
some taped topics, ME WORV is now also offering other tapes and videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50
per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The transcriptions are $3.00 each.
(Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.)
Postage is included i n tape and transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to: ltf€ WORD, P.O. Box 6 194, Tehachapi, CA 93582
o r call 805-822-4176 i f you have questions or you wish to use your Visa, Discover or
Master Card.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a $50
donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches
zero.
Special Order tapes are noted below by and are not automatically sent since this material is
usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in
parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
7/12/92(3);
3/2 1/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community Church; 7/18/92(2) radio program, UKK;
7/26/92(3);
4/13/92(1) # What is a Semite?";
4/17/92(1) # Who Were the First Christians?" 8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
4/25/92(2) # "The Photon Belt";
8/8/92(2);
4/26/92(3); 511/92(1) "L.A. Riots and
8/3 1/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
The Bigger Plan";
9/5/92(2);
5/2/92(3);
9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
10/4/92(3); 10/10/92(2);
5/8/92(2) radio talk show;
5/9/92(4);
10/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
5/1 1/92(3) * "Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars"; 10/24/92(2); 11/1/92(2);
5/13/92(3) meeting with European visitors 11/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico;
over lunch;
11/8/92(2).
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2);
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/16/92(3)*, Bo Critz speech in
Tehachapi;
Between" tapes 1-3;
SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/16/92, Tehachapi Citizens'
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
Rally featuring Col. James "Bo" Critz, $12;
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1/92(3); 6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lakecity, SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-WE MUST
UT;
TAKE AMERICA BACK" available for $5;
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In SPECIAL MUSICAUDIO, Brent Moorhead-"LET'S
TAKE OUR NATION BACK" available for $5.
Between" tapes 4-6;

language. W a l k ~ i n ~ a n d l r n a n d
God wabwithylou. Salu.

ME W O R D NOW ACCEPTS VISA,

DISCOVER OR MASTER CARD
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Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS, Audio Books
blus two other JOURNALS of related material)
THE FOLLOWING JOURNALS
MAY ONLY BE PURCHASED
FROM THE SOURCE BELOW:

nhadlapiDktributing,,Inc
P.0. Bax 1911, Suite 122
Tehachapi, CA 93581
(805) 822-9545

PLEIADES CONNECTION SERIES:
The following series of Journals (or
audiobook sets) are called T h e Pleiades
Connection" series because a goodly
number of Earth humans are from the
lineage of ones from Pleiades.

(4'22) PLEIADES CONNECLION
Vol. I
by Gyeoqps Ceres Hatonn
$10.00... 165pp
ISBN: 0-!l223S31-9...l2/90
or Audiobook (7 tapes)
$30.00
of
What
What is man's
purpose on earth? In this compelling and

profoundJOURNALthedirreclinkwiththe
star system Pleiades is given. Coveting a vast
range of topics, a number of important issues
are explored, including: The basic diffbetweenthe religiousbelie&of Chtistianity and
the sphitual "Christnway of life * The advantages of Domehousing * Pleiadiancosmonauts
* The "Goldenw Age * The pupose of plane ~ r ycycles * Rules governing Pieiadian Contacts * The AncientdNative people and their
conneaion to Pluades.

(#31) GOD SAID:
LET THERE BE LIGHT
Pleiades Connection -Vol. II
by Hatom & Germain
$10.00... 223pp
ISBN: 0-922356424...6/91
or Audiobook (8 tapes)
$30.00

explains and defines: Higher Knowledge * caaleandsheepviruses. T h e s o ~ i n t d u c Cause and Eff- * the Mystery of Gravity *the tion of AIDS as a means for population &Spiritual basis of Polarity * the Law of Rhyth- tion by the World Health Organizationthrough
mic Balanced Interchange in nature * the B ' i the Smallpox Vaocination p g m m is e x p o d ,
of Character and Righteousness * Cosmic aswlellasinvolwmentbythePublicHealth
Consciousness * How Equal-Opposii pairs Sea-viceh u g h a Hepatitk B study on homoachieve unity * Univasal Rhythm * why the sexualmeninNewYo*, Los AngelesandSan
Laws of God bring Balance * the M y z i n g Francisco.Learnoftheunique mutating ability
of this virus and why thexe is no such thing as
Master Gennain details the nature of God/ role of Fear * the Nature of Fxtx Wffl.
"safe sex". Virusesareaystallinestnrdures,
CFeator and how He Cmks. The various
HIJMAN,THE SCIENCE OF MAN andthdore, may becbtmyedthruughtheuse
e x p W o n s include: the True Nature of
Pleides Connedion -Vd. W
of electromagdcsoundand light iiquencies.
electricity, gravitation, m a g d s m * heat and
The cutting-edge research of streckx, Rife,
by
Germain
&
HatonnIAton
cold * The undividedlight, the divided light *
Prim, R m A , Crane, Cathie and Tesla are
$10
.Oo...l96pp
cubeslsphm * centexkg * the power of
explod
in this p f w n d and tmubling worl<.
ISBN:
0-922356-51-3...8/91
Desk * simulated idea and e
q * dualityof
Become
informed
by the story behind the story
or
Audiobook
(6
tapes)
electric effect * the nature of matter * the One
you
are
being
told.
$25.00
idea (love) of C h o n . Germainalsoexplains
themisconceptionsof scienceaboutemeqyand
matter * The MothertFather light is defined. The very nature of God and the struchmof the
Universe are examined. The vast range of
(#33) -ER
B y ATOMIC W m E
in this
bchde:
wby Gyeorgos ceres Hatonn
tion,
cycling
and
Immortality
*
Interworkings
$10.Oo... 218pp
Pleides Connection -VoL N
behen
the
Divided
and
the
Undivided
UniISBN:
892235641-6
by Gennain & Hatonn
vase
*
God
creates
one
basic
form
*
the
Light
$10.00. 148pp
Wave Rinciple * Desk based upon Knod- Hatom pmentsinformationabout spaceships,
ISBN: 0-92235647-5...7/91
edge * Why ActionfReaction are equal, oppo- including some of heir specific "harmonic"
or Audiobook (5 tapes)
siteand simultaneous*Whatis Motion? *What iiquenciesand manifesfatim at certainareas
$25.00
is Time? * the principlesof Manifestation * the of the Eaah Grid System * SpaceShuttle
Voidance principle * !hss vs. Knowing * Program * Skull and Boaes Socidy Revealed *
G
preseatb the details ofda
mg
mmsand wS
are Soul-will vs. Ego-will* RadiationandGenera- Artificial Lifeformscalled Robotoids, Synthetatoms are, why
tion * more on Cause and l3ed * Fkdixtionof ics & Neutrals * Little Gray Aliens * Middle
state and the
to be left in their
4m
of
East War * Bush's trip to Paris * Fatiiw
N ~ laws
~ and
+ pro~ God's Law * and the hrpose of C h o n .
Prophecies
* 666 and Bar Codes and Origin of
ocsssm weslrwuard.bautthedsDgaaod
(#37)
=a
OF
"Il-IE
c
o
!
3
M
m
UW.
ofatomic energy and the -hg
Pleiides Connedion -Vd Vm
nuclearcontaminationto the sunrivalof all life
ORDERING INFORMATION
by HatonnlAton & Germain
on this planet.
$10.00. l97pp
ISBN:
0-92356-52-1.. .9/91
NO Oadir Guds,
(M)PHONE HOME, ET
Audiobook
(5
tapes)
or
Billing,
or a K ) Oniss
Pleiades Connedion -Vol. V
by HabM & &ldtl
$25.00
Shipping charges for individual JOURNALS
an2$3.75 Ist title for UPS shipping, W.75each
$15.00... l!Npp
Gamain
pmenb
more
of
the
working
&tails additionaltitle; or$2.50Bookratelst title,$1.00
Indudes T w Audio Tapes
of the Cosmos,Universe and what God is and each additional.
ISBN: 0-922356-48-3.. .St91
how the cycles of @ved
death and life
or Audiobodc (7 tapes)
actually
function.
Also:
How
to
Know God * 10%price discounton 4 or more JOURNALS
$30.00
Manifestation of Love in Character * God's when not ardering
- complete sets (same ship
Gennain stresses the importance of commun- PwpmeM Intent for Man * the tragedy of ping rates as above).
ion (meditation) with God and gives excellent Modem Science * the Principles of Heat and
'how to" iostructiomtoaccomplish successful Cold, water and fire * the Seven New Laws of Pleiades Connedion Series* (8b
communication with God. Thae are two Thermodynamics * the Spiral Principle * shipped UPS = $78.25
irrshructive audio tapes to assist in relaxation, Nature's sex principle * the Nature of Light * shipped Bookrate = $81.75
clearing your space and relinquishing your Transmutation of matter * Purposeof theCube
in Nature * more on Expansion and Compres- Pleiides Connedion Series+ (8) dm AIDS
egocoasciousnessto&ve~,knowl& MA'ITER ANTI MATTER
sion.
edge and guidance f b m God.

(#32) I AND MY FATHER ARE ONE
Pleiades Connedion -Vd. UI
by Hatom & &ldtl
$10.00... 238pp
ISBN:0-=!%Mi-7...6/91
or Audiobook (9 tapes)
$30.00

..

..

T h e ~ o f G o d a n d C ~ o n i s L J G H'Ibis
T.
JOURNAL offers a comprehettsive understanding of OW ~ e r ynature, wh- me came
spm wlllw
TWO ADDITIONALJOURNALS;
fmmandultimatelyreturnto, andhowtocreate
Pleiades Connedion -Vol. VI
W e . Among the vast array of concepts
(a)AIDS: THE LAST GREAT
by HatonnlAton & Germain
which a~ v t e d : Expansion and Compm$10.00...239pp
PLAGUE
sionequalslifddeathcycles * 'lhetmemeaning
by Samnda, Hatorm, Ashtar Tesla &
ISBN: 0-922356-50-5...8/91
ofseclsabion, oonsciousness,CosmicConsciousor Audobodc (6 tapes)
Russ$l
ness, "thinking", Imagination and Inspiration
$10.00.
l9pp
m.00
* Illusion and Reality * How to KNOW God *
ISBN: 0-022356-04-1
l'he V O i W P r i n c i i * Th-Way U n i m God will WOdt Wih
rt/a you. W .
* Polady * Iheprinciple, law and symbol of
find the wm
of this truth. The deceptive origins of this m a n e
Love * Wave fields * C u b * Sph-,
and w
, in his
C1e,y d i i ~IErevealed, including the link with
&w
spirals in Name.

..

(10 boob total):

Shipped UPS =-597.00
shipped Bookrate = $100.75

*(pchs on sets indude 15% discwnt)
PLEAUDIO-BOOKS
Pleiades Cormeaion Setof 8 = $194.50 inc b shi(and 15% discount);individual
audiobooks = $3.75IsttiliefbrUPSshipping,
50.75 cscb additional la,or $2.50 Bods.
1st title., a.00s h additional title.
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THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

Please Help CLC!

PHOENm JOURNALS LIST

Dear Readers,
THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES
The
Law Center CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURwishes thank all of you for your RALS AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN
and prayers' It is because TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME
your dedication toward preserv- AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DEing the Constitutional rights of
everyone that we continue to be- CEEJTIONS AND OTHER CRlTICAL
MATTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
come increasingly effective.
Currently, we are seeking ex- SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $10
perts in Constitutional Law, as EACH PLUS SHIPPING.
well as other areas of law, to assist
US with the tremendous research 1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
that we m u s t develop. This re- 2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
search c a n be done in your area NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
a n d forwarded to u s via fax or SANANDA
mail.
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
We are especially in need of the REMOVED
legalknowledge of suspended, dis- 4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
barred or retired attorneys and are DISASTER
desirous of establishing contact 5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDwith t h o s e who a r e naturally DON
"drawn" to the study a n d practice 6, SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN
of Constitutional (Common) Law.
FROM HELL
We urge you to contact u s if you,
or someone you know, are avail- 7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
able to perform s u c h research for 9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
the Constitutional Law Center.
And again, we thankyou for your 11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE
tremendous support.
PHOENIX
Sincerely,
13. SKELETONS IN THE
Gene Dixon, Director
Constitutional Law Center
CLOSET
916-485-790 1
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR THE PHOENIX

T i A y ' s WATCH
PHONE LINE
805-822-0202
a new
vice
Our dedicated
readers' Today's Watch
phone line will carry
n e w s and c o m m e n t s
fromcommander
Hatonn's writings, This
is our way of keeping
y 0 u inf o r me d a bo ut
breaking world events.
The announcement machine will answer after 2
rings if there are any new
messages for that day8
and after 4 rings if not.
In that way daily callers
can hang up after rings
and save toll charges if
new message has
been recorded. The message update(s1. if any,
occur by 6 PM Pacific Time.

*

THE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR

42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
Subscription Rates
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11
THE PHOENLY LIBERA TOR
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. 1V
is published by
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
VOL. I
THE PHOENM LIBERATOR,Inc
2810 W Charleston Blvd. Ste. G6723
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
Las Vegas, NV 89102
50. THE DMNE PLAN VOL. I
Subscription orders may be placed by
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1
mail to the above addressor by phone to
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
1-800-800-5565. Subscriptionmtesare:
53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada1
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
Mexico);$30(Foreign);or 26 issues for
55. MARCHING TO ZION
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US);
EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX$80 (Canada/Mexico);$1 10(Foreign).
PRESS VOLUMES I & I1 (BOOK) Subscribers: Expiration date a p
$15-00
pears on right side of mailing label.
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXQuantity Subscriptions: $97.50 for 25
PRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies
(BOOK) $15.00
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100copies,
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXof 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies
PRESS VOLUMES V 8a VI
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100
(BOOK) $15.00
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid
EX 4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXContinental US. Alaska, HI., Canada,
PRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV
Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
(BOOK) $20.00
shipping charges.
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXSingle copies of back issues of THE
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EX(BOOK) $25.00
PRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back
issue prices are as follows: 1-10 copies
FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
$1.50each; 11-50copies$15.00;51-100
ANY JOURNALS OR BOOKS
copies
$25.00. Shipping included, postMENTIONED IN THIS NEWS-

15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT:
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
DRAGON
America West Publishers,
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
a Nevada corporation
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
P.O. Box 2208
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
Carson City, Nevada, 89702
1-800-7294131
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECllON
21. CREATION, THE SACRED
or
UNIVERSE
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC.
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVLas Vegas, NV 89102
ENTHSI3AL
1-800-800-5565
2 5 THE ETITER COMMUNION
(Mastercard, VISA, Discover)
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
SHIPPING CHARGES:
ANY NAME: KI-IAZARS
USA (exceptAlaska 6 HizwaW
27. PHOENIX OPERATORUPsfs.75 1st title, $. 75 ea &'l
Bookmte-$2.50
1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
OWNER MANUAL
Pliwity-$3.401st title, $1.00 err add?
28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
ILLILLSILII a Hdwm
29. END OF THE MASQUERADE
Bookmtc-$2.50 1st tit&,$1.00 ea add'l
RbdQ&.40
1st title, $1.00 ea add?
38. THE DARK CHARADE
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 I st title, $1.00 oddq
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
~
A
a
~
C
O
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
Syaa-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add1
Airbook&.50 1st title, $2.00 ax odd?
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
lmREtGN
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. 11
-.W
1st P k , $1.50 ca add?
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
Airboak-$s.00 pcr title estimate
PLANET--ZIONISM Z8 RACISM
Piease allau 5-8 luccksfop delivery

paid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska,
Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please
CallorwriteforadditidshippingchaTges.

Co~vriahtStatement
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENLY
LIBERA TOR, Inc. Reproduction of this
newspaper for private, non-profit use is
expressly encouraged,as long as the content and integrity remain absolutely unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly forbiddenuntil permission is granted in writing from THE
PHOENLY LIBERATOR, INC.

